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Preface

Thin book I s Intended for twe at; a Lext I n the sen i c I eel. i ye course

Pwnr. Prores p ng r iI ec ca I :nI nt'c'rt ng De pa r tm( 1ln v r:; 1 t.y s r

sburgh The ma teria I pre:I en Led here ban been suc ow; l'u I iy used tt_:: the

course conLei* for two trimesters. AI t.hough several avai lab] e books Iss,re

eons .1 dered and t.r 1 ed an l.trX LS , none were round t, () 1)(s ;:ni tab le in Hie I trtit.

or the objeet. i yes o1' Lhe course., and there rore t; book has been r I tten

1.11.1et'i I 1 the need:3 or the course.

There ary three object. ves i Lhe course "Power Process i tig, I I "' 1411

are: I IlL('-'neSti 111r, untienrsnndliate powy r area H' elect,ri cal

etig nee r ng, proV HR. SLUdetiL:: rn.M.nn. :twi some expel.-

etwo re I al. i fl t. omi conduc Lot: powyr e I ct and to dyvy lop tile -

44. dents I ab i 1.1 ly to mode I pl i ea I pro!) 1 enw . n i :; 1,t red by

the s tudeaLs t. grow i tit; c:ittpeLenee i condUct.On ntn,ror area, frequent

lass room re rerence Lhe current. -eng neer i nu, 00 Irvance or the types or

, 1)1 emt; being, cons i tiered , and by nud:i ng the prtib I ems and laboraLory ses-s i ons

as rcal IOtI c ppss b le. A I s(), the area or L;emi conductor app i eztt, i ()Its Lo

power process i ng the subject, matey a I Or (lie course in an area of great.

n Lore:: t, and expans ion In the present. day power I ndus Lry and i there l'ore

"relevant" Th I 1 in ModtJ Ii ri i S elic'ourati'd iii two ways os priTh I mr,

the students are red u ired to work are rramcd in holm; H' real H rcuit el enu sn .

The student;;; THUS L dee what. ideal (!ari ht made. id y , :As t

eoursy p.rogresses, the sophist. i cat. i cyn or the model i requi red Lo so I ve I he

prob I elm; in a rj,a:lonah I e nereases, and hope ii I ly 1,11(' i I

1.1 l'ILreast, an the,y work Lily 1,,:radna I I y more sophi st. i ('N.t.(sti I WO) I

4
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The author conSiders modeling the most important aspect of the course

.as reflected by the subjeet material and organization of this book. Two

oC the most valuable p.ttributes of an engineer are his ability to anstodlate

new technology, and his ability to apply basic scienre and technology (new
7

oid) to new problems. Without theme attributes, the engineer is soon

relegated to the position of a competent technician. One or the most, ir not

the post, powerful tools used to maintain these attributes is the engineer's'

;ki I I in model I PhYsicai Problebs; that is, to simpliry the problem to the

(..xt.rome so-that the bas i c parameters and operations become obvious, and then

to replace the necessary complexities until the model sufficiently approaches

the real physical problem to give valid engineering answers. The author

*
therefore feels that the gain in examinir and modeling the problems in some

detail nlr outweigh the disadvantage that less Material (fewer circuits,

problems, and applications) can be considered in 'the given time.

There are several reasons i.1r at ressi rig modeling in the particular

course on semiconductor power processing. The primary objective in bffering
/)

+.3

the course "Power Processing II" is to Interest students in the power area

ar engineering. IV incorporating the learning of a fundamental engineering

skill (modling) into tt/0 course, it may be possible to attract more Zw the

"uncertain" sttidents who may not want to commit themselves to a speeific area

of electrical engineering. The subject material may then provide sufficient

challenge to interest these students in power engineering. Also, starting

from the students undergraduate background in electronics, rogic, and physics,

I
Ale students aetualry experience the extension of their kndwledge into an

,

unfamiliar technological area (semiconductor power processing) using the tool

of modeling as well as using modeling to sotve complicated problems. And of

course, even the simplest problems in power processing can only be solved' by



tie minnaiierttorward applieation of Kirchhoff's laws With utmost di fficulty ,

rturbhefr AmirsPealming zipain 'the student the value of inteldivilhlig etS a problem.

taving ttocil.

!The aaboratory rEbquires some special mention. The laboratory problem&

etik) Hat ,delsnosate swealleer texpenitmertts,61De :performed by sthe students, nor Is

Ittypit:ea" :formal laboratory _report ,required of each student. While real -

:situations sometimes liequire a "laboratory report," as in the testing

and .erirsauatimq of an item or .system, the most frequent use of a.n industrial

laboratory is as n aid lo finding the answer to a problem. The realisstic

laboratory prablemassociated with any problem is "What laboratory e xperiment

should be done?" The student Is given the choice of IISing the laboratory to

gather data, confirm his theory, check assumpti ons, as an aid to understand ing

device or circuit -operation, or any combination cif these. The students .arc not

permitted to enter ttie laboratory without a "plan" in whkch each 'student. must

identify .41 specifiC objective for the labortitory experiment, and a detai Led

pla.n 'to iowrry zut the experiment-. The studenirs are graded on the basi s

hcv erfeetive their laboratory objective will be in enabling them to solve the

problem, and whe'ther their detailed plan has a reasonable assurance of enablinr

the students to accomplish their inme.diate. objective. After the laborat,ry

semipn the students complete their assigned problem), presenting "an answer"

.whirh is barked by laboratory faxperiment .and data. This Ape of' laboratory

lcras proved much more interesting to the students and seems more in keeping

with ism xElneering ducatinn than simply "vAifying calculations" or

"demonstrating effects."

The author gratefully acknowledges the coriti nui ng financial support of

the Natijonal Science Foundation .throughout the design and establishment, of the

. .course ."PoWer Processing " The duthor also thanks Dr. 11. 1.)11. and
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Dr. T. W. Sze, University of Pittsburgh, for their aid and comments during-the'

de4gn of the course, and thb author is paiqicularly grateful.to MX,Alec R. Bi

Walker, Westinghouse Research Laobratory, for his oontinuing assistance in, .

se1ecting the course material'and acting as an expert technical reference to,

. f
the present state of the art. The author also acknoWledges the preliminary)

course design and notes af Dr. John Choma, Jr., Sacramento State.CollIge.

A

Dr. Frank E. Acker
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Chapter- itmer Diodes

Ohopter Contents

chapillir has three equally important purposes; tc) acqUaint the

reader with the circuit properties of poOer diode's, to review p)Tioal models

of a semicnddctor p.-n junction (these models will also be'used in discussing

the properties of the thyristor'in chapter 3),. and to provide some elementary

examples of modeling bOlithe.characteristics of the power diode and the

properties of some diode circuits.

The chapter begins with a review

single-crystal semc,lconductors and the

of the basic conduction properties of

eleCtron-hole model of such a crystal.

Next, the electron-hole model of A p-n junction and the voltage-current thar-

acteristics of a signal diode are reviewed. The voltage-current characteristics

of a power diode will then be compared td that of a signal diode., and the dif-

ferences in the characteristics will be qualitatively explained on the basis'of

the electron-hole model as apidied to the physical Construction bf the diodes.

'Some very simple diode circuits are then analyz-ed using circuit modelsvor approx-

imations of the voltage-current characteri.stic of a power diode.
,

The Electron-Hole Model of a_SemiciAadiccton

The semiconductor diode andthyristor are rapidly replacing Ither nonlinear

or time varying'control elements in the power electronics.area. While the semi-

conductor deVics may not replace ail oilier typee of devices"such as selenium

diodes, high vacuum diode, etc., theiridespread and increasing use justifies

/)the review of some of the basic properties of a crystalline, semiconducting

material in order to better understand the characteristics of a semiconductor,

device.
3"
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The electrical properties_of crystalline gerwitimand silicon, thos!o

semiconductors most useful in electronics at temperatures nearlroom temperatUr16

(2390i can.be explained lin terms of quantum mechanica ,. statistical mechanics,
,

and the band theory of'solids. ,HoweVer, thd mathematics and details of such

a treatMent,are very cumbersome in explainl.ng the gross electrical character- .

istics of these materials. Accordingly, d "semi-classical" Model df salconL

ductors builf on the results of more detailed:phsical models is frequently

used.' This model will be referred to as the n electron-hdle" model. The bases

F 1

'for th%s model lie in solid state physi.cs and have Sufficient cpmplexity that

. .

we choose not to discuss them here. The inqu$siTe student may begin to con-
,

sideithe underlying physical procesties by examining the referendes listed 'at

the end of this chapter. It must' be realizedAhat by skipping the "deriVatipn"

of the electron-hole model; we generate a blind pot in our understanding id

that we cailnot decide from physical principles (the limitations ofsbur Model.

For example, with the electron-hole model above, we would conclude that the

tunnel diode Cannot Work. Therefore, the applicability of the electron-hole

model must be deCided On the bases of:

a) the successful'application the same model in previous similar

situa.tions,i.e., history

b) the results predicted by the model agreeing 'with experiment, i.e.;

empirical test

Clearly; in ariy practical situation, empirical test has the latt and defini-

tive word."

The Semiconducting Pure Crzstal

In a single perfect crystal of germanium or-silicon: each.atom is Iodated

in a regular array (lattice) composed of all of the atoms that make up the

crystial. Of cobrse the idea of a perfect cOstalls an idealization because

1 2
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ax+17,74..Nr.z.7,

: .

.

fi

ttmre .02ways be some impuriAes Mud Uttice _haws in the crystali espe-
C') .

vial:Wet the surfaCes. The crystals used in s conductor eleotronica are
. A4

iftwalusky of such purity and sUfficiently free o .imperfec;ions that thege'flaWs
4

are responsible for Only sec'ond ordelteffects in the crystal characteristicd.

Germapium and silicon crystalize tn the '!diamond structure", a three

anensional array in whichLeadh.atoMis boUnd'to its four nearest meighbors.

consider two-dimensional schematic .diagram of .the three dimensional

crystal.
.-1 _rimpt

deQUTER \5F-1CWE ATOiet( .4. 0 0 0
E LECT ON\

s
. . 0 0 0

(:).11--4-LNUCLE ("6 PL UCovALENT 1;- s. ., .
, . IN NER. SHE I_ L .

, - .
EMND . 0 41 0 ' 0 0

E,LE CTROWS .. . ,

Figure 1 - 1
v.

Note that each atom shard its four, outer efell (chemically active) electrons

With its four nearest neighborS, therebyeffectively completing each.aiom's

outer ehell with its preferred nuMber of electrons.(eigh't). This-type of-

thavd-electron bonding betwgen atoms is called covalent bonding

If by either borne external exciting process oripy random chance in the

distribution of energy among the electrons, an elec,tron receives sufficient
t.

energy to break the covalent bond (about 0.7 electron volts fot germaniuM and

Admut-1.1 .eV for silicon at room, temperature), the electron is no longer bbund

.but is free to drift within the crystal lattice. When the electron hegins to

freely drift,it-Ietue-S behind a vacancy in its previous covalent bond. Other

bound electrons of the adjacent atoms may fill this bond, bUt 1iii leEiVe behind

vacancies in the bonds between other nearby: atomS,_
/-
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o vAcANof Wq1CH .IVAY BEAl"

FILLED BY ANY, NEARSY
6 ELECTRON

. '

Figure 1 - 2

The vacancy in this model is, termed a "hole", As the'Vacancy.is repeaiedly

filled by bound electrons, the .vacancy marpropagate fi.am place to place in,

the crystal.. This process to ealled,"hole drifi4; The hole pas associated

. .

witp, it a positive charge due the net positive charge ok the ataM of Ohich the

hole fs a vacancy, Despite 'the fact that the electron has a negative charge

and the'hole has a positive pharge, the two charge "carriers" do noi electro-

statically attract each other beCause as the hole and electron drift apart,

the.many other electrons and holes in tpe cjtal.readjust their position

slightly so that the value of.e(the electrostatic field-strength) throughout

the crystal is zero on eVen a microscopic (but not atomic) scale. Thus the

hole.and electr4 drift independently of each other. Should an electron and-(7

hole drift together by dhancei they will annihilate each other (recanibine)'vilth

the liberation of p.n amount of energy equal to the energy originally required

to break the govalent bond.

c' Define

n = .concentration of fibee electrons
-

, i.e.,nuWber of electrons.nOt bound
unit Volume of crystal

-p = Concentration of.holes
H



'Pm a ure serManium or silicon

p

_kbVICAM4t. the'4.1,0 eOnS and holei.are,geii;ratedAn_pairsi

.It is posSible to .make the'concentration Oftifree electrons (xi) different
\

free the concentration of holes (p) by growing "impure"tor doped crystals. If

crystals are grown of a mixture of germanium or silicon and a small amount of,
itrother agiment- (1mpurty) 'having electrons in its outer shell (such as

d.

'arsenic or phosphorus), a crystal inwhich n 'is greater than p or "xt-type"

10crystal resultS: In such a material,, the impurity atom which occupies a nor-

mal lattice site now has one electron which is not bound by a'covalent bond.

I Pb)11 . ' '

. .0
110

4111F=e,
*

.

4. NO =C6A10ENTRAT ION or "DONOR"
IMPURITIES (DONATE ELECTROMS)

"EXTRA" ELEVTRON

0,

tl-TYPE IMPURITY* "DONATING"
-AAI CATRA .ELECTRON

Figure 1 - 3

The energy required to free this "extra" electrari Se that it may drift about in

the et:yrs-JAL is only on the order of one hundredth of the energy requ

-break,a-xpvalent bond, At room temperature, essentially all of these extra

electrons aie free. Note that when the electron drifts away from the atom,

'the atom has a positive charge.. But this pwitive charge cannot drif.t'about

like a hole because nearby electrons would have to break a covalent bond

(requiring lots- more energy) to fill this type of a.mcancy,!and of course,

t6e.atom itself irked in ihe crystal lattice so that.it cannot drift. In
6'

a
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6

a homogeneousmaterial, the free elections Vould distribute themselves 41.
. _ _ _ . _ .

such a way as eop7

impurity atoms.

cancel the electrosatirc°Iield prodUc'ed by -Pit 4nized

:t

Howeirer, in a noqiiomogeneous material (duch as a diode

junc'tionYthese filied charges may give rise to macroscopic obseriable chs.

acteristics.
I ,4

It is also possible to.add impurities to germanium arid silicon crysta1 fi4

so that the holes will outnuMber the *free electrons (p-tipe me.terial). Doping

substances such as boron,( aluminum, gallium, and indium have only three elec.-

trons, in their outer shell.'

NAr-CPNCENTeATIO pF
"ACCErPTOR" I M PUP 1TY

IMPUR(ITY ATOM
M 15.Skl N G CTR O;V CCAN
ACCg PT Ive"ARBY Et.,ECTRo)

Figute 1 - 4

0 10 0
.

0

Là

Onlyabout one-liundredth -of the energyrequired to b'reak a covalent bond and

t
generate to. hole-electron pair is required for a nearby elactron.to Itslip-over ft

\

c!,

and complete the outer shell of the imPurity atom. ,Such an.action.generates

a hole.whichi is'now free,to' drift within the crystal. Again, similar to ne

type materialoamost all of the'impurity atOms have their outer shells cot-.

pleted at room temperature.. Each impurity atom has .a axed negative charge

associated viith it .(due to its,"extra" electron in its outer shell), and in .

a homogeneous material; tile 'mobile positive chkrges (hbles) move so as to
-

cancel.outitthe electrostatic field due to the'fixed charges:

Thue we 'see that.in a doped seticonductor, mobile charges

and holes) arise from two sources:

e

4%

44f.

(free-electrons

a) brokeh covalent bonds yielding electron-hole pairs.

b) ionizedimpUrity atoms yielding free electrons or holes

depending on the type of iMpurity.

foe

16

`fr
4'

.
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7 q.
1.

-8upPeeeweitaVeya-material that:it la-KNAte dme 'to doping: The deboentratiqn

of,electwons In) will be .greater than in the pure material due to the ionized

impurity..-Vhe-inereaped population-ef free electrons-in-creases the probabilitY

free-.electron meeting a,holi and recoMbiniing. Therefore the concentration

Of Ihcaes -gill te lees inan 11.4gpe i..!pped Alterial than in the pure material.

in fact, statistical mechanits applied tbihis. problem will give us the result

that the,conoentration'Of holes times the.concentration of electrons is equal

to a nuMber which is a fUnction of the absolute temperature

n p = C (T) K

2K .= constant with units of concentration

Eg = energy 'to create a hole-electron pair

(1.1 eV° for al,- 0.7 eV Por.(Je)

Boltzmann's'constant'

4-5= absolute temperature
t

PROVIDEDTHE SiMICONDUCTOR IS INA STATK'OF THEPMEDYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM (the

temperature is not .c.hnging and no Current is flOrwing).,

0, \

guipmliry

. In summary,',same of the basic properties of the electron-hole Moael of

a semiconductor are:

a) ,free-electrons and holes are the MOBILE CHARgE CARRIERS in a

bemiconductOr

:-b) electron-hole pairs may be generated in the material by break-'

ing covalelt bonds (GENERATION)

c) free-electrons .and holes Nay come together.in the ctystal and

anwihilate each" other with the release of energy (RECOMBINATION)

d) smiconductor crysals may be doped with impurities, yieldink
-0-

free electrons or holes and FI4ED CHARGES in the'crystal

,1Cc
lattiee

17
e,

r:



'

at room temperatvre, essentially all ccsinnonly used impurity

atoms are ionized '

f in the case of thermodynamic AquilpriVn4,the product of the
. . . v.

-' concentratilon:of holes.and plectro is a function of
.

. ,

.temperature (independent Of dopin$ np-= C(T) qi KIE8/4T)
..

.

u

-0

A
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tionduction -In SeMiconducWArs
_

.
Me 'next review.the basic processes of electrical conduction in, a semi-

-conductor crysta1. Suppose two. copper.wires are fastened to an n-type

A--
.inutterig1;:by .some metallurgical process. We .tilkm giaph the electrostatic

potential as a function )of distance for this device, .assuming the wire-s.emi,-

conductor 'junctions are non-rectifying, .ohmic contacts,

lizotapEtct

1

1 1

1

1 I.

1

ID 1 I kl tIONMISMIIIII 111111.0...1.411011M.

n- TYPE
SEMICONDUCTOR

COPPER4-SEMICONNCTOR JUNCTION.S

COPPER

6

.f

1=10.LLImetl.4111110.trat,....S.10.61101

Figure - 5
4

The differenc-e in electrostatic potential between the copper and the

semlconductonis a, "contact potential-difference" resulting from a.difference.

in the work functionsof the two materials. P4Member that contact potentials

4
cannot be mclasured With a voltmeter having leadst sinct the sum of the con-

tact-potentials about any loop is zero (otharwise 4 current-Would flay, energy..

would be.disetpated, and the second law of thermodynamics woul& be violated),

APIe aTe reassured 'that the potential difference between the two copper leads

(which eat be ponnected to an ordinary valtmeter)-ta zerd:.

Consider the case where the semiconductor with attached wires is connected.

to :a battery.'

. 1 9
-

41,



nTYPE
WIRE

*DR0P1
w Re- N,

WIREM'
f

II vir DROP ACROSS
I szttecONDucToll

1

If we ,can

since the

ngure 2 - 6

neglect the effeets of the ohmic Voltage drops at the junctions, and

c*ontact potentials cancel,yat Eb-- Roll.. Experiment shaw(rthitt
. 77.

I.is proportional to'V, or that the semiconducting crystal behaves like a

resistor. The characteristic of resistance coupled to the fS:ct that ConduC-
r

tion is,by means of electrons proMpts us to extend our model in terms ollthe

well 1Kown model of electrical conduction by elections in metals.

d construct a model fOr a resistor Using electron conduction, we reason

thus: ,

a) The current.must be propoitional to the number of Charge carriera,

, 'and their 'veloCity.
r

b) Therefore the

velocity of tbe charge

application Of a voltage -to the crystal must,chapge the

carriers, change-the nuMber of charge carriers, or:

result inssome combination of the two possible effects,

c) We turn to the theoretical analyses and experimental work of others

arid accept as fact in our model,that:

As the voltage applied to the

inceases Proportional to voltaget

41?

'fr

crystal increases,-cUrrent at first

Thia phenamenon is due to the speed

_
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1

. of- tint- carriers .beling --proportiprid tO ^the apOlied voltage' (actually,

ptapoortion tb the electric field.strength). If the magnithde of the
v.;

vatAge--is increased p\ufficiAtlyifthe Curient "will inrease Abruptly

,

1.0

4 '

with small increases in voltage -in very nonlinear way. This effect

favalanoh) is &Scribed to the increase.in the nuWber of charge carriers.

d) Consider:the case where I is proportional to V. We must have the
*-

charge velocity increase proportional to the applied 4a1ue of e(or V
/length

in a homogeneous crystal). We" rationalize by saying each carrier is acted
-> ...

.J.,
.

upon by a force F = qe 7611.re. 4 18 the_value of_the_electronic charge.._ It.-.;
1

the charge carrier is an,electron, q --t"-1.6 x 10
-19

coulomb. Th'is force
4

s:r

accelerates the carrier which soon bumps-into the atoma composing the crystal.

These collisions change the direction of motion, so that'on the average, the

carrier has a "Orift velocity". or component of velociV in the'direction of

the applied field that averages to be proportiOnal to the *agnitude of the -

applied fif4d

and 'V

16

v 7 for Ilectrons

mobilAy, a constant
ft116

Efor holes, (by analogy, holes are
P,

as 'good
,>

carriers as electrons). The tWo equations result from the convention that

is always positive. Also, because the mechantam of conduction

Of holes is different thanc'the mechanism of conduction of electrons.

e) Consider a-"filament" of unit cross sectional arta of the crystal
.

c.

, Figure 1 - 7 at7

SQUARE AREA, ONE
UNIT ON A 310E- -

ra,

P.*

at,

)01`a
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The number of electrons crossing this area per unit time (flux of elec-

tkions due tO the battely 13eing connected) is equal to the average elec-
,

tron drift-velocity multiplied by the numbear of eleotrons lier unit vol.-
,-

ume of the crystal. Of course, this giVes the flux d nsity. If.the
. .

total flux of electrons were desired, one would_simply integrate the

flux density'over the total crystal area.
Ile,

y; = -electron flux density =r v- n

The currA is the transport.of charge per unit time, and is simply the

Warge of ah electron multiplied-by the nuMber of charges crossing the

area per pnit time7. -140141c Ei1n6e we are working in a small filament of

,

'unit area,
..

we are calculatimg the current density dug to electron drift
,

-II.a. .e. ...
i

J = -q n, :v.:
n

cif 3r 1 4 ft 10 COW.

ecisCll that v = --
.

tine and eliminating v

,
which is Ohm's law at a point

J .7.42e6
n

or
.11*

iTtl

LY

=, conductivitSr

Where = resistivity

and , '= 4
1 ,

o n .
e T=. 'q pnn.

,

,

.To find the resistance of the crystal; we need.only multiply by tfle length
,

:and divide by the total area, or

Resistanc =

t.

f) Similarly, in a p%ype material where p is.orders of magnitude larger

than n,5 and conduction is-by means of holes:

U.

?

q't1 p.6 and
P-
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tha cam. that a nit orders at dlifterest front p donduction

by' bothtypes of carzie2re is SAgntfiesat and

4100 '444

total m

11

ft.&

I.

j'
t.ctal

,

in brief mannary:

ci. P P 11)ta

or =

(c

a) the voltage-current charaeteristic of a homogeneous hemicOnducting

- .

,.eryetal are the same as that of a registor (it's junctions that dauseAhe non,

linearities),

b) there are both positive (holes) and negativp (free electiOns) cHarge.
4 '

m

carriers in a semiconductor,

E- field, producing a current,
-.

These carriers drift under the influence of an:

4. the resistiviti of a semiconductor

of the charge Carriers.

is a functbn of the concentration

tt is possible for currents in rseniconduotors to arise from diffusion pro-

ceases in addition to the drift current previously-considered. Diffusion

aries 'in nonhomogeneous cases. Suppose that a'nuMber of electrOns were

"Injected" by same wiknown process into a semiconducting crystal, analogous '4

to a. drop' of ink being-injected into a'bowl of .we:ter. In,,timei, the hkgh

condentration of electrons. (or ink)

army from the original location due

would; decrease a
4.

to the fact that

the particles diffused

the particles are freely

*rifting possess random motions, and have-a high probaVility of moving in

Aiktections other than.together. The eventual disperaion of the electrons Gr-

ink droplet represents a-current- or flux of the particles away.from their

pitiono: location. -The diffusion Of particleS is d4scribed by Fick's Law

which states that:

se
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,4P

1

4

the het flux of particles ts related to.the gradient oethb concentra-
.

tion N b5s- a obnetant

jpr = J D grad N or -DVN
-

where D is the difft10,4 0000tant.

In one dimension

F
-

dN
- D

For electrons

D Vn

For holes'

D Vp
P.0

Again, D ',I D due to the difierent procesies'in'the motion:of h roles o
4

electron. As,a itr'pan be shown that

D ier ,. Einstein relatiop
157

=
q .

DiffUsion currents are impOrtant near the junCtion of a diode.

CoMbining.the drfft and diffusionlcurrents, the .total current consists of

..fourt parts
,

.4 .. I.4
J = J .1- 4-

J
+ .J

t
.

qtal electron
3
hole ,electron' hole

drift drift diffusion diffuSion
,. .

and I, the total current (steady state neglecting displacement,currents)
43

f
electron

+ 'I
hole IeleCtrondA I - + I

hole
'drift drit. diff.

.,

diff .

I must be the same, tn any plane at any tlace in the semiconductor or its leads

by.Kirchafts curren iaw3Ei = O.- However,.. the relative importance or magni-

tudes of the four components may vary tr.& place"to place ip the semiconductor

due to,either nonhomegenuities in the crystal'or in.the concentrations of holes

and electronOtiv the crirstal.

,
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Tbe Ideal Diode
.

'Consider. a Single crystal of germanium or silieon In which the doping

4.aries with distance in such aWay as td ptodube both an.n and a p type

material in the same erystal.

stuiverioN

ri
.1

Figure 8

The region where the material changes froth p to n-type is called the "junction" .

-..,or-transition region. Clearly, the crystal is not-homogeneous:in the jvnction

regidh. Next, consider the crystal as lying isolated, not connected to any

energy source, and.in the"thermadynamic equilibrium with its surrwandings. Far

from-the jtinction region (on the oiter of a few thousandths of an inch) p A

ipr.the p-type material and n-='ND in the n=type material. Because np C,.

r .

' a onstant,n is determined in the p-type materiali(and will be several orders of

magnitude less than p in the\p-tYpe material) and_p will,be deterMined in-the.

n-type material (and will be several orders of magnitude less than n in the n-

=type m4teria1).

4.

. C

A

s

0 5

1 S.

..
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There is ap orders of magnittide change in the concentrations of electpotis

and holes in the junction region. The large variation in,-the concentreitions pf
. ,

the charge-carriers gives .tise to diffution ckirrnts.

-p-type Inater1al,t8 then-typematetial, and eleArons

HCA,es,diffuse frpm the

diffuse,from the n-type

material to the Ia.:type mat.erial. "The transpoit of holes and electrons),a a
." .

,

diffusion curtent (Iy krom the p,tyPe'material t6 the n-tyipe material. The'
. .

LA .L,.
:,,,. ...

. .
.

.

.

I carrier concentrat,19no never equal4e across the

,

junction,,that is, the dif-
,, .

4

fusion current is nat a t aRaient phenomenon.: A hole, crossing the'junction
e

from the p

electrons.

increases.

to the n-type- material finds itself in-a region where tsbere are many

. o

Theprobabipty of the Holeirecombining- With an electron drastically

The result is that practically all thd barriers that diffUse across

the junction recombine. Holes are resupplied to the p-type material at its.

.
,

.

ohmic contact by a fairly complicated-process we choose not to describe at pre..

( V.
0

S

.

4k , d'.. ,
sent and by a drift process:about to be descrIbe0. A ,simIlar argukent hbid6 for

eleetronS.'

44



'Thus,fisr., a difiUsi6n: current from.therp to the n-type material haa been"
. .

,
S.

itattfatoty, described., Yet, .the total current must.be,zero, since the. cry--

't AL. eleatrictalY isolated. Therefore a drift current must. exist that

exactly canceIm the diffUsion current.

I.

4

1.4,

nexit.onsider the source of thee field that "drives" the drift Current.

Ai the junction region, tte concentration of holes in.the p-type material

14 decreased (refer to Fig. 1-9) below% due to the high rate of diffusion of

holes away frqm that location. Since the ionized, acceptor atoms have

tive charge, and the.atoms are fixed in the Crystal lattice, there is
.

tive"charge density located in the 1Y-type material near the junction.

a nega-

a nega-

Similarly

on the n-type side of the junction,' the electron dqnsity is lowered and the
v

.fixed charge due to N
D
'causes a positiVe charge densityfto result in the n-type

'-region. The charge densities and concentrations are shown in Figure 1-10 ono.

linear scale (recall that Pig. 1-9 has a logarithmic carrier density scale).
0

U.

4,
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The charge densities due to the fixed charget give rise to an electiostatic
44. T

rtildilfteh cause* eteetions to drift toward tne.nota0 material and holes to

drift toiagd the pAype material. Because .the AectrAatic field xwe

mobile charges-out 'of the junction region, the concentration of mObae

fS;

riers is small canipared.to cirrier concentrations in the bulk of the p and n-

type materials. The-regiOn of' low concentration of mobile carriers is knoWn as

the ."depletion region" or "depletion layer,"

Ne)tt we choose to' calculate the eleCtrostatic Otential'that,exists across.

Qat V 111 f.e.4A
the depletion region.' First ife apply GaussI Law *

v A
. cA

Then sitiCe ,f,* 14 TfAkAe we can findthe potential difference that

exists across the junction. To simplify the calculation, wormalte the justif1-
4...

able assumption (for the desired accuracy of our 4ualitative analysis).that the

charge densiiy is a constant in Thep-type region and a different constant in the

/1-type region (dashed,lines, Fig.. 1-10 0, thUs neglecting Ne ttails of the

edges of the depletion region.

Consider a tilament one unit on a side within the crystal (so we can con-

sider densities ii.respective of the crystal dimensi:onsT BecauSe of the axigl

symmetry, only,variations in the x dirvtion (along the length of the filament)

I,Ndte that y convention g-is used both for charge densit and resistivity.
(ehaige tiensi,ty) has units of coulomb/meter3 while y '(resistivity) has units

.

ohmmeter.



need b ,condidred and we have only to analyst a one dimensional problem.

Starttng at x .(Fig. 1 ll-) in the p-type material and working toWard the.

n.-tyPe material, at first no charge is enclostd in the Gaussian surface, then,
,

GAUSSIAN I

,SuRpAois 15-1

constanti,oharge density is encountered and S d Ist A x C (unit Area so

. II
F1LA ME N T

,

1.11.413.4.ca
alairmer

fe.fa
sir iii(ofit.

egg PROPORTiON
CHARCe

a

14.)

mr.C4t

re eat PACs

f &taw,

A

sA 4=8

Figure 1
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The field' is a linear function of sellabante. (9, and the potentiak. ts 4. Para-

bithi,te Conetion. of' 4iatanoe W. The potential -diffezence bei?ween'the p

,

mad 0-type -mat6riale ie the oontact Potential etvieen these diesimilarmaterials.'

Ailtp.o.the,area of th charge,density versus diste.nce'for the p-type noteri'a?,

0111,14, 1,...71310, must tewtly teclua4. the *rep. ,of the eharge tianaity versus distinoe

for the,n1type material; Otherwise ant -field would exist outside-the deple-

ti,on region causing electron drift far from the junction which does not agree

with Ob8erved faCts or oUr model ifopursued with'sufficient detail.

, Next coneider a battery applied to the deVice. We have aeen that in the

-case of zero current through the device, the current is made up of a difl'usion

and a drA't coMporient that'cancel or balance'each other. Applying an external

voltage source will upset the balance and a net current will flow. If we can

assume that essentially all of any voltage applied to the device-appears across

the junction, the analysis is greatly simplified. Such an assumption is usually

..justified in signal type diodes because the distance between the junction' and

, ohmic contacts is small, theeurrent density sufficiently Ilow, and the resist-

iity of the.material is sufficiently 'small that the bulk of the semicondudtor.-

materials far from the transition region has a negligible effect on the'elec-

triCal characteristics of the device.

. Figure 1-12 shows the differences in6junction charge, e-field, and poten-

tiJal between the eases of zero current (zeio applied voltage) kid fOrward con-

duction (forward voltage bias). The dePletIon layer changes its length depend-

ent on !the applied voltage,. The forward bias voltage Eb reduces,the 'drift com-

ponent of current in the junction region because fis reduced.. The charge dis-

tributions in the copper-semiconductor jUnctions are simple inventionS to make

the cOnta6t potentialS cAncel around the loop when Eb is zero. The physical .

Idtetaile of the metal-seMiconductor junctions are outside athe scope of the pre-

aent course. We have adopted the following commonly used assumptions:

,p.

or.



Figure 1 - 12
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r.11777-7,77.7a--7-

r

7-40.

Atieps ,tri- itthe 'wires and.,ihe n and p-type msterists outside the
r,- -r- - .,.-. ..,.'r n (1 6 .

stanaliOn : 'ail* ikike 244faigible compistred lie,.,,Fv. 113r,lece' 14 drops ate ,

tleotonstlAt.tOor 4rift'OVrrents:Outilide the-junetion fegion'.(in the wire

tor exidsple) but-d9 not signifies694 pontribute to .theAplOss .41-V chdr=
40

'sacristies of the devie.s.

b) Thtl nOtaltsenliconductor 'contaa potentl,a1 differences do not

icantly change as a filnkton of current. Note that theee potentral drops

e.

are not insignificaa compared to OAB, but if they Are not a function of'

current, the change in 0 due to the connection of a battery is dpprox-
,

imq,tely equal to thebattey voltage.

4

The charge, field,nd potential distributidn in the diod6 under

reverse bias condit,ions are shown in Figure 1 - 13.

L's

It

4,

33
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Figure 1 - 13
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At, the. reverse vonage- is inoreased;, th.ength of '61'e 'depletion region

timmaSlieso. and- tlialmompktudvir he d1 stre4h0i) () within the depletion

regket inereattet... Ther.drift current. (,from. the. n. tct. the- pi-type
, .

slInuItt theresse(and the dIffusiOn current (.froi.ii p to n-type sisae-rial) shoUld.,

Or'
.

iilaw about, the., sametvatliie. eat itn.:.thet zegtro4tfasy, owe or else . cleeritase .

c

. Consider whether or not-is is possible fOr the'drift current to eceed
N

the-previously discussed diffusion Currenti Although the sitmaion is con-

fileang at small reverse bias (because'the diffusilp and mobilAy conptants

for- holes and electrons. aiie different) the model ts easily understood at ,

.large reverse bias. The drift.current_in-the junction region arises fi-omtthe

drifting under the, influence.. of _the k,.-fibld of mobile carriers that have dif-

'.fused into the junctidn area. At large 'reverse bias', all of the holes that
0

diffuse into the junction region from the p-Iype material and e.11 of the free

electrons that diffUse into the,junction region from the n-type material are

turned.back by the high field. Thus it would,seem the drift current cannot

exceedlthe diffusion Current', and the net currentAiould.be zero for reverse,

bias .

We have neglected an iimport.ant fact. In considering the cases of forward

and zero bias, the concentration of carriers in the junction region exceeded
0

the concentration.of mdnority carrierb (p in the n-typepaterialand n in th

pl-type.mmilterial))awshewnlin Pigure 1,9. !Or large reverse bias, the concen-

thtiOn of mobiiecarriers_ih,the junction is'further reduced (rig. 1-14) dues
..brt- .

to:theplar

/
ge.E-fieldA the-junction region.

,

6



The concentration of mobile carriers in'the junction region becomes so`sMall

tpat.the minority cFrierq, also diffuse'into tbe junction regicin (here labeled

'back diffusion"). The miinority carriers are,of Emch po1arity4ts. id ipe carri`ed

by the drift, tee remOning way across the Synctiongiving.rise to a reverse

current,

reverse
= I

diff:forward
I
diff.forward

electrons - holes

+
&ff. back
electrons

'duff, back
holes

+ I
dri

+ I
drift

electrons . holes

/A%

Bebause the concentration of minority carriers is Orplers of magnitude less

than the concentration of majority carriers, e expect that the reverse current

should be orders pf magnitude smaller than the forward current fdr the same,

)
.

3 6
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magnitude, of. forward and reverse voltageflbias applied to the device terminals..

AI4ON* changing the magnitude, of the reverse,bias. voltage under conditions oOk

large reverse.bias should not Ijiange.the. magnitude of the reverse current, since

the current-is limited by loack diffusion" and the Voltage change does not, have

much.:efferA on. the cencentratico;gradient a4 the:.edges of -the 3tAhoi3ion. region.

These 'predictions are correct. Careful application of the electron-hole,model

of the junction.plus some app11cati6n of btatistical mechanics would allow, us

to derive the ideal diode' equation which is a good approximation to the V - I

k'haracteristi(,s of a signal diode
0.1

AVALANC14
RiOION

M 17.11. 1,0-1-4711

Over its normal opeiating range.

I
Ofdir %-

.r*

'IDEAL 0100E. EQUATION

+ To S.

-

f

DIODE I-NI CHARACTERISTIC

Figure 1 7- 15

The ideal diode equation is a valid approximation to the T-1 characteristic

of any diode provided:

4a). ohmic drops are negligiole

b) -most of the current is conducted through the junction rather, than at

the 'surface of the crystal ("Leakage currents" around the junctin are

caused. by'contaminants and imperfections 1n the erystal latt&ce which often
1

e)cists at' the surface of the crystal).

87
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normal! diffusion-drift procespes aCcount for the carrier tr,nsport

across the junction..

Notice the ideal diode-equation is not a good approximatión for voltages near

tne value of the breakdown vol,tage (V ) for the diode.("avalanch".region

Fig. 1 - 15). The avalanch region ocOurs (from the point of view of our model)

when the reVerse bias'voltage becomes so large, ancrthe magnitude of theE-field

so large,that mobile carriers gain so- much kinetic,energy-between collisions

that they can break covalent bonds in the junction region (refer-to Fig.':1-l3).

. ,

When a carrier (hole or' electron) breaks a covalent bond two additional car-

riers result which are also accelerated by theefield .and break more covalent

bonds. Thia process is .1410wn as the-"avalanch process" and is responsible for

drastically increasing the concentration of' mobile carriers of. the junction

region, resulting in a sharp increase in current.- Current in the avalanch
A

region is frequently approximated by the relation.,

1 = I 1 n varies.-between 2 and It depending
o

*1-(V/ )" tp9grypstAJ...mAterie.1.,.

The avalancn equation is an empirical relation, fitted to the V-I curve ip the

avalanch region. The avalanch equation has not been derived from fundamental

crystal properties.

While avalanch is riot necessarily destructive to the diode, unless the

diode has been specifically constructed to work in the avalanch region, excess-

ive reverse voitage and subsequent avalanch leads to diode failure. The large

simultaneous current and voltage in. the avalanch region.means that the device

is dissipating energy at a rate far exceeding the rate,of dissipation in the

ideal diode region. Unless some special circuit or construction provision has

beenmade,..the temperature at the junction'may rise above the melting point of

the crystal. When the crystai'('or some small area of the junction) melts, it

-)?

3 8
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loses its rectifyini properties. Even if the t:urrent is interrupted before

the leads or crystal vapor s, the device has blpen ruined'because the recti-

fyIng .properties do not re4ppear upon cooling, The molten section does not

recrystalli,ze with the s e Structure that exiSted before melting, and the
%.

,device exhibits properties stmilar to'thtt of a resistor after cooling.

Briefly considering the transient behaviour of the diode, there are tWo

predominant phenomena. The fixed charges in tht depletion layer act as a

stored charge, depepdent on terminal voltage similar to the stored charge on
,

a parallel plate capeAtor. Tnus the depletion layer acts as a papacitor whose

value depends on the applied voltage. Similar deviceS are used for high frequency

tuning circuits (varaetor diodes). For sig diodes, the capacitane'e value is

usually on the order of some tens of picofarods. Also, when the irolLag,e across

' the junction changes,'the length of the depletion region'changes, and therefore

.the aistribution of mobile charge carriers changes. During the time tilç distribu-

tion.of mobile carriers is changing toward a new steady-state, the motioh of the

carriers gives rise to cutrents. Because these currents are 'associated with the

presence or absence of mobile carriers near -,he 'junction (i.e. trstorage" of

. cairiers) the effects of (these charges can be associated with another capaci-

tance (in addition to the depletion capacitance) which is both time and voltage

varying.

f Summarizing:

a) Where, is a balance of diffusion currents across a p-n junction,

b) The fixed charge densitiesin'the depletion region are approximately

equal to the doping densities,

c) The fixed 'charge densities in the depletion region are directly related
eall

(through"'Gauss'x 1-,a1,1) to the value of 6 in the juncti on region and tlie

terminal voltage across the device,

^^ ,,,,,
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d) 'Irhe ideal diode equation I m
`

-1) i t;, good approximation
o

to the characteristics of a signal diode; ptided:

1) ohmic drops are.negligible,

2) there is negligible_"leakage 'current.,"

3) the voltage is below the breakdown voltage,.

e) Ayalanching is related o the value of the field iA the junctiph

region and hence to VB,

There are voltage dependent and time varying capacitances associated

with the p-h junction,

z

s"'"
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lrhe two most proii+ ratings for a power 'diode are the maximum or peak
,

toverst Voltage the diadbcan maintain short of avatanch, and the maximum

steady State forWard current. Because the cost of a diode increases for

increasing. peak reverse voltage for cohstant forward current rating, .and

he cost increases for increasing forward current rating for constant peak

revere() VO#age-rating, and also because the pawer.dissipated in a diode
1.

increases as the current rating incrftses, diodep are normally chosen to'

operate near their maximum_ratings. Any "safety factor applied to the

ratings will depend 43n the'specific Atracteristics of the circuit in which

the diOde i to be used and the quality control of the manufacturer of the

diode.

Except for any required safety factor, a diode will normally be operated

at the maximum.voltages, nd steady state current the device can.tolerate.

-

Therefore, the daguMptions'made in the case ot signal diodes must be re-

examined for the case of power diodes.

a) I-R drOps
,

If the,forWardcurrent is the maximum passibl6 steady state

value the current-density in the crystal is also as high as passible.

The current and current deheity are limited by the maxiMum allOwable

junction tenkJerature specified by the manufacturer such that long

term degradation of the .diode does not result (about 1900 C for S.)

becauee diodremperature is in part a function of forward current.

The large current density gives rise to no negligible (compared

to the total forward voltage-across the ode) voltage drops across

the p and n-type lemicontuctor material outside the junction region,

and acrolls the metalsemiconductor junctions. Furthermore, because
14
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of the high concentration of mobile carriers diffusing across the

junction, the concentration of mobile carriers in the crystal far

Prom-the junAion is increased. The higher than thermodynamic

equilibaum concentral,ion of carriers outside the junction area

reduces the resistivity of the crystal ("conductivity modulation").

Thus"the diode "ohmic drops" which cannOt be neglected at high cur-

rents vary as a function of current in a nonlinear way.

b) Leakage currents

Surface leakage currents around the junction are not negligible "

compared to I° in high power diodes. The leakage-currents become

significant compared toI0 in power diodes due to the large fields

at the junction lien the diode is operated at maximum reverse volt-

age, the increased circumference of the leakage pa,c-of larger diodes,

and because of differences in the geometry of signal and power diodes

arising fraM the need,to disgipate more heat add pass larger currents

in power diodes.

ie
The steady state equivalent circuit of a power diode would look like:

PC AGE

10EAI,JUNCTI IR DROPS

In addition-to the leakage and lre resistances, I0 is larger in power diodes

than in signal diodes because the junction area increases as the current rating

increases (keeping current density about the same), and I
o

is proportional to

the junction area. I
o
plus the leakage current is frequently specified by

the manufacturer for peak reverse current and maximum temperature. A typical

specification might be:

4 2
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1.60 A

9441sx4tiP11. Aim One
p,Irrent at Max. Oyele Surge
:TenvomultAtlited P.R, V. Ala

ko MA. (1.90°C

Aiimut. .eurrent surge for.keg glAr.en.1 time t 18,..ailmo frequent npeoified . The

only litnit on transient forwai-d current is the melting or fuing cf the

4.

,

diode or its leas. Therefore, a current and a time corresponding to a /,
,

vomonly waveform (usually a 60 fiz sine wave), is specifie4 as a transient,

surge limit.
*A 40 0

The power diode transient behavior depends not only on the conductivity

modulation_ effect, but on the diode capacitabbe (voltage and time varying)

which incrases roughly proportional to the junction area and therefore

also propqrtional to the current rating. It is instructive to consider a

square wave voltage transient applied to a diode-resistor circuit (Fig. 1-10..

e.

,

0

,t+v
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. ,

Reverse bias voltage t ban been applied for a long time. A

st4a4yetat; reverse current I. Ileaksge floWs.
o

The vatageapplied to the.cirovit tuddenlyreveraes-polarity.

Current rises as the pew mobile carrier:dOltribution comes to

steady-state and the resistiVity of the crystal far from the

junction decreases due to the high level of minority carrier

concentration. Note that itkis nonsensical to talk about the
)

'resistance of the diode.

The steady state in the forward bias condition has been achieved.

The applied voltage polarity again reverses. Because the voltage

acrosb the depletion layer cannot change instantaneously due to

the depletion capacitancel'a curieagreater than the steady-

tAate forward current may result.

-Carriers.are being swept.,out of the new depletion regionand

the bulk Of the' c-rystal. 'The motion of the "extra" mobile

,charges (existing yet from the'forward bias condition) causes

currents to flow Until the excess carriers are recoMbined andi

a new steady state is reached. The division between region

3 and 4 is aebitrarily set. :rime period 3 is called the

"storage time".and peesists from the time the voltage V is

15
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A

reversed until the current has decreased to 90 per cent of its peak

reverse value (in accordance with standard definitions regarding

pulse waveforms). The steady state reverse-bias conditionsare

reached "late" in pe,41.1 4.

In suMmary, the differences betweeh power and signal diodes are reason-

ably predictablesin tering of the electron-hole model given the fact that

MILLIRCpowerdiodes-opTrate at near_ possible steady-istate current densities

and peak reverse voltages. Pawer.diodeps have:significant "Ohmic" IR drops

which are FondUctivity modulated. Leikage currents are significant compared

to I at maximum reverse voltages. I
o

and the diode capacitance increase4as

the current rating ar0 junctIsk-area.44creSties. Finally, it is necessary

to bear in mind that the "capacitances" and ohmi ft resistances" are current,

. time, and voltage dependent and are not easily.represented in an equialent

circuit.

f
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Diodtga in Series and Parallel

#

bometimes it is desired to use semiconductor diodes in circuits where

the voltages and currents ate outside .the rating range of commercially avail-

ablei diodes. In suCh cases, diodes smay be connected in series to increase the

voltage rating of.the rectifier and/or. parallel to increase the current hand-

ling capability of the rectifier.

Consider two diodes (same rating, same type number) connected in series.

The I-V characteristics of the two diodes will generally not be identical!'

In the forward direction, both diodes conduct the same amount of current, and

some small different voltage appears across each diode. Clearly the current ,

rating of the diode pair is the same as the current ratihg of one of the chodes.

in the nal/eq.-se direction, the same-current flowS in each diode, and each diode

supports a ,different reverse voltage. The ratio of the voltages across the
c,*#

diodep will depend on how similar the diode characteristics are, as shown in

Figure 1-17. The.voltage rating of the diode paik must be larger than th9 rating

,of one diode, because part-orthe total applied voltage will appear across the

other diode. flowever', the voltage rating of the diode-pair must be less

twice the voltage rating of a single diode because the voltages do not 4ivide

evenly.

/

17

+:



I.
Note: The direction of V

D1'
V112 a

n
d Tire chosen to agree with the con-

ventional way of expressing the I-V characteristic's of a diode and the ideal

junction diode equation I = 1
Vp/kT_1)

(eq

9 Figure 1-17

TIvs the series connectidn of diodes requires either careful matching of

the'diode I-V characteristics or sOMe additiOnal circuitry to make the voltage

divide more evenly.. A simple and commonly used solution to this problem is to

connect"a'resistor acios6 each diode. Although a different value of resistor.-,'
could be placed across each diode to achieve sCome optimum voltage division, a "

more practical approach-is to place the same value of resistor,across each diode,

eliminating the problem of matching resistor values to individual diode char-

acteristics, and making replacement of,defective units simple. Figure 1-18

shows the effeci bf placing resistors across the diodes of Figure 1-17.

4 8
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In addition to the steady state voltage distribution along a string of

series-connected diodes, some provision must usuellly be made for transient

voltage changes. Such transients might be caused by switching loads, lightning,

or the initial application of voltage to the diO4e circuiti Assume a voltage

transient of such a polarity as to increase the reverse bias is applied to a

series string of diodes. At first, all of the diodes pass a changing 'current

which depends upon the transieht amplitude, the pircuit'load, and to some

extent, the diodes. The change in current is relatively independent of the'

diodes due to 'junction capacitance and carrier storage effects which allow-

large currents to flow until a new steady-state distribution of carriers is

achieved in the diode.. Because Of minute differences among die diodes, some

diodes will approach a' hew steady2State distribution of carriers before other

diodes. These-"faster acting" &odes in the Itring then attempt to control

and block the current associated with the voltage transient. Thus the "faster

acting" diodes will receive,reverse voltages grOtter than their fair share

(the total applied voltage divided by the number of diodes). The voltage

across one of the"faster acting" diodes may well exceed the peak reverse

voltage rating of the diode and cause the diode to fail.. If the diode fails

by "shorting out", a common occurrence, the voltage on the other diodes of the

string increases causing other diodes to fail until something.fuses, disrupting

the current.

Diode strings are commonly protected-from voltage transients by shunting a
4-

;

capaCitor around each diode (Figure 1-19). The capacitors.can be thought of

as bypasding abrupt voltage transients around the diode string dividing the

voltage transient equally among the diodes by a capacitance divider action,

and limiting the,rate of change of.voltage across the "fact acting"'diodes.
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Me magnitude of expected transients must be estimated in.order to choose the

earseikor vcatage rating as well as the PRY of the diodes, and the entire cir-

cult must be considered in ciloosing the value of capacitance necessary to limit

the rate Of change of voltage across the fastest acting diode.

FOR .STRAOYSTATE
VOLTAGE OIVIS1014C

.04

1

Figure 1 - 19

f

C
FOR ,TRAAAIIVIT

VOLTAQE DIVISIGN

Diodes are frequently paralleled (Fig. 1-20) to achieve higher current

capabilities than present ratings of single conunerical diodes would permit.

A small resistance is sometimes placed in series with each diode to assure

the even division of the steady state cuirent. Transient phenothena are not

as imi)ortant in the case of parallel diodes as in the case of series diodes.

Each of *the diodes can withstand the pea4 reverse voltage, and since each

diode can withstand large transient surge currents, the transient case where

some diodes conduct better than others is usually not of practical ImpOrtance.

'14
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Modeling a 81ple Diode Cl.cuit

. ,

We nexi consider in some fttail thtkanalysis qf a simple circuit that
,

inpludes a diode. The emphadis in the analysis will'be on the .Proeess.of

. modeling a simplified circuit to approximate the real:physical circuit..

In. engineering:, a rigorous solution of'a problem in all possible detail

and exactitude is never desired. .Thepost elementary real problems would

take months or would be unsolVable if the ultimate in accuracy and physical

reason ng ere reqUired, where even conduction in a copper wire poses formid-

able roblems of quantum mechanics, heat floi4, surface phenomena, insulation

prope tie9, etc. The degree to which a real interconnection of electrical

devises may be simplified (modeled) depends on the question the analysis hopes

to answer. Also, ,since and approximate answer is desired rather than-"THE

.T5OTH," it May be perfectly reasonable as well as desirabte to change assump-
.

tions, simplificatlons, and models in the middle of'a problem as illustrated

hy the following problem.

240

A 1144590 dilode'is connected in aeries with a 2.4 ohm resistor:and a

volt, 60 Hz

(a)

(b)

( )

source (Figure 1-21). It is given that:

the internal impedance of the source is much less than 2.4 ohms,

the res1stor behaves as a'pure resistance at 60 Hz (has negli-

gible distributed induCtarice and capacitance),

and the conneeting Wires and their physical connectihS have

resistances negligibly small compared mith 2.h- SI.

. IN4.5.30

(1ya A 40 IX 3117377t

\

:Eigure 1 - 21

'



Question: How much'power is dissipated by the diode? We want to

choose an appropriate heat-sink on which to_mount the diode.

Solution: The fact that the answer is to be used to choose a heat

sink gives us some idea of the accuracy of the solution that will be required.

Certainly an error of a factor of 2 would be too large, causing a severe

11 overdesign" in the choice of the heat sink. Similarly, provided som4 exotit'

application such as.a space-satellite requiring a cai-eful dissipation budget'

isnot contemplairdy a.calculation to within Alwould be.ridieulously:accurate

for the problem. The desia4d accuracy will depend on the cost of the heat-

sink as a function of its cooling,pver, but a first-shot aim at an accuracy

of l0-?0% does not seem unreasonable.

In forming 4 plan of attack of the problem, we notice that neither the

voltage across nor the current throUgh the diode is sinusoidal. Therefore,

the power dissipated will not be

pzt VDrrf%S L.,5 cos e
which is valid only for sinusoidal waveformA. We must go back to the funda-

g

.mental definition of electrical power, whiph is

P e Get
0

where e --, voltage between terminals =
r j

i current

= time duration:of one cycle

= .

4 -

P. = power dissipated in the device

Recall that by a simple change of variable,

Q = w t where T coi-responds

to 0 =, 2n and w is the angular.frequency, yields the equally valid

poWer formula

5NiJ0eidO
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'Prhut to 8dtre"theprA51,01i,,'We aimet find -the' /voltage actOes the diode...and
. _

L. ,Ohtt-tatrrinit throtagh. AVAltr..di.Odes.as "functions of tibiae or .0, mqltiply the 'two

"
lunetione together, and integrate over one cycle.

, ,

;

_ .

,.411:e;icalminatton 0 a'.-manmfadtilrer s data "aheetconCernipea 11445.9pAiOde
, i, 1) - J.

.1.1elds 4the ...,-taioioniAttie: 'eta i.epeetficatiDne.:

Me.x .repetitiVe peak reverse Areilts

. .

-.40 volts

_
Malt 1;t4tc.. reverse volts:for one half wave, .60 HZ sinusoidal.purse, -525 volts

P

M4x-allowable blocking direct-voltage

4tWk-ayerage reverse current at PRIT (repetitive), 150A forward

current,junctlon temperatkre at 110
o

Max forwarid voltage drop,. 150 amps average current,,110°C

junclr temp

Max forward full cycle average current'.

'Max 1/2 cycle, 0 Hz, peak surge current

N
Iwo .voAs

-9.0 in AI4

+1 . 35. vol t s

150 A

3000 A

(4estinghouse data sheet 54-166)

First we nOte,that no data are given concerning jUnction capacitance

ana carrier storage times. Since 60 Hz is mentioned in the given specifiea-..

tions, and theicircuit we Are considering'does not seem to be an "exotic"
. .

application of a 'diode, a reasonable inference is that the diode, capacitive

effects are not:significant on a time scale of.60 Hz (noir/4-m sec). Althpugh

, vIre could search further 'for'informati.q from people expe'rienced in working

.such_problems, the manufacturer,: or adValaped texts and pubiications; we choose

here to assume that sUch capacita&es -0111 be negligible ,(on the hint that no

specifications or data aro menti9ned'on the data sheet) subject to laboratory

.:verification. .We shall have t4o!ca ulate voltage and current waveforms to

.solve the probleia- AnywaY.- sha1 set up an experiment (after the calnlation

-allows us what shoula' be examlnea), .and if the 'observed waveforms drastically

5 5
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, .

differ frbm.the calculated waveform in Ouch a way that could be attributed

0
to diode capvitances, We shall)ave to "sophi

1
,ate" our.calculalApns.

,
We do not have ,the V-4 characteristic. o the diode. We roltild icquest

additional information TroM a .Mtin6aetilrer, We 144.11d:revi've families pf
.

JV74 characteristics,As.functins 0 temperature., We tight-also rv.ceive

tolerances for the V-I characteriftics.) However, we may.be,able to arrive

at,some reasonable conchielais using our knowledge.of\the diOde ingeneral

.and the given diode specificationS.

,

Consider tlie half cycle in which the diode is forward biased and.con-....,

ducting.' A maximum vOltage of 1.35 v aivears across the diode which-is

small compared

appr.oximation,

to the source voltage 2400F. Therefore, to a rehsonably good

the dkode voltage is negligible and

I ottiAri Sir% (.4"-t. 'roomj tot. 0. to t

During the next half cycle, the. maximum reverse current is 9 m A. Mean be

at most :009 x 2.4 Volts which,is small Compared to 214.092 volts. . Therefore

the diode voltage will approximately equal the source voltage for the. half

cycle the diode is reverse biased.

:-: 24047i Sirl wit

Now if we

cot:: Is op 'to

can make some reasonable approximations about the 'forward

drop (with our known forward current) and the reverse curreht (with414 t'%:

. . '6

reverse voltage)- waveforms, Ve shall be able to calculate the power dissipated

in the diode. However, we note a glaring logical incOnsistency. Our perfeAly
,

.
rot = 340

voltage

known-

valid approkimations concerning negligible forward voltage drop and negligible

reverse current are equivalent to replacing the diode by hn ideal mitch

(Fig. 1 - 22).
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Figure 1 -

The switch iS a losdless elementk, and' we now propoSe to Calculate the power

lost in the switch! Of course, the:argulmeht is hot.ihconsistent:provided

,
'we distinguish between negligible quantitieS and zero. The principle is

, *

emphasized by considering a trivial problem.

Digression

3 Oonsider atimple series circuit consisting of an A-C source,

a resistor, and an ideal induotor (Fig.

'Figure 1 23

oo

What is the circuit current, and what power is dissipated An the

circuit?

simple problem can be worken3y inspection to better

than 1% accuracy,if one realizes that the I ohm resistor imped-

ance is negligible compared to the 100 ohm inductor impedance
r.. . Is* volts..

100 oknq

exz rzR.-te
arip

I Jdtt

Despite the .lact that the resistor has negligible effect on

dltermining :the circuit Current and can be neglected ln deter-

v'mining I, the resistance is not zero and determines the power
4t/

A

1. r
, t
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.disaipated'in-the cirouit. Similarly in tfie diode circuit,

lthenegligible forward_voltage'drop and reverhe current are

not zerd and power id dissipated.

,NwPt WtLgOntlider p1o.mmible assumptions we imight`make regarding forward

FrOm the review of a-diode, we inow that aslioltage and reverse*current.

the forwar,d0currerit increasep, the forward voltage,at first rises rapidly

qv/kTand then more -slowly according to. I m Io (e -1), and continues to rise

fatter than the ideal formula would predict due to bulk resistance effects.

A sket6W9fi,i; :forward voltage mIght'look like:

-11 1.3s- VOLTS

Mo.
I CONK A IV Pd

Figure 1 - 24

'At

V might,not reach thv maximum value of 1.35 volts due to variations

in diodes and since the maximum current is not being drawn. 'However, we

include a small safety factor in the calculation and.assume that 1.35 volts4

will be the peak forward voltage. Our knowledge of the diode characte/listic

tells ussthiit the voltage.will be near the peakvvalue throughout most*of the

cycle. Since we are calulating I de, we also note that the value of

4.1
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49,

V
.D.near

o
and 180 0 will be .less'_important than near 90

o
since T. will be'

4'

small at Opand 1860. Therefore a reasonable approximation that would

greatly simplify the problem and would still seem to rirovide reasonable

accuracy would be to.assume V
D

constant 1435 volts for 00ce<480 .

ErrorS in,such an assumption would. be more sensittive to a poor choice of

V
D
max than to the waveshapes near the beginning and end' of the half eycle.

Similar arguments involving the leakage resistance of the diode apply for

Oe reverse current (Fig. 1 25) ; and we approximatq the reverse curryt(

T
o

constant = -9 m

NIP

-2404I YoLT3

We now perform

P

Figure 1 25

the integration, breaking thot Integra
talr r = 2o-E f vor4e;

pi(P 2iAr L , (i. 3s- )(100A)i..) sin (.19

.40

1 into Wo part:3.(
v r atoJ - ,

24P-

.1- fir )( 4."0 kn. ) sin 6 49
11,
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Note that We can negleA the poVer dissipated in the 180° <0436e half

cycle compared to the power disOpated-in'i6.0 8'cl80° half cycle, Thus

most ofl,he power is dissipated when the diode is forward biased.

13rXri (2) "
Although the Oproximations we have maAe seem reasonab we have not

used the actual diode characteristic. We have a qualitative f eling that the

answer is sufficiently accurate (20%), but there is no Way to tell for sure

without further data. A laboratory experiment in which the power disSipated,

and the critical (in the light'of the calculation) forward voltage drop across

the' didde ftveforth are measured is in order.

The.solving of the simple diode-resistor circuit have brought out some

important points-regarding modeling.

(a) It is absolutely essential, to have some idea of the desired accuracy,

of a soltItion. Phe time and effort required to solve a problem

generally/increase drastically as the required accuracy increases.

(b) The primary motivation in making assumptions with respect to a

given problem is to simplify the.path to the solution, saving

time and effort. Assumptions are made on the. bases of given data

(and associated inferences such as th9 absence of diode capacitance

data in the example), similarity of the problem to other success-

6
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fully solved problems which tnclude assumPtions (diode.capacitance

'calculations.are almost never included in 60 fiz problemg), and

observing the relative.Magnitudes of Variables as they are ealcu-

lated during the solution of the problem.

It is not necessmry to stiO to the same set of assuMptions through-
. A

out a problem. Tt is important to note the reason each assumPtion

is made so that assumptions may be changed at appropriate steps in

the solution.

(d) In any real gituation, tne problem is nor/ solved until thevalidity

of each assumptiou los demonstrated or experimentally .checked.

(e) As the problem is modeled'and solved, the critical quanities to be

measured in the laboratory.become. apparent. Without some careful

consideration beforehand, the laboratory test may be aimless or

lead to the vague conclumion "it dOesn't work ,)". instead of.illuminat-

ing a weak point in the analysis.

As a .t'i na I. comment , some times i t J. necessary to malw an assumpt ion

solely for the purpose of simplifying the problem and without any real basis.

Such assumptions may lead to a better understanding of the problem and assist

in rinding a path toward the solution. However, each such assumpti6n must be

,vcrified ahd checked and possibly refined or else the answer is not really a

solution to the problem. An "it mdght be" aiNwer is not sufficient in any'

practical probLem.

(91
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Exercises

Ex. 1 Plot the iesigtivity of* silicon crystal ad a functiori of

doping density ND for ihe range of ND . 0 to N 102o atomb/cm3.

It ls giVen that lin . 1200 CMP/volt sec: ahd Up 2,, 250 cm2/vo11'13ec.

Ex. 2 s
Assuming a very abrupt junction (the transition from n to p

type material occurs in4 length of the crystal that is negligible)

17
in a silicon diode. NA in the p-type material is 2 x 10 atoms/cm3

and N
D

in the n-type material is 4 x 10
16

-atoms/cm3 . Plot the value

of the depletion layer capacitance-91* as a function of *, the

electrostatic poteutitq across the depletion region. Also find the

'incremental Capacitance /310 as a function. of *;

k,
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Problemn -

Problem 1.

,

Several bigb-power 4lo4es are to b101eed in 4 POPter,*t4PPTI,t4WWWMAr

'reetifier tircult.

011

W 41

Transformer output 710 -V
rms

phase voltage.

,710
(--- = center tap voltage)

2

Diode characteristics

PRV 600 volts

Max forward current 70.amps
rms

Maxjunction temp 190°C

At^

.Niax reverse leakage current at max junction temperature 30 m A

Additional data

Of the available supply of diodes, the reverse current 190°C)

varies from 25-30 m A.

Ln the forward direction, the diodes behave as idea] p-n junctions in

series wipi 6.1 ohm resistors.
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'Oince-the applied reverse vOltage

is-necessary to use two- divdes

matched diodes-do not have'to be

&soros* eaoh

exeeeds the VRI, for a diode,

in-seriesi.;In.orler that

Selected resistor is shunted

Estimate a maximum R. suCh that the peaX

voltage across any di6de is less than 550 volts.

(b) Ntilmate the PoWer.dissApated -by each diade.

.,

(c) .1f I = 50 0-iinp what is the value of R (engineering accuracy )?
rms

(a) What wOuld.be.the average, Value of IL?
A

(e) Will the transformer winding resistance And leakage inductance be

,.
negligible?:

, Problem 2

Consider a * bridge rectifier circuit.

A

TRAN3FORMEN
circONDARy

6

100 AMP6f
LOAD

loo VOLT., "O-c*
"AAAAAA,

The circuit is to deliver 100 amps direct current to a resistive load

of 1,ohm. 'You are asked to find the minimum RMS current rating of the diodes

(allow a 20% safety factor)and the minimum voltage rating of the diodes

(allow a safety factor of 2.2 x peak voltage in case of transients).

In addition, heat-sink data (power dissipAtion in the diodes) is

quently given in termS of average current--so calculate the

through each diode.

Finally, specify the KVA rating*.of::the

fre-

average current

transformer (a sihgle '..(1) transformer).
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Lab Problem 1

"Semiconductor Diodes" or .The Bigger, the Better"?

You Will be aSsigned two different diodes. Onf diode will be an
6

instrument diode having a voltage rating of less than 100 volts and a cur-

rentrating- ()fix few.milliamperes. The other diode will be a "power" diode

having a voltage rating of over 100 volts and a current rating of several

Amperes. You are to Investigate the electrical differences between the two

diodes. You will not have time to investigate all possible differences, so

choose a combination of experiments you,consider Jmportant and inte;'esting.

Lab Problem 2

Design the diode-resistorcapacitor network required for the'following

high-voltage.laboratory'supply. \)

H-V -*-
RE L A Y .

, IWO/ our-PurRECTIFIER

The supply is to be rated at 10,000 volts, 100 m.A.- It is to be used with

r
various load resistances. The rectifier w411 consist of a series string

of diodes and their associated circuitry (resistors and 7acItors). The

diodes must be proected from transients caused by opening the high Voltage

relay. The relay can clooe during any.part pf a cycle. You may sele(ct the

diode type from those available in the laboratory (a list of diode numbers

is available), however,.Only 240 volts rms and a limited nuMber ordiodes

is available (you may not have enough diodes to construct the entire string).
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Omiter oontents

The prinary PurpoSe of this-ohapter is to acqu4int the rea4ervith the

static.and Aptunic characteristics of the thyristor or SCR. The I3CE is

nbdeled as a series of diodeil to 10in insight into the,static V-I charaCter-

istic. Thb triggering characteristics.are explained in terms of a tWo tran-
.

tiStor model of the SCR. The transient turn on-turn off charactel-isties are

then rationalized in'terMs' of the combination of the two models. Common

methods of triggering are considered and an el'cample of a trigger circuit

using a unijuncton transistor is presented. Finally, some D.C. turn:off

1

circuits are 2rkl::ented and a-particular turn-off circuit is Analyzed as an

example.

The Thyristor or SCR

The thyristor or SCWis a three terminal semiconductor device. The name

i'thyristor" comes from the fact that the thyristor is a transistor-like device

(having three leads and made of a semiconductor) having properties similar to
,

that of a, gas thyratron electron tube (which can be triggered to change ftom

an essentially open circuit deVice to an essentially short circuit device,in

a matter of microseconds). SCR is the most commonly used name of the device,

A

standing for silicon (or semiconductor) controlled-rectifier. The term SCR

'is also a descriptive term since SCR's are made of th6 semiconducting material

silicon, and SCR's possesses rectifier-like properties lailch can be controlled-

. to a certain extent using the third terminal. The electronic sehematie symbol

for an SCR.and the names of the tvrminais,Ire shown in figure 2,1 along with tho

)7.1. characteristic of the anode-cathcxle terminills.' The V-I characteristic 1

divided into three regions for futuresreference as the device.operation is

modeled.

<
7
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Yliure 2 - 1

Next we consider a simple circuit to show the basic ueefulness of the'
;

'SCR (Fig. 2 - 2 ).

X,N

a
Figure 2 - 2

Figure 2 - 2b shows the load characteristic superimpose'd on the SCR- V-I char-
.4h

,acteristfc. When the circuit is first connecied, the SMis in the "forward

111 -

blocking state, the current I has
4

some small (compared,to E/ ) value, and the,

cirtuit state is representeA by position 1 ih figure 2 - 2b. If a gate current

I which is large enough.(eAthough pOssibly_hundreds of timea smaller than theg,

SCR rated forward current)-arid of sUfficiently longiduration (usually in termB

of microseconds) is applied to the SCR, the SCR will

6 8

, -

I
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4L4rIggeree int'ci-the condvrtffine

tkgure 2 - 2b.

sta:te'represented by TosAtion 2 in

In an SC5, the gate no longer hag

operation, and the SCR will remain the forward

*tattefy is disconnected.

any control over the cirCuit

conducting state untilli the

We can summarime the gronshsomewhat oversimplified) chqracteristios of

the SCR.

(a) :The:SCR b.lecks current in the

(b) The scii acts as a switch that

forward direction {Fig. 2-2).

(c ) Once-the-SCR is

off unless some

zero.

An examination of the

blOcking voltages in excess

order orhundreds of amps.

amounts of power.

t.

reverse direqtion (region 3, Fig. 2-1
,

can be t.ned on by the gate in the
4 r

II

turned on (forweaf'conducting), it4w.
-4

external pircUit reauces the forward curftent to

cannot be turned

.., v , .A 'C :. n-'-

ratings of morillercisaly, available' CR ' s shoys

r".

of alpipsand-volts ahaiFérgge (:urrents on the
- :.

Clea;ly,'SCR's are cap15/1.44.* Aixotling large

The'additi9nal facts that SCR't.: are fast actiug (compared to

mechanical switches), sMall and rugged (compared tVgtt4 tubes), and do not.require

ploWer to keep them "turned on" (as transistors-require) makes SCR'S partieulafly

attractive in the area of power control. There are Aher related semiconductor

devices such as gate controlled switches that can be turned off as well as on

:by the gate, triacs which can be triOggered'on in both forw.ep and reverse direc-

lirtm. .

, .

tions and many more semiconductor switching devices. At pviPmt, these devices

do not have the power handling caphbility of SCR's, but are valuable'devices'at

lower power levels. Since,these devices can be modeled With relatively simple

extensions of the SCR model, we will not consider them in any detail in'thls

book,

SCR Construction

The SCR is made with a single crystal of silicon having four layers yf

A

v
differently doped -crystal (Fig. 273). The reason for partially cutt,ing away

6y

a

'so
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the anode, the anode lead is connected'to a fairly heavily doped

4 '

of 10
19

acceptor atoMs/cc) p-type material. Next is a compara-

tively thick, lightly doped (on the order of 10
14

donor atoms/cc) layer of

n-type material. The next layer,(to which the gate is connected)

material, doped with anintermediate density of.impurity atoms.

last layer, .to which the cathode lead is connected, is a heavily

material. The thickness of the crstal is exaggeraied.in figure

,

p-type

Finally, the

doped.n-type

273 to show

the n and p-type layers. The Crystal is normally thin disk or rectangle which

is soldered or tightly pressed (by a powerful spring) against the SCR base in

#.

order to encoura6 the 'conduciidn of heat generated.in the'crystal to the out-

side heat7sink (Fig. 2-4).

4

'

7

111
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.1
Tn order to gal n some insight into the bhavior id the SCR) consider a

filament of the crystal as modeled ln figure 2-j5 . Tlwn, as previously in the

,case of the diode., after understanding ',he operation of a unit aroa of the

rystal, we need only mulLipty the appr4riate quantJties (such .a4; current

ilpacity and eapacitive effects) proportional to Ilte area

JUNCTIONS

Figure 2

of the try:Ito..1..

VAR

CATHOOE
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' Figure 2 - 5 shows the qommonly used polarity conventions for voltages and

tcurrents associated with th a I associates, for purposes of discussion,

numbers with each of the t ree p-n jun tions in the,SCR.

As a first approximation, we May

Such.a model would xationally explain 'the SCR forwar and

ry to think of each p-n anetion as

reverv bloOcing characteristics (regions 1 and 3 respectively of Fig. 2 - 1).

14I

ANODE

Figure 2 6

CAtilObi
.c

When the anode potential is positive with respect to the cathode, junction 2

b1ot7ks the current (forwakl blocking, region 1 of Fig. 2 - 1). When the cathode

potential is positive with respect,to the anode, junctions 1 and 3 block the

current (reverse blocking, region 3 of Fig. 2-1).
.

In order to further improve our understanding of'SCR operation, we shall

the potential as a function of distance in the filament. Such a plot will

require the charge density and resulting 6. -field just as in the case of the

diode. To simplify' the plots, the met6.1-Semiconductor junctions at the device

leads will be ignored. We first attempt to plot the iptential distribution for

the case of thermodynamic equilibrium.

Figure 2 Ya forms t4 first basis for the qualitative plot. We have a

tt rough idea" of the relative doping densities, and we know tbe n-type layer

between junctionp 1 and 2 is thicker than the other layers. - The doping density

is plotted on a logarithmic scale. Next (2 7b) the charge densityf(x) is

estimated on a linear scale Although the lengths of the depletion regions

are unknown, the T(x) times Ax areas (on each side of a junction) must be equal

72
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-as in the .ease of the diode. Mote -that considerable distortion -of the pharge

density_ alpritudes and dep.ketion layer widths is necdssary, to display these

parameters on a single graPtl, since 'the charge densities may vary by more than

five orders of magnitude. Using the "square" charge density assumption we

apply Gauss' law to fl.nd thef-field,e1 41;dx on a per unit area basis. .The
x

ex . values are triangies (Fig. 2 - 7c) just as in the diode case. Integrating
'a.

to find the potential., - ff xdx to, we get a potential as a function of distance
. .

plot constist.ing of sections of parabolas and having an inflection point at each

j UUCtiofl (F. 2 Yd ).

r

Ar,

t.

.1(
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1

.0

In potting the:potAntiallo as a-function Of distance, we can make use of the

,additIonal information from solid state physics :that the contact potential ,

differen,e for strongly iland P-type materid16 is very neat,:lY equal to the

ionization energy in .electrons volts for the covalenl, bonds In the crystal

(that is, about 1.1 volts for silicon). Thus the electrostatic pOtential

dlfCerence from ahode tO cathode should be about 1:1 voft. ConYac't Totential

' differences between layers that dre hot'so Ntosetvily doped iould be less, so

in figure 2 - 7d the poteni'Jal differences across junctions\ and- are'drftn

4L
smaller than the potential differimce across juncti9p 3. While It is not/i2os-

sible to d.isplay a reasonably accurate charge density plot (whirh also. distorts '1

. .

the el, andli plots) due to the large variations in/ and the necessity of making
-t
-

.

equal charge-distance areas on each side of a junetion to find the depletion,

region dimensions, such "fudged up" plots as figure 2-7 may help tts toward a

better qualitative understanding of the depletion region sizes, voltage drops

across junctions,..and E-field magnitudes in the I3CR. Snell an understanding

will help us in unraveling some of the details or operation, and of course,

unless we are-avare of uch details we can't malce reasonable assumptions or

models when using the devise in a circuit.

considcr the forward-blocking ease (Fig. 2 - 8). The anode is made

positive with resiject to the cathode, and junctions I and 3 should be slightly

forward biased while junction 2'should be reverse bi-ased. We apply arguments

similar to those used in madeling a diode. We U:3811111e, sinee only a small eur-
.

rent will flow, that the.IR drops in the crystal are negligible. A180, since

only a small (coApared to rated) eurreht flows, the electrostatic potential'

differences across the Corward biased junctions cannot be very different from

the potent. i al d i Presences in the iase or thet.modynami -equi 1.1bri There foro,

the applied anode-eathode. voltage mudt add to the potential difference across

junjtion number 2. We now sketch'the charge density, ;1-fleid, and potential

throughout, the crystal knowing:

f)
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01) S ie and Art in all places except- Junction 2 ap0ears approximate3y

the same as in figure 2-7,

*(13) -The Potential difference across junction 2 is inerbased by the

voltage applied to the device terminals,

(c) We know howlr, e, and *must be related fram our

.sketching figure 2=7, that is, charge density will

experftnce In

remain the

same, the length Of the depletion layer must 1ncrea8e,c(x) will

be a triangle, and 1r11 be parabolic with an infleetion point

at jUnction 2.

Summarizing our understanding ..)f the forward biocking mode; a Model con-

sisting of two forward biased diodes and one reverse biased diode yields-a

V-I characteristic Mmilar to that of a forward blocking SCR. A reverse satur-

ation current will 4'i o ii the model as in the real device. At sufficientiy
A

1

rorward voltage (laIge awde to ('athode voltage) the 6-field at junction

2 will become so large that avalarich occurs, accounting ror the abrupt increase

1n...current at high rorward voltage (at maximum forward voltagel region 1,

We also see, as a eonse uence of the sketCh 0TClgiTe

lightly doped rittype region between junctions I and 2 is responsible for the

:3CR1s ability Lo block large forward voltages. The light doping yields a 1:,,ride

depiction layer and h smaller peake-field for the same voltage difference than

would occur for heavier doping. Thus avalanch is discouraged by light doping,

Of course,, the ideal diode.behaviour is modified by surface leakage effects

ariound the junction as In the case of a power diode.

The reverse blocking mode.(anode negative with respect to the cathode) is
i

.

.

ionly stighIly.complicated by tfie fact tiiaL both junctions I and 3 are rev6rse..

biased, and we\might ask.how the appliud voltage divides across these two jump.-

Lions. Junction z is slightly forward.lyiased and has a potential drop slightly

"

S.
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leewthan in the thermodynamic equilibrium. caSe. In sketching figUre 2 9,

we expect that a6 the anode.is gradually made more negative with respect to

the cathoaff,the $d4itional" voltage,is first taken up by junction 3 because;

the reverse biased diode having the smaller reverse saturation

current will be the diode limiting the current and will have

the largest voltage drop. Junction 3 will have the smaller reverse

saturation current because;

its--7=Trtityers are-more heavily doped (compare NA between-.

junctions 2 and ) N
D
between junctions 1 and 2, Fig. 2-7).

Recall. that the reverse saturation current depends on the con-'

centration of holes in the n7layer anti electrons. in tYle .p7:Iwr?

and the-more heavily doped the.materiafs are, the smaller' will

be the relevant concentrations.

As the reverse voltage increases,, 'the maximum value of the 6-field at junction

. .

3 increases to'the point where avalanch occurs. The junction does'not mit

because junction I. now limits the current. Further voltage increases caUse

th;,,, potential drop across junction I to increase as its depletion layefwidens

.while the potential drop across junction 3 VCMains approximately constant at .

-

Its avalanch breakdown voltage. This is the situation sketched in figure 27,1).

Again we see that it is the lightly doped, thiek, n-layer that is responsible"

for the high voltage rating (compared to transistors) of the SCR, and the model

yields ttie, revenie eharacterlstie of a diode which agrees with Observed SCR

eharacteristies in the reverse blocking mode.

Finally we consider the forward (!onducting mod (region Fig. 2.- 1.).

The-only way tis mode can b expla-Inedin terms or the series of diodes model
I

is that all three junctions must he forward biased ! tiell a phenoMenon 0ould

not oceur in the series connectien of three independent diodes. however, we

shall briefly consider what might be observed-if the junctiOns were forward

1-

4.

9
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biase0, keeping in mind that we don't know how to get into or maintain such

a sta4 /

.4

e potential vs, .distance diagram7'should,be similar to that at-the

thefm ynamic equilibrium case exctipt for slightly smaller junCtion potential

differences and IR drolis due to the large (in comparison to blocking currents)

forward currents (Fig. 2-10. We wou1d expect 611 1arge8t IR drop in'the

crystal to be across the lightly doped, thicktn7type layer between junctions

1 anq 2. NA only is this layer the thickest but is has the highest resistivity

due to its light doping.

Figure 2 - 10

As the applied voltage tireases, the forward drop .across the junctions

1 and 3 should decrease, and the current should increase as in the case of a

forward biased diode. As junction 1 allows more carriers to diffuse into th

n-type layer between junctiorm 1 and 2, the carrier -density in.the n-type layer

increases. This increase in carrier dens,ity should decrease the resistivitf of

the material, particularly in the lightly doped n-type region. Therefore, the

iR drop should not increase proportional to the current. This model agrees

with the observed behavior of the forward voltage arop as a function of current

fv an SCR (Fig. 2-11). Of course there is also.a forward

4

,
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Typical data for 50400 amp SCR",

Figure 2' - 11

,drop due to the potential differences across the Junctions. The forwaild volt-.

age drop shoOld be less than for two diodes in series because the potential

drop acrosS junction 2- s.ubtracts from the drops across 1 and 3.

Summarizing, the threediode model of an SCR is not satisfactory in

explaining the fcrward conducting mode because junction 2 must be "forward

biased" while a very large reverse current passes, through the 4unction. If

only the problem of junction 2 could be "golten over"the.shape of the V-I

characteristic for forward conduction could be explained in terms of junctions

I and 3-drid the conductivity modulation Of the n-type layer between junctions

1 and 2. We have no means of gptting into or remaining in the forward conduc-

ting4mode mcording to our model. Therefore, we must search for a more sophie-

ticated model in which the junctions are nol so independent.

81
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The Two.Transistor Model of an SCP-
.---------

,

.vu

As a next otep in udderstanding Scri opérationlwe consider modeling the.

SCR as some interconnection.of three'layer dev*ces since three is inter-

mediate between twa (diodes) and four (the SCR). The.simplest three-layed

device-with which we have a reasonable degree of familiarity is the ordinary

'

bipolar transistor. 'The transistor normally 1:as one junction reverse biased

(collector) 80 we sti.11 cannot model the forward conducting mode. However,

we pursue the model of transistors far the forward blocking state since we may

gain some insiga in getting from the forward blocking to the forward conduA-

ing modc,snd we can do something with the gate terminal (which was ignored in

the diode model). Since juntion 2 is the only reverse biased junction In the

forward blocking SCP, junction 2 must correspond to the collectors of the tran-

sistor model which must also be reverse biased. We then 'break" the SCR into

pnp and an npn transistor as shown in figure 2 - 12.

licrore mathematically analyzing the two transistor model, we consider the
,

physical properties the circu'it should have. ,This "physical reasoniing"'St4

allows some measure of checking the validitY of the mathematical results.. In

the forward blociting mode, the anode is at a large positive potential (tens-

hundreds-a thousand volts) with respect to the cathode. Our transistor model

will not, be good Cor many hundreds of volts or larger because the high magnitude

of the forward blocking voltag(:AependS on the thick n-layer in the SCR's, and

transistors do,not p)ssess such a layer. In the forward blocking mode, I

(Fig. 2 12) is zer), and I and I are very small compared to the device
A.

current rating. It must be. true that transistors I and 2 are both in the

I I

q

cut-off" region af transistor operation beeause:

/.3
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(a) -If both translotors were conducting,
1A

and lx would not be
, .

sma11 t4" Therefore at least one of the tranSistore must be

"cut-off,"

4

(b) If trarisistor 2.1s assumed out-off, I
B2

must be small.
B2

)

is limited dAllby transistor 1, therefore tV;.nsistor 1 is

also Cut-pff.

If tranblstor 1 is assumes1 cut-off, I
C2

mutit be small. I'
C2

is limAed onty by trfinsistor 2, therefore transistor 2 is

a1so cut-off.

If a current pulse I :is introduced into the gate lead,-transistor,2

begins to conduCt and 102 increases.. This in turn causes transistor 1 ,

to conduct which further increases T
B2

which increases I
C2

etc, The two

.transistors dre connected in a positive feedback ldop, and eventually (in

mictoseconds) ariive at a f111y-on (saturated) state so that is no longer

blocky. It is this "turn on" or "triggering" mechanism that we wish to

furtheil"explore.

,

The basic transistor current relations are:

I.

Iv. = (X pi. es 7 Icor
1114i,

0C2 IE2 4" ICCa. ( 79;

E.A4. I132. al 0 (212

,

t
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AppWng thede baaic.relfttions to the final circuit or figure 2 12 yields

the following equatiOns.

p.

!C.

Transiator 2

Ica

/Ca = (7(21K ÷ Teat
Trans tor 1

IA'419 =

= --OktrA

a

We chooseAo solve for the anode current I
A

in terms of the,gate current

First we, tfyStematically. eliminate 1B

Substitute./ intv 3 .

=A 9
Substitute / int '4 ,

.

"."k 0( I I ICZ A Cot
Next we eliminate T(7 by'substitutir* equation2 into equation 44.

04-1-K ICOL aft

The termis fontaining 1K are collected for convenience in eliminating,

Rearranging 42,4k

Substitute 1,3 'into 42,4.

446164:may be solved for I,. in terms of 1 '0

ICO

ICOI

* / Cof-r2 3. %"A i CO2..

IA (cx °Ca.-) 84 °ea, urcog '"ico
WMINII
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This is a very strange.result! Itstates.that wheri.the anode iS

positive with respeCt to the cethode and the SCR is in the forward blocking

mode, the current flows out of the anode lead. Thus the SCR delivers energy,

to the external circuit as if it were a battery. Of course, the result of

the calculation seems absurd only if it is assumed that ai and 432 have values

near one. Experience with transistors shows that near thelcut-off region,

decreases. To make .sense of our result, we must consider the variation' of

with collertor current in a transistor.

Digressron

.

Let us briefly consider the basic operation of a transistor

according to the electron-hole model. The two junctions are spaced

.cloSely together (Fig. 2-13) so that the mobile charge carriers that

dfffuse across the "emitter" juncqon can further diffuse adross the

central "base" region and be collected by the high electric field

at the "collector" junction.

DiPLErION LAWCP15

imirrapt
1 1 1 1

1EMITTER JUNCTION coLLEcroilt uuNcrum
13 SA311,

00 Ma% CTon
C

Figure 2 - 13

As the mobile carriers traverse the base region; some carriers will recom-,

bine. At low levels of minority mobile caFrier concentration, the probability

A

of recombination is proportional to the carrier density. a -expresses the

fraction of mobile carriers diffusing from the emitter that survive in the

.40b
, base region and are collected at the collector junction, a can be decreased

by mahlhg the baSe region ldnger and by reducing the

en

F

86
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"lifetime" of a carrier by.adding certain impurities which disturb
N.

,),

the crywtal latticl in a complicated way so as to 'increase the

7 ,.al):144ty'of recombination. The ti for transistor 1 (with the long

n.-4,.Ype layer) usually ranges from less than 0.1 to about 04 depe'nd-

ing on the particular SCR being modeled and temperature.

To eXplain or model the variation ofca with collector current,

the action of lattice disturbances ("t4ps" or "recombinatien centers")

is examined. Each lattice flew which migilt be due to a physical imper-

fection-or cer.tain impurities, in the. lattice Creates an inhomogenuity

in the electric field at that poirit. For example, in the p=type materW

of an npn transistor the irihomogenuity may attract and hold or delay

at that site ("trap") an electrcin. Now the electron's .charge and the

original inhomogenuity attract a hole. The electron and hole recombine,

leaving the trap ready to collect another electron. The trapping-

recombination effect takes place in additton to the recombination due

to the random coming together of holes and electrons and thus increases

the rate of recombination.' As the density of electrons in'the p-type

material increases, implying an increase in the current density in a

.
transistor, the traps become saturated. That is, most of the traps,

have electrons waiting [o be recombined. Thus at larger current densi-

tiee (net due to increased drift but due to increased carrier concen-
\

1rtration), trapping becom s less significant as a recombination,mechanism.

This means that the rate of recombination does not increase in proportion

to the current denSIty and that a higher fraction of the carriers will

reach the collector, resulting in an increase in a". Trapping is

probably important in both the emitter depletion tayer and the lorase"

regions of our model. FiRpre 2-14 illustrates a variation of the a's*

8 7

t,
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with current ana taRperature. At higher temperatures, there *re

more carriers because more covalent bands are ionized and therefore

a higher percentage of the tr'aps are saturated.

k,

\
C)

ei

.41

0.4

0.2

\.,
rs>7i>7;

LOS CC/WONT' pilklaITY

Figure 2 - 14

.

Thus we see that the a's of the transistors in the model are lese, than

. . .

ong. If I is applied and gradually increased a
1 2

and also a
1

(by positive_
g -

. .

feedback action) increase due to the increasing current densi,ty in'the,tran-
, .

4.

sistors': increased, al + a2 aRroaches one and IA

appryoaches + 9°. The physical sivificance of
. 'A

approaching m is that the
A

scli is no longer blocking so that cUrrent can flaw freely, and,that the gate

p;venutally as I is

current I A.
g

can be removed since ,t is no longer important in determining IA

Once the current density in the ,§C11 is sufficiently high, the device triggers

and stays conducting until the current density is lowered by external circuitry

until a + a
2

with zero gate

^

<11 The vane of the anode current that will maintain csi..+ a2 >1

cul'rent is defined as the 'latching current". The !'holding

current" is defined aS the valup of the anode current in a particular circuit
4

e

88
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at a given temlierature at which-the conducting transistor will switch back

to the blocking state. Note that in the ;holding current" definition some

gate current may be flowing (but not enough ta keep the et high).

tt is possible to.trigger the SCR by means other than' *a current pulse
4

into the gate terminal. All that is necrsarY is to increase the current

density at junctions 1 and/or-3 so hat the as increase sufficiently.. This

can be done by- heating the SCR, shining-a bright light on a junCtion and

creating electron'-hole pairs by photoionization, appIYinga voltage pulse to

the anode-cathode terminal and using the capacitive effect currents of the

SCR to trigger the device, or irradiating the SCR with X-rays, gamma rays,

. neutrons, etc.

We-ha'i.re now gained Some inSight, into the turn-on mechanism using the uwo

t;ransistor model. .Obviously such a model is.n0 longer valid in-the'ferward
, 4

conducting mode because junction 2 is no longer biasedllike a trAnsistor col-
,

lector junction. We choose a ha*-hearted "fudge" by.-saying that we also have
.f .

..
.

described a mechanism to maintain the SCR in the forward conducting state since

the current density is high and 9f junction 2 began to block, the trigger-con-
,

,x
.

ditions ( ci

1
+ 72 = -1) would be fulfilled. gence once triggered.' (and the anode

, ,

,

current is not limited to a value. lei slbthan'the holffing'current) the ,SCR cannot
.

spontaneously retu to the fon4ar4 blocklrig state. ,.146 choose to gtopAhe

,

modeling process at this 'point becauseige have succeeded to a. rem. arkable degree
:.

c in.explainihg.the grow V-1. characteristiciof:the SCR and because.'furt.her- -"-

.l

. ,
,.

,

,
,_ 9

,

modeling is difficult. 'To model the forWard.ondticting mode of the. SCR, Ile
, - I A,

. a

, .

. would..have to care

1

ully,consider andbalance diff4slon and drift effects not-
, ..

only at the thred (uhci;ions but alsb the bulk mAter'faa e4ttyee netions 1 and*,
!

3. We 'alsO knowothat conductivitx,modulaition would modify the drift parts of
b:

the model% Purther,'to. model the triggering prOcess, we would have-tb take
, `
,; .

,

into consideration at.least.two,models o recombination. 'While Nldre detailed
a;

1

.%
qy

j'Y
X

C.

o-
1.

f
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Models)wouldrtettain)y be i'.nsOMIcttve and even abaollAely necessary if we

were designing SCR"s4"the modeling wocess can go on 'forever. If in the

A

application of an OCR-we fiqd our present' models insufhclent, we will either

11

ex?end our model8 or else have to go deeptr into electron-hole modeling.
"

We next consider the static V-T chai.actevigtic of the gate!-cathode ter-
, .

minals. 1-n-the Qase that no connection is madeat,the anode, on the basis
1 ir

..,,

of Our three diode mo;e1 of the SCR, we would expecea4gativathode V-T

characteristic similar to the dashed curve in figure 2-15a.

I 1
.

I
I
1

1

I
, I

A.... I r,

n.t.
CATHODE

t

The witual V-T. characteristic is shown by the solid curve; ih figu.q 2 15a.

The differences between the dashed and the solid curve alt rather easily.
.

.

explained in terms of our mode. 3ur1fac6 nakagez currentPallows more current
it

to flow in-the_xeVbrse directiln than would be expected in the'case of an

10e al diode. In.fact: such le4kme paths are specially pil.ovidtld in many SOWs

("shorted emitter " SCR's) 'for reasons,related to the traiisient characteristics

(to"l'e discussed later) oethe SCR. In the forward direct-on, the-bulk resist-
, ,

qce of.the p-:typ-e-gcite laydr which
4.

'catho taxer 4riUste
.. ., r... .

., ',A t ., v.
, .', , I..

4 .. -^
. \-....

.
,

:

.4

.

5.

is muCh, LeSs.,heavtly oped than the n-type

cons i ciered . Therefore at "high' orward' voltage.r or

90

,
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currents, the gate-cathpde terminals appear,more like a riasistat,,ihen a diode.
/

A

In the case that th'e diode is forwad,blocking, again pur model predick7.s

that as the gate volt&ge'is Slawly varied, _the V-1 charapt,eristic should be

Mout the same as /n th case of no.ebduection to the anodttintil the gate
#

current begins to be so larl3e ffiat trigprin$ is imminekit(:Fig. 2 - 16).

1riir" NO A NOCOIS CO'N CTION

1, \t

troRWAR9 81...OcK NG

YIP(

Figure 2 -,16

Once thd SCR tras'been trigrered, the gate alaracteristic changed radically,

. .

acting like a ,s ce due to the,current pasaing through the junctiop from

the anode Circu In fact, tb.e.gate V-I characteriptic will d4end to some
. .

extent on the apode'circlii .(Figure 2 17).

t .11%t

LARGE .TA

S.

Figure 2 - 17

aCli polity/VAPID
CON DLICTI NO
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a.

The gate 1/.4. characteristic under conditions of reverse blocking is left as
a,

a problem (Lab problem 2 - 2) for the student.

SCR Transient Characteristics

If an SCR, resistor, and battery are connected in series as shown in

figure 2 - 18a, and the SCR is triggered by a step of current into the gate,

some time will elapse 4efore the circuit current and the voltage across the

SCR reach steady state. While the time required to reach steady state depends

upon the partiuclar SCR in the circuit, times on the order of 10 II sec- 50P sec

are common. .The total time to reach steady state is frequently subdivided into

three shorter times (Ftg. 2 - 18d), important from design consideratiens and

related to distinct physical processes.

The "delay.time" can be related analytically and.experimentalldto

the time required,for.the mobile.carriers.to,cross the SCR regions.correspond-

ing to the bases in the two transistor model. Thusrp can be donsidered the
.

time'required-fOr the current densities .at the transistor emitter junctions to

change and begin increasing the transistor alphas. The "risetime,"in, is

the time required for the positive feedback process.of the circuit in the two

,

transistor models to increase the current densities such that a - 1.
1 2

I M.

The change in current or voltage (0.1 to 0.9 of maxim0m) used to define rise-

time is in accordance with generally accepted conventions regar4 ng pulse

wavefbrms. -Tlic rise-time decreases 4s the .gate triggering current in'creases

because large gate current's help to build up the current density at the junc-
,

tions faster. The sum of the delay and risetimes is freqAently denoted as the

"turn:on ttme." Clearly-the turn-on time will vary with gate current "drive"

and from SCR to SCR. Turn-on times are typically on the order of several mic o-

1

seconds.

9 2
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The remaining.time until steady state is reached is called the spreading

time"
'

. our models for triggering and forward.conduction were made on the

basis'of examining a filament of,the crystal. :Not 11,11, filaments are triggered

simultaneously simply beeause some filaments are nearer the gate than others.

Figure 2 - 19 illustrates the "spreading" of the forward conducting state in

the crystal.

GATE
CONDUCTINg

ISLOCRING
CATHODE

a
e,

Figure 19 \\

(mart..4,

CONDUCTING
ei. OCKING

CATHODE

While at the end.of the risetime only a smali area of the crystal is conduct-
.

ing, all of the cryAtal area ig conducting at the end of the spreading time.

Note that the anode current is 9074 of its maximum value at the end

the risetime, yet only a small area of the crystal&is conducting. Under such

conditions, the current density in the conducting area may be very largel, heat-
,

ing the area to high enough temperatures to' damage the junction, in order to
, ,

prevent such damage, 'itiaxiffium dl
A
/dt is uspallyspecifiedor an SCR, allow-.

:Lng the conducting area to -spread fast enough to accommodate the increasing

/ . ,

' current: The reason for placinii\t.he gate in the center of some SCR crystals

(F4. 2 19b) is that the conducting area has onlykto$spread about half as

far as in edge triggered SCR's (Fig. 2 - 19a). .The dI
A
/dt limitation can be

.

,
reduced as well as the'tbrn on'tImeby "drivibg the gate hard." If a large

;

current is britro

!

uced in the gate.read. during the TiTst few microseconds of
. .

triggei-ing, the initial t:riggei-ed area will be larger Than if the gate cur-
.

rent wdre gradually increhsed.', The gate current can then be Tedpeed to a'
,

9:4
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lower value until the anode current rises to h value that will maintain the

SCR in the conducting state ("latching current"). Figure 2 20 shows an

"ideal" gate current waveformthat allows the largest possible dIA/dt, has

a minimum turn-on time, and has a duration long enough to insure-thtr\SCR will

stay on for the given anode current waveform.

r )4

-64Ax ALLOWED I*
jØ *IDEAL°

\
,eilIPPROIYIMATION 70 ;61EAL.4

71-

MIN. r 7-041471 W1&L T*16.ER
rtift

,

9.7 )

AMIIMMIWIINIIMMIPM1111~41111MOIIII1111101MNal

Figu're - 20
"""il

Such an "ideal" waveform is difficult to achieve, andsvarious approx. l'IM t 1 ons

to such a waveform aro provrd by practical trigger ci,rcuits.- In general, it
. .,

. .
.

is very desirable to apply a gate current Waveform whose risetime is smalAer

than the SCR turn-on time.

We now consider a "turn-off" transient. if the Voltage Agavefom shown in

figure 2 - 211s applied to the SCR, the forward blocking mode wiPL toe restored.

-Abe
Since

,
a gt,at_variety of voltage (and current) waveforms-can restore the for-.
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ward blocking mode, we will examine the easential features of this particular

waveform and hope that we can apply our4opwledge to other,situations.

VA
MAN dgfor/ct. THAT CAN
eat Appuiro wrruour
ilETRIaellIPUNO

IPORWARD CONO. PORWARD a

Vali Off A

Figure 2 21
TN

Figure 2 21 shaws a large reverse voltage applied tothe SCR in order
A

" to turn off the ,SCR. When the reverse voltage is first appljed, a reverse'

current flows, priblarily due to the motion of tir mobile charge carriers in

the base regions.q the two-transistor model. Some ciomponent of t4 current

is also due to the changing widths of the junction depletion regions. lf a

forward voltage was applied while the current was still flawing, the currept

densities and therefore a 's would still be large enough that the SCR would Jig

re-trigger, and thlA the forward blocking mode ('ould not be reached. Also,

due to the capacitances of the 'depletion layers, tlfle rate of increase ae



voltage must,-be IiMi;ted or itisb the currents flowing into the junction

capewitalices will raise the a's,- and the SCR will re-trigger. The ftmer

reqUIred SOY the Eitorfid Thane charges to reCombine Plus the 'Unite for the SCR
t

6.

to recover' its forward blocking capability (due.to the dyli, /dt limit) is known

as the."turn-off tiille",l'off The turn-off tiie depends to a large extent on
.

the circuit.in which the SCR i used as will as:the-SCR however, Iqypicalu

turn-pff times arefr'equently:presented in the SCR data. sheets. "lurn,off time

becomes a very important concept in high freqpency:SCR.circuits. Because the

tura-off time is uSually.more,f.han-an order of magnitude longer than the turn,

'on t!le, the turn-off time usually determines the maximum repetition rate for'

triggeriqg an SCR.

SCR TrigpeCircuits

We already mentioned an "ideal" triggering current waIeform. :Before

a circuit lined to trigger an SCR 'can be designediti-detai, the SCR gate spec-14

ifications must'be considered. While the turn-on and spreading tiMes are

usual. Specifted in a relatiVely.straight-forward way, the magnitudes of the

voltages and currents that may'be applied to the gate arerele:ted in a more

complicated way. The6Tertinent gate specifications are:

(a) Specifications to protect the device from damage such as peak fm-

ward voltage V peak forward current I peak instantaneous power

-
'V
gK

I
g

y and maximum average gate power (V
gK

T
g

)
avg'

e.

(b) Specifications giving the ininimum 'gate cilrrents and voltages required

to trigger the SCR. These specfficationsiare temperature dependent:

The gate specifications are fUrther complicated by the fact hat there is a

significant variation of the gate V-I characteristics and the minimum gate

voltages and currents required to trigger the SCR (b) for individual SCR's of

the'same type (numberHdesignatipn):

97
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The gate specifictitions may be givah as individual nuMerical, ratings,

may be sUmmarized in a chart, Or may* g4ven.,ap46. combination of, thp two.'
"(1

ThepartiCuiar format used to describe fli speCify,the gate characteristics

varies considerably from manufacturer t manufacturer, bgt the developing

of a "typical" gate triggeringchart w Alsfuvt.her'clari*y the basic ideas.
8

, First we consider,the taqt that r è. given type of SCR,-there ia,a
"

0'
vafiation..in the V-I charicteristAcs, f individual units. An indiVidual SCR's

114 cilaractoristic mmst be between t e extreme liMits of the V.-I Characteristica

considered,aficeptable-by the manufac urer (Fig: 2 - 22).

.

k-; Figure

EXTREME V- I
:CU RV ES

,

-

CUM44 FOR
INDIVIDUAL aCIN

1/714

2 -.2

We further defile t region of'SCR triggeriltiv denot the.Maximum,-.

400
.., s , .

-permissible values.Of fo ard 'Voltage and current.and the maXiMum instantaneous

. . .

pawer. As allelpful'note, we also show (dotted line, Fig. 2 -. 23)..the maximum

.
. .

average
. . ,

4

1

,

10-1"-r'

.0

,

Si



Finally, we'conglder

V014 moot

Figure 2 - 2

the faCt that some currents 1: and gate voltages

is considetable variation of

individuals of a given type of

gK
are too omall to trigger the SCR.. There

the minimum triggering quanitisties ammng the

OCR (a specific JAN serial number or manufacturer's code catalog nuMber).

Because we want the inf6r tion for design purposes, WQ must choose the maxi-

mum vallie for the series of SCR's oT the minimum current required to trigger

or minimum voltage required to,trigger the SCR. Thus all of We SCR's of a

given.type can,be

specified amount.

"because the SCR's

triggered with a voltage or current greater than,the

These values.are frequently given at several temperati)res

are n easier" to trigger at higher temperatures. The clear

area figure 2 - is the triggering region for a givn type SCR. The

actual V-1 characteristic lies somewhere in this region, the.voltages and

currents are large enough to trigger any SCR of the given type, and the volt:-

age, current; and power levels are s4fficient1y low that the devi!ce Will not

be damaged.

4

.4o

.%
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There is an'infinite variety of triggering circuits for SCRs, and there
;

4
is' o single "pest one" for all i9,ipplicationo. The design of the triggering

11

v
cilit must include not only th logicibt theedesired.control of the suk

but .also the characteristiCs ,of tile anode circuit. For example, the simple

circuit of Tipre. 2-25 is intendea to close the relay a specified time after.

switch "S" is:closed.- The triêrcircuit will usually be choEan as an

integral part of the timing cireuit thus minimizing the, nuthber of components,

and the triggering.pulse must .1a# long enough for the current in the induc-
.

.tive anode circuit to exceed the latching current.

9.

1

;

Agn.'

"OW No

r*NWIR,41.
.cokciii/T

Figure 2 - 25
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We-shall-consider-a VIDOtly rtriggering-ireutta, not fts*riattemot tQ

,compile a "dictiOnare 0f.circuits, but (43 a'spur tcOhe ingiation

a Figure 2 7 26

Figure 2 -26 a and b illustrates two circuits that control the cUrrent

through a load resistor RL.by sensing the magnitdde of.the input.voltage. In

both cases, the load current flows in the,positive half-cycle of the-source

Only after the source voltage has exceeded some preset magnitude. ObviouSly,

.these trigger circuits operate over the electrical angle of 0 0<.0<90o of the

source sinusoidal voltage. If the SCR has.noi triggered byythe t3me the volt-

age applied to the gate:has reached its maximum value, the SCR cannot be

:triggered without decreasing the value.of R.
* V

0 90*

hi
,

The electrical ang e a 10 ch triggering odours- .(assuming a sine wave input)

'is called the "firing angle". The firing circuit of flgure 2 - 26a is an

inexpensfve circuit hav'ing a far from ideal triggering waveform. The trigger

voltage rises'slowly, unduly limiting the maximum permissibl,e -Talue of

dI
A
/dt. Also, the voltage at which triggering occurs will depend oil the

individuia SCR ethd its temperature. The diode D is required to prevent

excessive gate currents when the SCR is reverse blocking (rememper the gate

e

To
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,

Se

:
Ak#41

(Junction-will be in a avalanch state when7the rellerse ;oltage_expeeds lQQ
;

volts). Figure 2 - 26b shows a. more elaborate voltag4..sensing circuit uSing.

a-high tain differential_ amplifierjfrequently an. "operational amplifiek" ).

AA long as:the.battery voltage "E" exceeds the supply voltage V by'more than

a few mdllivolts, the hig4 gain ( 1'1.05 or more)Amlifier will be saturated

at its" maxiyuM negative.output-voltag . When V..exceed13 E b a few

the aMplifier switches to its maximum positive output voltage. Thus a "step"

of voltage is sUpplied to the power aMplifier that "drives" the SCR gate.

This circuit has. SAvantages over the previous circuit of a gate drive ampli-

tude that is independent of source voltage, steep triggering wavefront, and

Jess dependence of the firing angle on temperature. -However, the amplifier

circuit is clearly more expensive.

Sometimes it is preferable to vary the phase of the contr011ings waveform

rather than vary the level at which the trigger circuit is activated. One

particularly convenient' phase shifting circuit, having the virtue of an output

voltage magnitude'that is independent of :the-phase shift, is it -"thyratron

phase shifter." The circuit (Fig. 2-27) was originally invented to work with

gas thyratron tubes, but the circuit works almost as well with SCR' .

APCehli'lr Pt-TA PPE D TRAMP 110110464

Figure 2. - 27

1 /

"eh
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.T ts-circuit ;stiateeatilly.amilzsd-by construCting its phasor diagram. It

is a$Sumed that the transforMer is lightly'loaded SQ that its leakage reactance

.6.

aAd Tesistance bats no.significant- effect.- Then V'
'

V
1,

and-NIall have the

,Same phase. angle. RnoWing that'the current tHrough'a pure Capacitance leads

the capacitor voltage bk, 900, and further assuming that the output current

-(drawn by an external circuit connected to terminals A and B). is negligible

cOmpared to the current in resistor'R, the phasor right triangle with hypo-

tenuse V
1

+ V
2

is constructed.

=lab 40,41

-V + V
2

+ IR + V = 0 by Kirchoff
1 . c

The locus of all points B for different R's must be a semicircle having radius
. ...A ...3. ..-.

Ili (by elementary geometry. ,Thus the phase of V
. out

= V
BA can be varied

o
relative to the phase of 4 from to 180

5 and V will have the same'
in OUt

t

aMplftude (the radius of the semicircle) regardless of the phase-shift. It

is possible to have phase shifts indthe range 180°

the ositions of tile.capacitor and'resistor.

4 <3600 by interchanging

The gradually rising sine wave out of a phase shifter makes a poor SCR

gate pulse. .:While a large variety of ways to 'sharien'theiwavefront" of the
4

gate pulse exitt, suchdps the circuit.of 4gure 2 - 26b or schemes using,mono-

stable multivibrators, there is.a class of semicOnduetor deVices specifically

designed for this purpose that May be'applicable. These devices (called ,

"breakover diodes"; 4hockley diodes", DIAd's etc.) have'the propertithat for
, e

low voltage levels (045V), tOey block the,current.. If higher'voltages are

impressed across the diode, they"break down" in a fM/ mit:roseconds. The volt-

lege across the diode rapidly.decrease&, and large currents (on the order Of

amps) may flaw. Figure 2 -28 shows circuit uSing a "DIAC" (G.-E) to modify

the wave front of a sine wave.

1 to 3
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Another device-that deserves speCiar montion in regard tp SCR triggerthg

circuits is the,"unijunction transistor" (also called a "doUble-base diod

This device.can be used in 'circuits to pro.iide time.delays integrators, obc -

..-i

.lators, and level detectors. In addliipn, the'output waveforms of relativelY.
I( .

.).stmple tnijunction circuits161.8 reasonable approximations to the "ideal" trig-

gering'Waveform for the SCR.. the unijunCtion transistor '(UJT)'is a three
6

terminal device whose generalized V-Lcharacteristics are shown' in figure 2 -.29..

fulfil-sr" A

TOICAL LOAD' LINE
INCItimiN* Vote&
CUAVE$ rent coosivrANT -

*sta

Figure 29-

Vpa Vps. Vt.,

Note that the characteritics usualll- presented fot a UJ1 are the emitter-

base 1 characteristics. The peak emiAer-base voltages are 'proportional to the

'base-to-base voltage. The c6nstant of proportionality 57" is called-the

"intrinsic standoff ratib" and'Usue.11y has a value.near 0.5,0.6. Once the.

emitter-base voltage has exceedea the peak value, large emdtter currents may

' flaw,

in order to gain some insight into the UJT characteristics, we,consider

the physical electron-hole model (Fig. 2 - 30). The bar of material between base

terminals is a lightly doped, n-type semiconductor. loth no tOnnection made

'to the emitter terminal,, the bar acts as a resistor, 'Usually having a resistance

Value on the order of thousands of ohms. The emitter terminal is connected to

a p..tYpe "do-1, " near tit middle of the bar.



,

MO. EMITTER
twQNNECTION

iigyre 2' 30.

When a fixed potenti:al difference is applied to ,t*rminals. )31 and B2 r

(131 positive),.the Potential distribution along.the resistive bar appears.

as in figure 2 - 30b, If .01ferhaving taken into account the metalsemicOn-

ductor.contact.potentiats) the potential

the. p-n junction will be-reverse biased,

flqw. A the potential difference V

difference V
EB)

is smaller than.* j,
and only a small leakage current will

is increased, eventuallyAh p-n junction
. V31



..

-will become -forward -biased. --As holes -di-ffuse -front the p --type. Material .into:
.

.

,

the n:rtypetar, they'are,swept toward B1 by the drift field due-Ato the
.

pOtentAi-differenoe V- -apOlied to the-bar.- The mobile.carriers then

.decrease the resistivity (Conductivity modulation due to increased 'oarrier

density)'of,the'bar betWeen.E'and Bl. This increksps t,current flow liprough

-E, reducing the resistivity of -Ole bar.between E and 131, increasing' the current
..1

g

. I eta. Eventually (microseconds), the 4xternal circuit limits the current
. : - 4

.

.

-flow,.and the Totential differenItetween E and B1 is Small. Thd "ResistanCe"
/

or VE Bl of ihe emdtter-base terminals is.typically on the order Of a iew

r

tens of ohms after.the UJT ha's fired.' Tr

until the p-n junction isvreverse biased,

4.

the emitter-base 1 voltag% is decreased 1

the initial dtate (fig. 2-30b) will

be restored after the carriers beiween and 131 have been "%wept out" by the

lectrostatic field or haifEF recombined.'

As an example of a UtIT,triggering circuit, we coqpider

could be (and has been) Used a; a light' dimmpr (Fig. 2-31).

a circuit that

1101/ AUD

Figure,2.- 31.

0.7
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, The .6arrent through Pie .oad reeietor (Rd can be varied by aNuating

the value of the tesistof "r". To analyze the circat, me first 'clpsider
14;t

the voltageswavefbrni that e.c"ists aeroas the. SCR assuining_ the SCR, is npVer
.

triggered. This voltage is a full waye rectified sine mave, as, in. ffgure'

2,- 32a. I e SCR is triggered-once dbring each half cycle the voltage

agross the SCR should appear As in figure,2 -3211; We assume perfect onoff

a.

action-of the diodes and the SCR for simplicity. ..jka'serv'es to lOwer the

voltage across-the (MT to its-normal working voltage (around 42 V).

and R are chosen.on the basis of the UJT specifications ao as to limit the:
-Bl I

current when the UJT fs conduCting:

1

AK -Acrioss. 'rut
A4341MItie NO. TA le alfRiNe

C.

el

3Cik ?RIGGERS SA.C14 NALIr-CYCL.E'
VOLTAGE DROPPED ACROSS Ied.,

4141
v. A

Ma.

Vas .Acmos4 UNIVUNCriON
141- CAPACITOR.YOLTAGIE

vOLTAGLIT:sPlkireAPP r.'
6CA. 0/47"E

t.

Figure 2 - 32

/M8 .
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0

Thesiatanesan&reuauaii muelt4ess t
'Izeiveen..terminals,:BR sndBl, Thus. the 'OJT base

.

. §AS . the. itql_tage'..kerosit :r _and..0 .e

e-realistana;9 of the
'!'lt

o -his e voltag4 V iSA BB ,

,The_ oapacitur

4"-

voltagt V' Contiptles to' increase during 4ach half cycle .03 104 as V > V
BB 0

,

-,Eveptually, 'the cvacitOr voltage reachea: the: va'ilue V., iand the unijunc,

iton firee. is assurqed to 0.6 in figure 2 - 32c Wen the 4.1T .firs,

the atracit'or:,diecherges through the eMitter terrine4.of the WTI "tending a

current pulse into the gaie or the SOL, If the cailiacitor and the'WT peak

A fl

voltage are large .enOugh, the SCR will:be.triggered. The 'gate current elit'

y pulse duration are determined t;y the arr characteristics, theficil-gate hr-

4

acteistis, the value 'oi:RBi and of- course, C. Once the SCR has been t R-
. .

gered, the voltage across the triggering' circuit is just the _forward voltgo
,,

drop across the conducting- OR. Therefore the capacitor does not 'charge up,

during the remaining part of the, half-cycle. At thp,e144 of the half-cycle,
,t*_

.,..,. .1- the, SCR -anode current goes to zero since the source -.Thltage goes to zero.
(

. ,
-

..0-" 4 - , ,.

.,

4 ,I The -"SCR turns off .and the' cfrcuit is prepared to repeat the-cycle. This
. , .

exp,mple àutlined' in the' crudest, of models, shows one of- the Many Aiwa UJT's

tIt`.,,
are utilized -in trigger

,_

circuits. The UJT is a particulitrly versatile device,
.

..

a

'and the student who is.seriousIy intereSted in .tIectonics.,' logic circtiits,
.8(

1

or ahalog computing circuits is encouraged to further study this devAe.,
.

It is frequently desirable to provide direct current 'isolation between

the gate of an SCR and the yigger ,circuit: :A-.pulse transformer connected to

the -gate. (Nig.: 2. - 33), is one commonly used .method proiding the desired soIa-.

.

4-%

1 0 9

4

1.



In the gaseS where the size and weighi of the pulse transformei are critical;

a "picket fehCe"' g46- voltage waveshapitmay be. qh0t4A6, _The __piCketL fence"
.

7 .

(Fig 2 '..,.34a) JO' an approxithation. to a desii'a8le tAggerini waveforill such- at

thoWff 2, - 34b.,

r

01,

' 1.! . 'vem:o 10xlmr oumr wow

"44Ar LEsS THAN 11M1#404

a FigUr.e 311

. 4 4
,

The.'Size-and _weight, of a. pulse trs,nsforther are related to tlhe volt-tithe
44

7

integral ot. the pulse. waveform the tragit former -must deliver to -a given i*ped.,'
. .

,

%nee. This statAient i based on the Dfaot -that Iron COre. (even exotic ferrous.
.

.

..Materials) haVe .a maximum useful flux denstty- "B " for a given application.:
max

,

The flux. "4" it roughly eqUal to. the 'flux 'density -times he area- of, the irpn

core.

.

k
4.1

.._..-- ,

The voltage "eff appearing acrosd the transformer terminals is related to the7 flux

0 by Faraday's law

. ^
e d, 0

t, .
dt

19

4, 1;1,1 . 4.. , 6 .
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, .

Integrating.)_

s.,
t d :.': ar

4"

. .

As the vOlt-ttme,integral of a pulse increases, tthe Maximui B
2. 1

- B Iming

.lthited by the characteristi'es Of the iron core, n A must fhcreaSe. IP n
.

. ,

increaseSonbre.turnS of thicker Wire (1 eepingyinding -resistance the Same)
.. ,

( ,.

imPly a larger, heavier transformer. Als6, A increailing implies a larger

,

tx,'ansformer Obviously the volt-time integral of,one.spike'of.the picket

fence is .very MuCh smallerthan,the,volt-tivearea of the entire gate pulse.

the transformer flui "recd4rs" or:As "reset!' between ther''Spikses Quitiie, picket

fencet Henee a smaller) lighter-pulse trlaniformer may be utilized .with the

Vicket-fence -waveform than with a single.gate pulse,
-

I;+

The triggering circuits preeented in this ckapter havenot been presented'

in suffi'cientdetail to represent Are than the,germ-of an idea: Even the
a I

UJT-circuit,. which -wrax primarily intended to,introduce the student to the

characteristics of-a UJT, was modeled i'only tpe crudest terms.

careful modeling vould berequired to design sdch a circuit,

-this'section op triggering circuits is intended to convey are:

a), The designer of a triggereircuit must interpret the gate data

A much more

The basi ideas

b)
$,

the characteristics of the anode circuit as weil as the gate

circuit must be considered,

the trigger cirCuit

;114-t.. logic circuitry

the:trigger Ci!rcuit

may,contain a sigAificant portion (or ali)of)

and sensing circuits, used to control

to be used mus.Cbe selected from the

variety of possible trigger'circUits on the basis of the

application.
"

k_

the SCR.

infinite'

tpecific

A really intelligent choice'of a' trigger circuit requires experience, crea-
,

tivity, and most importani; a careful evaluatipn of the "desirablesfeatures"

of the circu#, 'For exaMplè, using's, .0c1et-fence triggering wareform.involves

:

I.

0.1 't..



knOWing_the 'value or_transformer _redtti,tton_in terns_of circuit

_pCp

, Once the .8CR-has been ,ttiggeredi the gate loses control over _the devias .

In ordt;r to turn the SCR off 411e anode Orient .must be reduced below the. latch-

'141C relieabtlity,

(t,

o,.

tng current (redUcing curreht denaity and the'. it is so that act.. clzi 1) or by:.

malting the am:4e negative ,with respect to the cathode .(iiiatituting.reverse

blocking after ihe cui'rent transient due to Citrrier storage and junction.
,

.capacitanCe has pasied). When the SCR anode circuit is Connedte4 to an Ad.

source, the alternations Of the voltageduring eacii half cycle serve 'to turn
4 _

-
_

r ,_
, . .

. ,_..,
. . , ..:.

off the 8C1 . .1f. the SCR is confiected to A b0 source orf 11 -the SCR must 'be'
-,

,

turned off during a 'half cycle,of an AC.source-, some Sort of "turn,off Oirctii?"

mpst. be Wmployed. ,
4

The 'circuits thaereduce the anode' current' to a' value below the latching.

. -

- current aref said to "starve" the SCR: Twt simple "starvation mode turnoff

0

%.?

circuits areshown in figure 2' - 35.

,

Z".'

LA

Figure, 2 - 3

Opening the switch Of figure 2 35a obviously reduces the anode current tb
:2

0

zero.. Clasing the switclOn figure 2 35b bypasdes 'the load 'current arbund

the 8CR,. Atter-the SCR .has turned off, the switch is opened. These circuits .

. 4'

tl
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.

Ar7RWTrt

10-3

-are-seUlom- -used --exceptat- -flow --poweri-levels 1.-e13-.5 -than -some -hundreds- of -watts

capability) vtiere switxrhinft transistors cdtaketh e place of .ihe switches.

.,A,.germantixa tranalipttorlrouldtepreferred-over-t1.-silicon-treaster -for the

"circuit tif2-35b-ssince,gertantOm transistors have a lower.tollector-emitter
.

voltage .drop.when driven "on .

.Applying,e. reverse voltage to the SCRuntilit.has turned off requires

circuitry more complicated than 'the switth used in the starVaAon-made turn-

,

off. Such citcuits are turned "commutating circuits" because they are Used

to "switch the SCR anode current. The commutating.circuit may be arkintegral

part of the 8di3 appittation citcuit.(as in the case of the phase-controlled

pvtifier-inverter of chapter 3) or it may exist eaq an SCR appendage., wfunction-

4

ing only to turn_the SCR off,. There is a large.variety of.commutafiag,circuito

including a) .underdamped tC circuits (Fig. 2 36a) whiCh art said ,to be self-

commutating because no other switch device is necessary, ,b) capacitor com-

mutated Circuits (Fig. 2 - 36h) where a tharged,capacitor is.swihed across the-

cónducting SCR (The switch is usually another SCR), c) combinations of thel

two schemes as in figure 2 --36c, d) external. pulsed circuitt.such as shown

in figUre 2 - 36d, and so on in endless variety.

t t

4

'44

V.
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V';
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FOr- the sake of -example-f.' we-coriaidei- emmutection. circuit
,

(Fig . 2 - 37) . This ptrticular Circuit i ymmetric; however,, the circuit

can be_ made Aatiyamietria by- chaosing-$CR2_ of-a-much smaller current _capacity

thin $C111 and Choosing the resistoi connected to 8CR2 to have a muchhigher

residtanCe value than the resistor .connecte4 *to SM.

Figure 2 -
e ." .

.The purpOse ofthe circuit of.figurs 2 - 37 is fkshift the flow of current

.frai one resistdr to the other by.alternately triggering the $CR'e.- The SCR's'

do not hAve to be trigglred petiodically,, but may_be-triggered at any time

intervalS that are long compared-to RC. - The desired current:waveforms are

shown in figure 2 - 38.

\ ,

t,

zt

Figure 2 7,38
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1. V

We shall define the ihittal conditions of this circuit as 80111.conduct-

ingi-8CR2 forward blc4init, and-.-assume tail situation has' existed for %some

long thke periad, transient will be initiated by triggering 8CR2. The

expected eitead. -state ia-8OR conducting) 8CR
1.
forward blocking. 'The decision ------
.

to choosethesé initj.al ao ition. and the expected steady state come 'from

examining the,Acircuit and knowing the purpose of the circuit. We had five

possible steady states: 1) both SCR's conductigg, 2) both SCR's bloCking,

3) SCR1 Conducts while 8C1: blocks, 4) SCR2'conducts,.while SCR blocks,

5) the circuit might oscillate. Knowing 'the function oi the circuit, we

eliminate possibliities 1, 2, and 5 as circuit malfunctions at best. By

examiling,the circuit and observing its basic symmetry we suipose that states

3 and t. represent likely steady states. We arbitrarily chooSe 3 as the condi-.
t.

tion,of the circuit and will examine-the transient involved in getting tO
,-

Eitate 4. The- identification of initial end steady. states-may'seeritridiculously

trivial in this' simple circuit, however, such a:prOcess aids in understanding

9.4)41 modeling the'circuit. Ve are "lueke-that the.problem ts so trivial, foi

many circuits exist having hundreds of possible steady states and simpltfying

the poblem h), choosing the appropriate states,is na easy task,

Let us 'further assume. that E is much larger than, the forward'. voltage drop

across an SCR when it is conducting, and that the SCR current when the SCR is

4
/

forward blocking is very 'small com$red with
E
/R. Such assumptions max. permit

us. to -treat the SCR's as perfect switches during some part of the time under

considteratioh. We start 'with the-initial conditions (Fig. 2 - 39).

Figure 2 - 39

Awl)
RLIIAI



'Initially a_currerrt is flowing Or040 pl,sAnce,SCRI is c9nducg1/4

'The only cOrrent throl.Igh R2 would be the blocking current.of SCR2 which is

negligible (by' assUmption). .The capagiftoi is chargpd to. the 'voltage E with

the Petlarlity sho,in in figure .2 3% Next, a- ittigering pulse is Sent:-to the

At.
gate 'of SCR2 which turns on in a few microseconds. Note that before turn-on,

the forward blocking voltage on SCR2 was E tx V. Nhen.SCP2 turns onl. %re is

applied, to 8CR1.(Fig.. 2 - 40) turning Off SCR2.

.,.

sclif ,

,
4.41

"a

Figure,2 - 4
ts

am'
TA Wrenn)

C -partiall,discriargós through_SCR
1

and R as the mi)bile carriers A SCR Er1 e
1

A

. being swept out of'the semiconductor and recombining. Vheri SCRi no longer
_

,
c.

accepts current the voltage acrbss tapaCistor C'continues to change with time
,

e
constant RIC: If the rate of change of-voltage /di is below that value that

. ,

d V -,

SCR-will retrigger SCR1 (known form the SCR data sheet 7-----,
dt

), and lf ,tW--

capacitois large enough-that the'OCR Current ceasps before the voltage

polarity across the SCR --is in'the forward direction, the 8CR1 will be able'to
,

,

'block thn forward vóltage, and steady state will be.reached in about 5 time

. -
constants (RIC =1). is shown in figure 2 - 41.

A
64.

.;"fr
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Now, .t1sing Kirchoff's voltage arid c.urrent Jws e can plot all the signiPicant'.
.

voltages.and eurz'ent8 in the.circuiti(Fig. 2 - 42). -
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%I

L

in 'seri:98 141,th eaCh- Sp. It' is 'alpiumed, that, R is h known %load.: We have .bon.-

sidered in this ejoaple one of,the simpleSt turn-Off tircuits; RO'pr'nce.5

at the end of'this chaptet is especially recommended for.suggedtions bf

,

That the Capacitor lufficientek 14rge to turn orcl the SCR (absorb the'

rvterse Inv ebt duriNt turnoff) 4.6 %Wally determined by, trta..and. error,

rinal*y,the turn on' may have tO be liml,tee'bY PiaCing ,inductance
- .

variety bf turn-off .

Suimary

In this Chaptet, several models of the SCR.have been presented as an

aid in remembering and-understanding the circuit characteristids orthe SCR.

)nce the.SdR has.beep modeled, not only do the published data-and. specifica-
.

:tions of.the SCR become 'More intelligible;_but device behaVior not norinally

specified on the available data sheets can be anticipated. Triggering cireoits
e.

have been presented and discussed,,riot from a detailed design or analythis.point

A.
Of view,.but to impart some idea of the kinds of things;that are typically-

e!c6sideredin choosing or desiggning sUeh circuits: The onijunttion transistor ,

., .

'ha's been presented in sothe detail beCaose ii is a comMonlkt used-device in'.

logiC.and trigger circ4ts for SCR's. The UJT's chatacteeistics are .drastic.-

ally different froln those of the transistor, and few stFients are familiar

with theaevite: Pinally,.in the'-analYsis.of an'SCR torn-off circuit, an -

impártant concept.in modeling:nbd-linear circuits is presented, which is, a
. , .

. .

single.cireuit'pay.haVe a Variety of possible steady-states, andtthe particular
,

,

Steady-state reached At the end .of a transierit'dependS on the initial eirCuit

..'. cOnditions And the distutbink (or triggering) 4agrial. : In this obntext,.switates.
0' r.'

that are, 0.14e 404nOht4 Vatagedependentv 9r current dependent are considered

-

. ;
,411.

4 t+.--,-1- 2 tti"T4"
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noirie* kermirits,--ke dikode-8-$ trott.54.-otqray p 1-
'S-t `. 7 P -7-% \

, , ,

"qi-

1

1 ' -

.1, Opr*n.that tife:Aitigifinifitis'yed"*n,j0CR Eiriir'ig at t6e anode atee'Y

-:
1 , anode N '.- 10 .9 atoMs/:66. '

. '
.1 , 1.5 ?;., - ,

r el- %, .'

.

ND li 1q ,' .r
...t.

f..

/

.gat N
, A

Cathode, N =.109
D -

and that the,SCR.ls to ard blocking:with IV.= 560iolts,_find the.

Width of the depletion egion:for the blocking junctiOn (2) 'and tbe

gate-cathode junction (3) .

t
-

, .

.2. 'EStimate the dielec.tric strength of 611iccm 'knowing that 'ink the SOR;of
P.

, exercise 1, when the, SCR is reverSe bloCking,500 volts, 'the gate-to-

.

,

P

t

cathode voltage is 14 volts as measured by.ari FET WM (input impedance.
r

= 109 ohms).

3 . $how that t 6 rate of change of voltage across the SCR of figure 2 42

'during'"recat y" is 2E/(RC). .

v.

PrOblm
, A

.The following cqrcUit is a coMmonly used SCR ."turrirpfecirqpit in which '

I)

SCRi is triggered.in order to .turn ofP SCR,.. You arelsked to plot'the appro-
,A

'77

priate voltage anurrent'Waveforms that describe the Antended operation of
d. ,

this circuit and answer the -fallowing questions.

co,) Does the cii"cuit design depend on_the value ofRL. iri Ways other

.
than selActing the current capabilities Of 'the4tWo SCR' sT

' 4

,

a.

121,

sr.

,

,IPt ..P",70 1,1 P. ;.7%.

i'7:17t4' ,

1
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:

SOmetimes the diode is yeplilbed, by a' third SCR that sie trliggered_

r," , . simultaneously 144) SCR What abuld 'he the adifantage

h

t

S P

scheM0?- ..

. '
. .

'Will the cAtiduit- operate -properly trw.Pirot,.;030 the. eijeuite. is
, ,

applied or...muSt 8ome a61d1t1onaI circu1try-;be'Sadded1-t9tiai:s11sh'. ..
.

f
CA.1/4

v

the "proper steady'state"?

.

Problem 2
7 *

The follgwing circuit is proposed as an SCR 'turn-off cirCvit:

triggered in a/act to. turn off SCR jater SCR, is triggered to turn ,off

SOF. 'You aretag04.to PIA the apVropriate voltage and current waveforms-

that deseribe the .eircuit operation and answet the folXowing questions.

r

a) 'How will the diode.voltage rating be related to the. DC. 1.b.ippi1y

voltage?
`

b) Row should the-circat be modeled ifthe time pericid between
.

SCR firings is very long?

.c). Mill-the,circui-toperate properly the first time the sOurce
#

connected or Is some add1tioa1 .cqr6uitry required?.

1"-- -

44,

. 9
4
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Laboratbry Problem 1

1.7e are specifically interested in SCR triggering.circuits. It is

c

" 'desired to control the current through 4 load 'resistancd R, representing ft.
v.

!:.
* 150- vatt lightl)ulb (4010.. The SCR.controller is to be uSed to vary the

'.',,

;'y': "dimness" of the light frdM-no light at' 8.11.to full "lighting power", :An
;41, V

nation of Several encyclopedias of electronicicircuits procludes the

Ilimmer". circuit.

'ft

11.2 AC
:40 "Br

/to Ac upir
teZAfrec,
?NI are to de'sien a working circuit. It i8 not neeeseary.to minimize cost.

The data:sheets for the aVailable diodeg, SCR's, and UJT's can- be. obtain6d

6.-t the laboratory. You are'specifically asked to.present a "typical' firing-

,-
' angle.vs. resistance. R

a Curve, and a light bulb current vs R curve. There

'.are -tivo small difficulties TOIT-Imu"st consider.- If you construct the above cir-.

cuit; 'it will be..difficult to make.o$Cilloscope measurements:in the triggering

.circuitbeCauseof grounding problems (all available 'scopes." have:bne input

1k4

.? .

'

A

terminal grounded), and the value .of R
L
'w41 change as a furiction of current.

,

1.
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,LabOratóry4rObleM.,.2 . , . ' ' ,
,,r- .v.,

s " , ,.
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,. ,

86)-0 :..tY.PoS if' -11510;f0ii:k:-Okitligte y4:004,00 -.::ti...) to100.7.:p0160 to the'
. .

7- .. ., . ,. ,, .... _.. t
, 4 - .:,--i ,.,:-,

,,. / .

. L

: 804(,1on,Oherithe:SCIIHis xio.),4r00.,iblokfilif..-,,101-4blvpulees add tO-the.aVerage;

iV.'..: '.__..._.....:.:......_,._:_::,.._._....i_Li,,1_1, :,4;:.:-___'1:_. i__,..:_::: . .:L,...._i_.' \.:.:_atL .._-.2___..L.i___L_L. ,:__L___ _,L.____:-... I ._,...___-1.__1_

, --'41C,T 41.8040.'60' :.10...Vle 8,q itaf;3t.-leirOuit 4 ::Fmrthermorei thel,gate-vbarecter..T. ..7:7:.t,

.
.

,

_

, , .! :,w,

istics may s-eriousIy aftect the,.trigget.:444 Circnit#'-,Therefate it,is desired

Ao determine the gate-V-I characterieWs while the OCR.is reverse blocking::

Will the gate quiracteristios depend an the anode-cathode voltage -14.11 the,
, .

connection of a reSistor between the gate and cathode torminals' significantly ,

affbct the-blocking.capability of the SCR? Try to relate your ansWers to $CR

tt. models n

atory,.

Data shoets for a A(3 amp, 500 vat SCR are available at the labor.--

References

1), J. Seymour, Semiconductor Devices in Pawer ineering, SJ.r Isaac Pitman
andiSons, London, 1968.

4

This book contains' a brief but clear summary bf.the chameteristIcs.
of. the SCR.-

2). F. Gentry, F.' W. Gutzwiller, Nick;Holony*t, Jr., id E. E, Von Zastrow,
ThemicondLictor pntrolIed Rectifiers, Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N.J6

41, 1964.
.

Thig book lp an exetpliant and detailed.review of $CR theory and
characteristics.

3). F. W. Gutzwiller, Ed., G,E SCR Manual, General Electric, Electronics Park,
Syractse 1, N.Y.., 1967.

This idDa "designer'smanual.containing a.gpod summary of device'
operation., tyPIcal applications, terminolOgy, and summarized spec. sheets.
of 041 SCR's..

4). Robert Murray, Ed.6 Westinghouse Si14.-dan Controlled Rectifier
Designer's'Hahdbook, Westinghouse Electric Corp., YoUngwood,. Pa., 1964.'

Similar to. the GE Handbook, this handbook-devotes considerable
attentien to heat sinkspecifications.
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s
x.,

:o4liPtt9ifi.

-' .--t-;-'-=-4'-:.---.4---2thising:th.-iteditak-Or 101630gate 42-e4rOuti ,thert itviefi'ts

,' 4!`,7 A '
u

1 ..4%

.'1304tir,.:0Att ehap1Ver.:7U4i0dtieel twOOr'ide4c, 'first iS t,he-Udeful4ets
).P7'

Averilitge 'Slued 'Olt aVirrOn -11V04010 Ittiere. thik%Sape:
4.

repeated again andlOinfii14:steidy itate;-and soicOnd is theAdisa,of

"iterative ii0elitg".wheriOhe mpdel is OUoeillitsiVelY refined until:the winters- ,
."

yieldecibY:the Model .hatre the reciared'aceuracy. :!ecohetatY 00eFtiVeslif
:L

)

chapter are a distbsSion of Kirchotre.-Lt*s imitohing'cirquit,

reviqw of tit 'ml`cd4iing idbas presented in Chatiter 1, and modelIng a circuit .<

,

containing' an 8CR.

The Line. Voltage Commutatd InXerter:
t

4-

While "invertet" is frequently used as'a generic name'toi,power conversion

circuits, we adopt the following Commonly used definititms(

Rectifier .ohahges AC to DC

InVerter - .:, changei 'DC to AC
, .!.-, ,.k....1,r.,......,,N ..,...i.,,,,.,,w, ,,...,,,. ......%, ....,,

.. .

ConVerter - changei pc to DC at a different voltage

A converter could be'.made by confteCting a rectiller to an inverter. These are

not universally accepted definitions but are sufficiently common and logical'

that their me'aning will.usually be clear in context.

A line-voltage commutated inverter circuit is shown in figure 3 - 1. The

phrase "line-voltage commut4ted" iMplies that the AC, line voltage in same way

turns Off or switchei the'current from one kR to the othex=. The circuit is

intended to transfer energy from the battery to the AC line. The circuit may

aiso be used,to transfer energy fro% the AC ine to the bittery (an efficint

,
battery charger); and when.s6,used is known as a ',phase-controlled rectifier"

because the Charging'current depends on the phase of the SCR .triiNering signeils

,

tto4o,
4

.8. 4.1, 21$0 1. A 6 :CA.!, ,too, -F . F AA... I, 62, , A
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WiVi.reSPO6 AiXi4i601'-:6a4e4I1110 t°1114:ire...
c- ,

"bintiggered. eihp.te :;40..').89.......01:140....,±tol*age::00.*partf;"."The4b19.6e
.

:triggeribg sigtml raw 'be 4rftrieril. ttom 0 34800,vith ,reppeott, tot the iine voltage
I ,

,

"2111.

PhiASe. KnoWing-,the'purpose of Orre we now begin aniAnalyaie of the

..

IIATTIIIRY
ow

..71rseni

4

Modeling the Circuit - #1

.5014

c.

7 Figure 3 - 1

r,

A 4.
,

Despite
,

the fact that the circuit'contains. only a feW elements,. the'cir.1,

cult operation is not obvious. We begin analysis-by-modeling or idealizing

,the, circuit The assumptions or models are spelled out so that results 1nConr

Gc
sistent with assumptions can be easily identified..

The particUlar voltdge and cUl.rent values are nbt speCified so we choose,'.

'to wort at v4tages large coMpared to the forward voltagT_drop across the con

ducting SCR and currents large compared to.thb blocking (forward or reverse)
0

current of the SCR. RMS:Voltages betweeil the transformer tap'and one side of

100 voltS or.la'rger and currents of 10 amps RMS ormorewill eaaily meet our'.

. "ko.

requirements and. give SOMB "feeling" of the magnitudes and sizes of components.

Much smaller voltages or currents 'would sugUest transistor circuitry instead 11

SCR circuitry. Our first assamption Is t1;at each SCit. can be modeled as an ideal

switch,

f.' .t- -.-Ir' "---'7i-'^r,

t.,!: ,, i,.4.1. ,,,..,,,,,i,a. ;;.,,,,,, ,,,'

CR

. .
. .

.

c.

..--,-; S.

4:2

.

0,4 ',...,,:, :, , !.,,,,,k, ,,..:.,N...,,,.
-r...._
,, ..gk,1--.1 ,

4.x

.

, .. 1V, ,
', y ,f., , ., f .,

,
41 t ,

,..-777
, , ,..: 1..,.1 - L' ..

-,
.. , A

t
,

.
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faxtt A.41 the Utitt&ter teem* ia eitt400.1 ibo :the 1101thiet-ir vthirctot4 T

number,,,tr. tutno of vire

induetOr 'Magnetite flux

ourren't ifl inaup'bor

r
Lan

r

d

e

4

Thui e,, the voltage &cross the inductor terminals is equal to
1

3

, G

t) by .Faraday

but 4 Ii ijn:13i asecumption
d4 diaTi4

n .

, Land n constamt

there:iorell

ax . .
e = - 'Py supstitution.

; ,

We assume the internal resistance. of the -battery is. negligible (zero).

Normally; the ill drop duetoehattery Internal reastance is small ccmpared

to the battery emf. The internal resistance of '1*i:clad-acid autotobile battery

fOi:esxample is only a few thousandths Of an ohm for a voltage of '6 volts and an

.ampere hour capacity of 100A. hr. At the recommended charge-discharge rate of

aMps, the internal iR drop Changes-the terminal voltage by less tha,.

4.4 We assume anitdeartransfOrmar with negligible leakage reactance and wind-.

ineresistance. .Examination of transformer design:methods suggests that the

impedance due to leakage reactance-and winding-resistance combined is usually.

. ; s
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r
1=,

tdi thie ,itil.0140*:* ACti*.."'tt ti.trther 3.9afeits *to

negligible end the tranelptier iron.Yloesnyts Ottt1'ate4 we ash lis.e the ideal. trino

former,relattqn1

4.W.LL.'N3 4.5

P

.Apperek' Lan

by aseumptiOn direp*from'

c 4 . v

i

where the current dix*tions are defined 'as in figure 3

===========
ee-10.7ry-leY-v-yrN

-ea es 14
k' Figure 3 2

11

5. Finally, we assuMe that the AC line is "stiff", that là, has negligible'

source.impedance.

Naw that the elements have.been'idealiied, we begin to analyze the modeled .

C.

.We first label the voltages and currents of interest for ease in,dis-

cussion 3- 3).

1.4.1
AC 1.1/41E

LET" SI Me%
8.

;04

A 4.

Figure

16: .3.4.1: 11.1Z1,-S now,li711 1*,44.0. i , ,

3
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Ate.

d) e' e
,g 02

c. t) e ,e - e
3 s3

't 4

. .41arphOtrt0

,1

b 2 3

these eqUat,iOns are 0t aufticieflt to soikre thecircuit: 'We must'*e'

addittonal inforniation as to the twit& behavior. NO on3.Y must we find a ey'
v

1

1 , .
7

'of expresinuthe electrical characteristics .of.the switch Which are:
,

,

., .
, 4

t open 40. e = - anything; i. = ei .,
, s ;,- s .

i.

. S cloited'4 e d ,--- o A's, = anyth-ing;
, T. L

but we'mudt.knOw When els.ch switch it; 'open or cloSed:.'hamtning.the circuit of
.y

<

V, figure 3 - 1, some.facts beccme clear. (1°,
, ,.

. < o or SC1k is reverst.blocXing
2 .

I, 1

,

0 .01" SCR. is reverse blocking .

3

Also,. consitring the .loop composed of ev, e3, sv.ahd s3, it ts clehr that,

El? ond El 4not iiMUltaneouslybe closed, because one of the SCR's (depending
l'

44,

.
. . .

on ,the polaiity of e2 +.:83):will,bereverse biased ahd will therefore turn off.,"
.

, 'f,
' -

Purthermôre if the inductance is assumed large enough to maintain's. nearly .c611-
4 ..

I '' 1 4

stant curren through the battery.(recill there is no R in the circuit, there-

di/
/ .

'

E
. tore dt el \ 104 and a . large ;, imPlifei a g

m
all 'r'l

/

et) $ and
*

$3. cp.nnot
. L - .2

05

l'tt :',. I t . '',

I! 24 : IV '' ,
1.

.
.;

,
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4,4.. .1
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i!tClell0k111i k4
,

1 '

.0,

c

0'

.

" '*? '...r,-;;, : 4.144.il 63',J4 11fct:,,4 t' .t .;AV.411.1. t -
v "t'

.._

:

114p4041.!;41 In fact, Sn4 'cannot b9th be oPtn provided only' "'

_

tbattlie induiitaned itAarg0,0A64046.pieVent.the current isb-frOun deosyl* to

zerao. We hoite:o4eie aorOse another .1.4SetlAy
,

.

4
. .

6 ABOWileib is apprOximsitely qonatant because Lis'large.'
4

The remaining two switcle4tes, 4
8, closed With.% open and $i opsniiith S3

.4
closed, seem-reasonable. Once° a switch has CloSed , the inductor will-um,,,

,
ass e , 1

%
li

whatever voltage is'nicetsary to keep the current flowing (With Value t )b'' ,--i

through the switch. Therefore the switch will reMain closed regardless of

voltage e
2

and e
3

un il the other switch is closed. Then it mUtt open. Mien

can a twitch be closed? SCR2 (assumed open). is forward blocking throughoyt the

first 1809 of e
2

+ e .

'3

71.

Voltage across S it S2 is

open and 83 is closed.

...4

Therefore S can be closed only withiri 00 oPc 1806 From 'leo< 360°, the
,2

SCR2 is reverse blocking-and .cannotAte triggered. Similarly, $3 can be closed-
/

only within 00° <0 00°

,

We are now in a position to-begin plotting voltage and current. wavefOrms.

Zi

The waveforms will be,considered for three different "firing angles" (c0 at

which SCR2 is triggered, namely
450, 90o, anS, 1350.

Firing angles of 0° and

180 will not be considered ,b'ecause e
2

+ e will ntt be large compared to the
3

forward 4oltage drop across the SCR and SCR turn.-off will be more nomplicated.

Thus at 00 and 180 firing angles, nodeling the'SCR ats a switch would be unreal.'

istir. We begin (fig. 3 - 4) by plotting the currents using equations 00,

the switcheing sequence, and the constant current ib 2. whose value is not

yet known. Switch 2-is closed firing angle a. Ib flows through se until 83

'



4^,,,Ar44171.r.

2,1

\ 14). II
\,, rl. ,

4 44.4 4Wi 01 Of 1809. NOte that the line current (4 thransformer (ii)
.

eA.

' "tip ,s. square waVe while ths Aratage'ts ii gine wave:- This. Ileanoi the eenterteap

transtotMer dOes 'not lo-Winythil* like a linear' "IlVidanee."

NeXtite ebnsider the-voltage vavefoips. Uting equations (d) and (e) and
.

Tc1-.

knottin4,that'la r. te seiroldtas the.40ProPrlate 1toh,is 019eAdy we plot

a.

! v:

A2 43
e We can plot e

52
bysolvine equations (d) and (6)to:eliminate e

e2' ea2
a ,

3

and knoPing when e
s

and e
83

are zero. We note that theLabove equation is just
r)

c

the Kirchoff voltage siSli around the loop Conlokining,the two. switches and the.
, .

centertap transformerlarinding.

We have yet to deteAmine-the'values of
b'

e E. Cohsider first the.'

deterMination of Eb, From equation (c); we can relate the voltageS Eb and.%

dito e
o

. Further,'We can'use the Pact that es..7 -L 1--t- for eL. In terms of the

polarities assigned in figure 3 --3:
di

41, and
di

e
o

e
L

+

-dbviously ib cannot be absolutely constant regardless of hoW large L might ,be.

However, it will not disturb any of our analysis if we allow ib to fluctuate by

some sMall aiount (such,as a fraction of a percent of the valUe I
b

). We can

rearrame the above equation and integraie..

itz ("11-

(eo Eb )at 4Ab LIts
/Changing variablety

J (e0 --E6)49
Consider the form'Of eti in figure 3 - 4 for the firing angle 51 45°. MI/tide

the .
0

'cycle into'two parts:. 45
o
<0<1.35

o
, and 135

0
<0'.< 360. . plus 0. <03< 45

0
. In

the region 45° <e< 1350, Ai is Changing troM its original value i to a new
b
45

Va
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OM' Ig?titrt;,
'Wei57*-V"

\
. . .

-,The..pdlatilrx.kand'amount-lof.thig .hange depends on'the! value o

r

,r4= rrdirsto, It-4,bot
. ,

uring-tm mext_15kitmtir
. ,

442 lE 416,13,46teCi. '441341f4vie4are,, irma ...,steao.otittate .,:goitke.4yroe.e8 alinusto41,41#4,11 tibringing ib
s

0

,

,
back to tts original valneAkt'thebeginning::ofthe esi'4e This is tibvidUs

. c .

from thedefinition of a ecyelic ptrocess tbat i.,s 0

Definition: In a c7clicluocessli.,f(0) .0' f(0 + 2n) ANDrsany and.all variables.
0 .

In our set of equations ihere 3.3 only one.valile of Eb.that will satisfy the

cyclic requirement. We could find such a value for each a and determine the

6

. t

.voltage%waveform of er Tb is.not.deterMinable:by any obvious means. should.

4,

IP be different from the valuesugh that Ai, ..--. -,A1.1,.the current would "ratchet"
a.

.i

toward plus or minus infinity.. We would no longer have a cyclit process or.a
_

-steady,state. In actuality,,a.steady.state and'a* ckclic prbeess would be attained
. 4

.ifwekconsidered"theAR and otber voltage dropein the-circuit that.increase vith

current. The circuit.current valUe is determined by these drops and tile value of

Eb. We suqpect that if Eb has in fact the value calculated abbve ignoring iR

:drops,
lb

will be Zero whenAR dropsare considered.

Average Voltages and Currents

Before considering resistahces and stray inductances all oVer the eirepit,

we pause to, consider a shortcut, both.concePtual.and efforhase. Reconsider

equation (c), that is:

where e
o

is known to a first approximation. Knowing that the average voltage

across an indudtor In a Cyclic procesS must be zero:.(see the following digression),
*

we average the,equation-over a cycle.

'1
a

1 33
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hffrito (4,+Eb)Cit9'

° ir ale corkhor

d "lbafrifesEL c1.0

-Jr

Furthermore, because of the'repetitive nature of ea during a cycle (refer to

f gure 3 ),

1
lr

aln de

flr""cm (74,309
1r

This simple expression gives the same value ofTb that would have been

r+110*
IA

=Eb

b'y requiring Ail to equa1-Ai
2.

found

Digression

In a cyclic process, all ideal inductors, linear or nonlinear,

must have a zero cyclic Average voltage across their terminals. Con-

sider for example an iron-core inductor (a more complicated case than

an air-core indlictor). First we topolOgically "pull out" the winding

resistance (Fig. 3 - 5),

.*gure..3.

ainisiNS
arateoli



By Faraday's law, e -
L

125

d,
The iron core

ndt
--, has a flux associated

with the. value of the current and the history of the ewe. The

curlre of the tron is shown in figure 3.- 6.

r

MINOR Hysreftesis
Loop

Figure 3,- 6

Suppose at the begkhning of a cycle, 0= 01 and current Li is flowing.

During the cycle, the flux undergoes some excursion and stops at flux

value '0
2

. tri a cyclic process, all variables must return to the same

value at the end of the cycle as at the beginning. In the example of

f1gurei3 - 5, 6;
if 4'2 12 i

1
If the.process is cyelie,

11
e
I

= e =
T. 5

= i .

Thus .

44 f d 44 =,.-L ri (41), (A )= 0,vilL dt = rl
Try

and, dividing by the period of a cycle;

+teL dt ..,-°
,

.... 0 , ,

average value .of e .

L

or changing-variables;

/
,4141r-

ii- j e L. c1 8 = 0 average value of o
L

.

0 ,-

Thus the cyclic average of e must be zero. WritIng Kirchoff's voltage
L

law for the given loop;

e. = IR + e .

in

Averaging over a cycle:

am*

ifrf ell; de 0.0 f Md61# ar
0

' 5

e de
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Note that it is not necessary for the average value of eln.or I to be

equtil to zero. Thus the w,inding reslstance,mus*be negligible or brodght

outside the terminals 'or the, "Ideal" inductor to use the'"zero 6relke

average of the voltage," shortcut, and 'the argument:Is only valid when Ihe
. e

(.1r(ntit variab_les deseribe"a repetitive cycle (stea0 state).

The twittery voltage and the voltage ut tiry plotted, th figure 3 7,

fr

,12r 0

battery charge

Modelin6 the circuit -#2

no energy
transfer

4' :

power delivered to line

,

I can be calculated using the same artifice used in separating the winding

resistance rrom the ideal inductor. 11e move the forward voltage drop across the

:.;CP (about I volt) around the circuit loop to the battery.(fig, 3 - 8) . The

battery internal resistancee the inductor winding resistance, the resistance of

one side of the centert4pped transformer winding resistance, and the transformer

line-side winding resistance are all lumped in a single resibtor next to the

battery. Note that the transformer leakage reactance is ignored because lb
di

bis constant throughout most of the cycle so that L
leakage dt

will be negli-

gible except during the R switching.

WV,. -ts." vAl.
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A

R = Rtransformer
.

+ R
inductance

kt,

Figure 3 - 8

+ R
battery

Because the current I
b

is constant, the iR drop is also constant. Nothing

ctianges the analysis we have made so far. We.merely apply Kirchoff's and

Ohm's law to the loop containing the battery Ebb.

Eb - SCR drop - Ebb' ibR

Eb-
7-4 SCR drop -

bb .

4- %

Obviously e
o
and Et are no.longer physically measurable quantities because of

the fictional R.

Modeling the Circuit _#3
ts

It is a common occurrence in inverter and phase controlled rectifier cir-

cuits that the transformer 1
A

e reactance is not negligible. This leakage

ireactance limits the rate of change ce current n the SOR's (a very favorable

' effect) and delays the actual turn-on time of the SCR's an amounty
e
(commutation

angle) ip addition to the firing angle a. The leakage reactance of 6oncern is

11).

associated with the center-tapped side of the transformer. The leakage react-

ance is "pulled out" of the ideal tfansformor as a pair of lumped inductors

(Fig. 3.- 9).

137
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ea3
hrebk

Figure 3 - 9

Because *I
b

is still assumed nearly constant, the leakage inductances

have no effect whenever one switch is open and the other switch is closed

di/
(L dt (1, 0). We must revise somr of our original thinking regarding the

possible states of the switches, When SCR
2

is
,

closed, the current. -i

increases gradually, its rate of change limited by the leakage inductance.

While-i
2

increases 1 3 must gradually decrease, itsrate of decrease limited

by the leakage inductance. Thus, during switching )poth *CR's are conducting.

We express our concept more precisely:

I
b

= const
2'

differentiating with resPect to time

d:L di
2

assuming the two leakage inductances have -the same value, the voltage magnitudes

across each inductance will-be the 6ame stnce.

die
eoe 2 LI°41141 dt

et, al eljdi

4.

eIA et4

Lenz's Lay

47 Faraday

11

I 3sk
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during the time both 82 ind 83 are closed

1;e0.1ekestkcems .ir
by Kirehoff,

since ea in As
tem Alta $

and

ta" 'L Cta.

We-Mnsider the meaning of these equations by:graphing e2, 112, i2, and

I. during a switching operation.>e We Rolot -12 instead of 12 to ship the for-
4). 6_ ;.

ward current through SCR2 (Fig. 3 - DD); Poisumqeinitially 8CR3 is conducting

(s closed) and at firing angle a SCR2 is triggered (S
2

closed). When 82
3

closes, the current -12 increases while 13 decreases as the current is trans-

\

ferred from s3 to S2. Initially,
12(tl) °'

The voltage across the leakage inductor is 42.
t2

must last until f e dt = I . When the
L tl 2

After switching i
2(t2)

The switching time (t2 t1)

switshing time (t',2 - tl) is

expressed as an angle 1; it is known as the commutation angle. The value of

the angley depends on the firing angle abeek.use e2 is small for a's,pear 00

or 180
o

(giving larger )4s) and increases to a maximum at a 90 ( giving the

smaliest y ) .
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The

Volki.lar'ett

Figure 3 - 10

voltages dropped across the leakage indUctances 8Ubtra0, from e
o

and'

Aft, t

thus modify the value of the battery voltage. We correct figures 3 :,4 and

3 - 7 taking into account the leakage inductances in figure 3 12. The ,

f,

analysis betweerr switching times remains precisely the,same., The model we have

now analyzed is shown in figure 3 - 11.



et.

c-

3

,v

E
SCR

w 1 volt forward drop across a cdOuctin0,8CR.

R = lumped equivalent resistance composed of trknsformer and inductor

Apding resistSnces and the blittery internal resistance

Lle ak
= i leakage inductance of the,centertaped.side of the trinsformer.

Figure 11

.141
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Let ts review the assumptions made in devising model #1 of the circuit.

IA All through the analysis we have assumed large currents compared to the

SCR blocking current and large voltages compared to the SCR forward voltage

drop during conduction. We have relaxed the requirement-that the SCR forward

-voltage drop be negligible in model #2. 2) We have taken into accouht all

winding resistances. -It is alSo not necessary that L be a linear inductor'

(avoided in the "averaging trick"). 3) We have accounted for the internal

resistance of the battery. 4) We hav'e also considei'ed thA transformer wind-

ing resistance and the leakage inductance on the center-tapped side in model

h. We have not considered the leakage reactance on the line side. 5) We

still require the line to be "stiff" so that voltage harmonies ("messing up

the sine waveshape") do not occur because of the non-sinusoidal current.

6) We still require L to be large enough that ib can be consddered constant.

We could further relax the assumptions using more detailed circuit models, how-

ever, we stop at this point having shawn the methods of refining the model and

because further refinements are more complicated'(but certainly possible).

Summary

In analyzing the line voltage commutated inverter or phase controlled-

rectifier we have used the methOd of "iterative modeling". The circuit 'was

simplified to a point where it could be understood and analyzed.with reasonable

facilfty. .This was the most difficult step. if the circuit had been over

simplified it wouldn't work, and another model would have had to be invented.

The model was then r efined by steps or iterated until the model and its solutions

gave sufficiently accurate and valid results.

The iterated modeling technique is an important are powerful analysis

technique. Each model brings an increased understanding of the circuit opera-

tion an0 the importance and roles of the circuit components as the solution is

approached in a step-by-step logieal manner. Such understanding is extremely

14 3
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valuable in design and synthests of circuits as well as analysis. In addition,

the required sophiStication of the model or the nellIttep in the analysis can

be indicated by numerical calculation of given or estimated circuit parameters

or by laboratory experiment. ThuS the analysis is o 7 as complicated as is

necessary for the given purpose. 'In each step, the preceding analysis gives

the engineer a basis from which to work and extend his knowledge in that each .

model can be checked and compaillerito physical reasoning. If an error is made,

one need only go back to the previous models and try again) therefore, past

efforts are not lost in the case of an error.

In contrast, the approach of including all possible circuit elements in

the circuit model and writing Kirchoff's loop and node equations all over the

place has serious disadvantages.. Such a method is an all-or-nothing method.

If the equations become so complicated the engineer cannot solve them, there is

no 'obvious next step. If an error is made,,one must begin again and examine

each step because there are few or no physical reasoning checks along the 1.,4Ly

(V manipulating the many equations. After (and if) an answer found, some

sort of simplified modeling is still necessary to assure the correctness of the

answer, and finally, more elements than necessary may have been included in the

(4reult model, adding unnecessary complexity to the solution.

The "shortcut" of averaging voltages over a full cycle, presented in the

circuit analysis, allows one to eliminate .the inductors and transformers

(exercise 2) from the voltage loop equations. A similar "shortcut" for current

equations and capacitors exists (exercise l). In the particular problem solved

in this chapter, the averaging scheme enabled us to avoid selving differential

equations consisting of Kirchoff loop equations where the coefficients varied'

as a function of time (the switches).

l4.
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. Exercises

A
1. Prove that the average cyclic current through a capacitor must be zero.

What about the case where surface leakage currents exist around the

capacitor plates (catoacitor current "loakage")?

2. Show that the Faraday voltage at a transfo r terminals must have a

'

zero cyclic average regardless of core. loasØ and nonlinear transformer:'

loads (like diodes etc.). Calculat*the irerage primary current in the

Pollbwing circuit. Assume the iron core d es not saturate.

JMAV.
oo Vents TWIN,so

4P

t,
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Problem I

Determine the maximum power dissipated in each SCR of.the phase-controlled

rectifier diagrammed below so that appropriate heat sinks for the SCR's may

be chosen
ar rho' PI!,

Problem 2

Winding reSistance of inductance - 2.00
1

Total winding resistance of the center-tapped winding = N.

Total leakage inductance of the center-tapped winding = 10 mh.

Consider a 3 ph6.se half-wave conlrolled rectifier
i

e

kssume L so large that 14, is constant throughout a cycle..

The transformer leakage reactance is not negligible resulting in a com-

mutation angle V (about 50).

A
a) Plot ID1 ,

ID2?
1D3 on the same graph as a function pf,time.

,

.

Plot V
o'

V
D1,

and V
R

as functions of time.

,

Explain your xeasoning,, show a and *.

4 6

for firing

angle

<w/2
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Plot T
R

(current through the load resistor R) as a function.of firing

angle a:from 0<crcir .

As we can see how to "invnt." a bridge rectifier (single phase) from

examining a half wave reetifier,

so we

0 4

can see how the "Graetz Circuit" was invented for three phase (maybe).

b )

af"

NEUTAAL

What is the firing order (sequence in which the thyristors are

triggered) of the thyristors?

It is claimed that I
n

= 0 and that the neutral wire can be remuved.

Is this true? If so, what,does e look tike (neglect leakage react-
()

ance for simplicity)?

Lab Problem I

A phase controlled rectifier is,being designed (circuit below). A working

model could be thrown together in the laboratory to check the design using a

r
110/220 V center-tapped 1 KVA pOwer transformer, an assortment of available

SCR's, a large variable inductor and assorted resistors. Your spectftc problem

concerns the SCR. triggering ci

pulses be spaced, that is, if

-rcuit. Haw precisely must the SCR triggering

SCR2 is triggered 1750 after SCR1 instead of 1800

what happens? How about 170
0

or 1500? Because precise trigger circuits tend.

to cost more than sloppy trigger.eircuits, you
.1'71N" ,7 ;

Lcj7



must determine

the SCR's will

4.
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the specific effects such a "disymmetry" in the firing angles of'

cause so that you could make an intelligent selection of trigger

circuits for a specirfic application. Shaw the critical waveform changes, effi-,

ciency changes, and component rating changes that would be htuSed by an unsym-

metric triggering of the SC . As An additional question, how should the

transformer design be improved or changed from that of an ordinary power trans-

former if the transformer is to serve in a phase-controlled rectifier?

100y
KVA POWER TRANSFORMER

Lab Problein 2

The following inverter circtit is useful at high frequencies where the

physical size of L is not so formidable. The circuit operates best for.amall

values of R. .The basic idea it that SCR is triggered. When the current pulse'

through R has ended, C is charged. Then SCR2 is triggered. C discharges through

.R giving a current pulse in the other direction. The alternating current pulses

occur atthe "frequency': or more Precisely, the repetition rate of the SCR.

gate pul-ses.

Plot the important current and voltage wavefOrms that describe this circuit

assuming, a "negligibly small" R. Answer the following questions.

a) How small is "small R"?

b) What,doe ,"operates best" mean?

c) What happ ns if SCR
2

fires while SCR
1
is still conducting?

d) Does the magnitude of the output current depend on the triggering

repetition rate?

1 4
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e). What is the highest frequency at which.circuit can operate for a

given set of values of L, C-,,and R? What is- ultimately the limit-

ing factor On increasi (equency?

40C/Itt

DC 114210MCIE

Experiment lly verify,the correctness of your analysis.
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,Chapter 4 Thermal Characteristics of Materials

Introduction

The basic principles of heat transfer are reviewed in this chapter with

special emphasis on heat-sink considerations. irpur different kinds of model-

examples are presented. In deriving an electrical model of a heat flow problem,

we Consider "modeling by analogy". Considering the steady state and transient'

hej-flow and temperature distribution in a material, we use a "luved paramster.

model" of a distributed or continuOus system in which the matierial is artificially

.hroken up in to many, pieces which are considered as individual units. We 'use

the "superposition of models" in a linear system when considering the transient

thermal behavior of a material where a moderfor heat conduction is superposed .

on a model of heat capacity. Finally, a ve/3y "specialized model" of the thermal

characteristics of an SCR under conditions of a particular (but common) current

waveform is condidered.

Steady-state constant Heat'Flow

The heat generated in a seMiconducting device such-as a diode or SCR must

travel from the crystal through some bonding material, through the case of the

devicelpossibly through a mechanical fastener system, through a chassis and/

or heat-sink, and is finally dispersed in some environment. The temperature of

the crystal depends on the thermal properties of these "components" of the :system

and on the ambient temperatute Of the environment: -Ws frequently have a choice

of the size and type of heat-sink or chassis arid the type of fastener system that

is to be used in a practical situation. En order to be able to make an intelli-

gent choice of these "thermal system" components, we consider in some detail the

thermal properties of these coMponents and the way tliey are commonly specified.

h
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We bekin by revielang the.simplest case, that is, steady state, constant,

UnidirectiOnal heat-flowty conduotiOn through a hombgeneous material. Recall

freakthe elementary physics of heat flow that.the'rate of flow of heat energy

patHing througha homogeneOus material (steady state or not) is proportional to

the rate of change of temperature with distance (Fig. 4 -; 1).

dT
H =

H = poWer or beat f1ot.00p.tts)

A = area

T = temperature C)

x = distance in the direction

of'the heat.flow

k = constant ="%hermal conductivity"

(m)

H is assumed uniform over A.

nir

.0

(wEitts/m°0

is constant and has the same value for any x such that 0< x <L because:

the flow of heat is in the xodirection (no heat ds flawing up, down, or

to the sides because.Of the uniform distribution of H and T over the

area A), and

ih the steady state, the temperature distPibution and values do, not change

,t

constant H) thus nolleat is "Wel" to change the temperature of

the material as a functiOn. of.time.

It is a ttrVial matter to integrate,the h

4.

conditions.'

conduction equation under the given
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.r. ' .

114?

klp

'''H a kt A 417/4-4
st

9.

1"11 411 Te! k 407

Integrating bOth iides'ot the equatigill f,
f at/t t< A f tc

. 1%
r,

14 L.
Rearranging the terms by algebra, .

A ( -

AL ( 1,k ) :'.4.. ,

,

In a physical situation where'TheAimensions and therMal characteristics dot.

not change as a function of tiMe:(we already aattiuMed, they do not change as

1

k,

.:.
.

;T

functions.of temperature - an excellett first hvproximation), the constant

(--)kA
is redefined as

later), thus:

HO ft the "therMal impedance" (for reasons mjte apiarent

11.0 + T
2

= T

o

0 in. C/watt
1, .

Consider several slabs gf material having different 10s dnd L's in Ultimate

,(perfect) contact with each other '(Fig. '4 - 2). Each slab has a 0 associated

with its k and L which may be different than the O's of the othet slabs.

b C d MATEIVALA

11111111111111111
T. Ts fEMPEIV!71IIIE3 AT

IIOUNDARIIET
Figure 4 - 2

_
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4

Consider the first slab "a",

Noqi is 71. ;
*4\

The next slab "b", yip]. s a similar equation,

N4 7 TS
which may be Simultaneously Solved with the previous equation to 'eliminate

T 1 yielding
2

66 4' P1491, 1111

For the slab "e",

14E4

yielding

1404+ Hik+140C-A,T4 ga17.

For the Alab "&",
r---

Ned Tit

yield)..ng

(Hea# Hee +Hee *Heel .rs- is 7; etc.,
or

H (94.04 *ec .64) air; 75.'

We note that the equation relating power and temperaturAdifference for '

the series of four slabs of heat conducting mateil.al is similar to\the equation

relating current to potential difference for a series of resistors (Fig. 4 3).

We are encouraged (being electrical engineers) to make an electrical analogue tot

the heat ficw systeim

k's

1

Ast



THEN tow.' eyarem

,

11 heat flow

T = temperature .

.0

0 thermal replItarnee

lf,reolp;TJAwo,-; .'r:;CAN.

1.44 IMIECTRACAL ayarsiw

a 6 C. el

current flOw

V electric potential

R electric .resistance

Figure 4 - 3

The reaSon'for calling 0 the "thermal resistance" is now apparent The case

of three drMensional heat flow is slightly more coMplicated than the one &men-

-.

sional problem we have considered, however, if we Illoose areas in the three

dimensional prOblem which are normal to the heat flow direction, we can intui-
cs-

tively see.that the same general form of solution i.e.

P 0 + T
2

= T
1

will ,aIways result over any temperature range for any material that can be said

to have a constant therMal conductivity "k":

The notion of thermal resistance can be used in almost all practcpal 'semi-

conductormower dissipation-heat flow problemS for the elements of the iherina1

, system frqm the crystalwhere the heat is generated to the heat-sink. The heat-

sink, hbwever, is tt very complicated element.oethe system which transfers heat

to the environMent by means of conVection, radiation, and conduction. Commonly

(

used, commercially available, convection cooling (and forced air flaw) heat-sinks
)

are specLfied in 'two ways. A graphical curve of temperature difference between
I

the mounting surface 'of the semiconductor's case and the ambient air temperature

versus "cooling power" may be presented as shown in figpre 4 - 4. These curves

.4
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for the various heat-sink stzes and configurations are the result of empirical

test. The "natural convection" characteristics of figure - 4 could be rough1y

approximated by a btraight line (dashed line, Fig. 4 - 4). The slope of the
T T

straight line ( 1 2
) is known as the "thermal resistance of the heat-sink".

Thus, despite the fact that the heat-sink cools by means other than'conduction,

it can be said to have an emperically measured thermal resistance.

w
1k TYPE

.0, ,
z
0t

z
go

HEAT S1NR TYPe A

"T

TYPE C

/ a Q

I. I I I

loo vorraPOWER plow PATE
" COOL. INO i!i0VNIFR

Figure 4 - 4

The fact that in general, an object placed in air transfers heat by conduction,

convection and radiation approximately proportional to the temperature differ-

ence of the object and the ambientair temperatures is called "Newton's law of

cooling".

As an example of using thermal impedances, consider a stud mounted SCR on,

an anodized aluminum heat-sink. The thermal impedances for the components of

the thermal system are obtainable from manufacturers' data sheets or could be

measured in the laboratory. The question is, Nhat is the maximum power the

SCR can be permitted to dissipate?"
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;

"1.

te,
I

3.46

Maximum allowable pnoticin tOMPOratUre (T3) 100 0C

Maximum ambient temperature (Ted m 25 °C
4

0 -Aunction to mounting stud 1.5 90watt

71-ii".1111.f'';,`;'ritAy#8.1,t: ,

iA

- stud tO heat-Onk when the stud ii fastened with the maxiamm

permissable stud torque (dry threads)

0.35
o
C/Watt ;dry

o ,

0.25 Crwatt using "joint.compound"

o
3.0 Ciwatt using insulating

mica washer with joint compound.

heat sink 1.7°C/watt

We shall consider the-case where the CR is mounted "dry".

. . t

+ es
H (l.c-9.3s- i.7)c: 1 00 Rs-
" YA/wArr co 2 I WAT T3

Unless the SCR and heat-sink mounting instructions are followed with care,

the rated thermal impedances will not be attained. Mounting a stud-mounted SCR

will usually involve a torque wrench. Prests-fltted SCR's require a close adher-

ance to dimensional toleranc
+

es ( - .005 is typical). Other types of'SCR's

require spec,tal mAinting hardware such as the GE Pretis-p4$ or IR "Hockey Puks".

Any surface finish of the heat-sink such as anodizing or paint should be removed

directly under the 'SCR, and/no burrS.or knicks MAy be permitted under the mount-

,

ing surfaces. Heat-sinkicooled by natural convection are designed to' have

their fins placed vertically. If the heat-sink is mounted horizontally'or near

other objects that might restrict the air flow or heat the air, the heat-sink

Must be de-rated; If several semiconducting devices are to be mounted on'the

r

3 6

,

1.)
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'same heet-sink so as tO mmintain uniform semiconductor temperatures, the devices

'camnot be equally spaCed'since ea the air warms 4nd riies along the heat-sink

fins the top of the heat-sink will not be,cooled as effectively as the bottom.
-"

Heat-sinks are made of a variety of alloya, the particular material depeld-,

ing on the application. 'Copper is frequently.chosen Where the size (volume) of
, 0 .

the heat-sink is important. Magnesium may be chosen when weight ia a critical

factor. 'Aluminum is usually chosen when cost is important. Aluminum heat-sinks

are available with clean surfac6s or with an anodized surface. Anodizing

ine'reasea the thermal emissivity of the heat-sink with a thin coating on the

aluminum. Painting an aluminumlivat-sink with an oil base paint (any color)

has about the.Fame effect as anodizing on emissivity, however, the paint layer

acts.as an insulator in terms of thermal conduction. .If the heat-sink gets .11.d

of heat by a convection process,paint.is inferior to a black anodized eOating.

If the heat-sink primarily. radiates (as .ln vacuum), paint may be used effect-

ively. Commercially available heat-sinks frequently have clean, bright, sur-

faces. It is freqUently cheaper in terms of dollars cost/watt dispipation to

use a.larger unfinished heat-sink than a smailler, more expensive, anodized. heat-

sink.

Transient Heat Flow

The fact that the-temperature of a device that is dissipating power takes

some time to reach steady state becomes iniportant iv fast pulse circuits (where

"fast" means pulse times shof:ter than the time required for the device to achieve
.007'

thermal equilibrium) and in cyclic processes where the power dissipated'varies

as a function of time within the cycle. Consider figure /i 5 in which the power'

dissipated asa function of time is typical Vor the OCR's In "the inverter cir-

cults of the previous chapter-, such a curve would result in the case of' enstant

fprward current through the SCR Vor half a cyele.followed by a half cycle of

/
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negligible power dissipation while the SCR is blocking.

a

"MC POMBA

1 :t7 1

groo,"
woo°

view*

7fr. ALC. PROM PK. PC1.1.4.i..
0.10,00 400111b arm!

PEAK TUNCTION
TEAM

0
OW= 11111111111111

-CA kV. PRO AM POWER

IMMO AMR

/ Pi It kV
Figure 4 - 5

100- t

If the deVice were operated for a long time at the peak power level, a device

junction temperature T could be reached for a given thermal system. If the

repetition rate of the circuit is increased so that the period of a cycle was

very short compared to the time required for the system to reacb thermal steady-

-
state, the junction.tpmperature would be Ta as calculated from the average power

dissipated during a period. For time periods in between these iong and short

extremes, the peak junction temperature lies in between T and T
a

. In many

practical situations, knowing just where between T and T
a
the actual peak

junction temperature 'Mlle makes a significant difference in the choice of

an SCR'or the components of its heat-dissipation system.

I 5
I.
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The reason that some time is required for the thermal system to reach equil-

ibrium or steadY-State is related to the "heat capacitance" of the system.. We

know from basic physics tnat if we apply thermal energy uniformly to a piece

of material ( "slab") that is therMally isolated from tho surround4ng world,

the temperature of the material will increase in proportion to the energy

supplied (Fig. 4 - 6).

E

APPLIED
3L

THICNNitu
arld in 5 A, dx

AE JR dt em AT

AE = energy supplied

II power supplied

time

c specific heat - depohds oh litaterial

mass of slab

AT = resulting temperature change.

= dftsity of material

A = area of slab

dx slab thickness

Figure 4 - 6

The quantity cm = csA dx = C where "C" is known as tlt "neat capacity" of

the .slabl Note that the temperature is uniform throughout the slab '(steady-

state or else k, the thermal conduct'llaty is infinite). The heat 'capacitance

has an analogy in the electrical system. comparing the analogous quantities:
.

Thermal Electrical

H heat flow // or.
] current flow

T = temperature V electrical potential.

Ax --- 0 - thermal resistance --pu H electrical resistance

kA

159
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; ..,`C 3: '
',Ai oc

,

C therMal .c4pgieitinee

Lt.sfHdt C 4T

1AT* t fHcIt.
NOte tha.4,,the equat:IonS are analogous term by term. We haye not only shown, that

or.

ime electrical Capacitance

L1Vfidt
electrical capacitance,is analogous to heat capacity, but that electric charge

,* iA analpgous to thermal energy EY Clearly', analogous does npt mean "equal-te!'

To mo4g1 U\'real material, both the specific heat and-the thermal conductivity

must be considered. We.must find a Way to add together or superpose these two

mOdels. In the case that the slab is very thin so that the thermal capacitance

and resistance are "small" such that.the teMperature variation across the

slab is sMall compared to the required temperature accuracy, we make a fii.st

approxtmation as follws. Represent the thfn slab as a three layer sandwiCh

as shown in figure 4

17 Tia 1;

Hi

f/ ig A IVA

represents material
of thickness 'Ax

. k

Figure 4-- 7

The end materials have zero

heit capacity and have thermal con-

ductivity "k".

Yt. The middle material has

infinite thermal conductivity and

has specific heat c,

.The rationale of such a model depends upon T1, T2, and.T3 nOt being very

different. -Regardinghe&t, capacity, as heat energy is' applied to the slab, the

'temperaturedchange, and T will change in a different manner th n T
3.

If T
1

and' T- are nearly the sathe T
2
will be some sort of "average temperature" of

3 ,
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the whole slab and will to a first approximation describe the variatiori of all

three temperatures as functions of time as energy is added to or removed from

the Alab. Also, regarding the thermal resistance model, if the temperatures

are nearly the same, the temperature distribution in the slab can be modeled

by two straight lines (from. Tl - T2 and T2 - T3) to a reasonable accuracy.

Furthermore, if T
2
is nearly the same as T and T

3'
the slab must be Close to

its steady-state cOndition for the.amount of heat flow through the slab, and

and thus the thermal resistance model which has been considered for steady-

state is valid.

We must define what we mean 11 Tl, (1'2, and T3 being "nearly the same".

Because of the variety of-temperature scales available (Celsius, Farhenheit,

kelvin, Rankine) and the particular definition relating to freezing and boiling

water of the commonly used Celsius .(centigrade) scale, a per-cent type defini-
n

3
- T

1
tt k

tion such as < .05 is not very meaningful. We could compare the
r3

temperature difference across a slab to the accuracy we require, for example, we

could i.equire "T3 Tt< 3°C" where 0 is some factor relating the,error to the

temperature distribution in the slab, but it is not obvious how is to be.

determined. Thus it appears that before the accuracy question can be resolved,

the temperature distribution must be found.

In figure 4 8, the equations describing'the- behavior of the thermal model

and the analogue of the thermal model are developed side-by-side.

1 GI
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Figure 4 - 8

If we are given sufficient boundary conditions, such as T
1
and T

3
as functions

of time, the oth4i- parameters (such as H1, 12, T2) may be fobnotas functions

of time using the equations shown in figur 4 - 8.

We again,raise the question of accuracy of the mpdpl. Suppose that during,.

some transient process the temperature distribution in, a homogeneous material

is given by the solid curve'in figure 4 - 9.
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The temperature distribution throughout the material might be estimated using

the model of figure 4 - 8 as the upper of the dashed curves in figure 4 - 9.

Such a curve might be sufficiently accurate for the purpose at hand. Suppose

further that auch a temperature distribution is either not sufficiently accurate

or that we can't yet tell if the estimated distribution is sufficit4tly accurate.

We can divide, the material into two thinner slabs filong the plane AA'. Because

the model is more accurate for each of,the new slabs (the temperature differ-

ence across.the slabs is reduced), the total temperature disitribution of the

two slab system is more'accurate (the lower dashed curve of figure 4 - 9), Con-

sidering the electric analogy (Figure 4 - 10), we recognize that this subdividing

technique is exactly the same as that used in making lumped parmeter models of

transmission lines and in_designing delay lines.

..s

1 63
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Athe material is subdivided intd thinner and thinner slabs, the accuracy

Increases and so does he work involved in solvir* 'the model. In the limit as

the number of slabs approaches infinity, the calculated temperatures dietribu-

tion_approaches the actual temperature distribution to within an infinitesimal

error e.( the fundamental -idea of integral calculus).- A method of approaching

a desired accuracy in the temperature distribution would be to successively

double the number of slabs. When the general shape of the temperature distribu-

tion curve no longer changes significantly and'when thechanges in temperature

of the various locations of interest no longer change significantly betWeen

doliblings, the required accuracy has been achieved. This is the same idea

as used In determining haw many terms of a mathematical series are significant.

Obviously,rit will not take very many Auch doublings of the number of

slabs until the problem becames palfully complicated to solve. We could utilize

a digital computer to perform the calculation or we could utilize the idea of .

allowing the number of slabs to approach infinity. The application of calculus

should, give us the exact answer in a single equation provided that sufficient

boundary conditions are known. We explore the calculus approach for two reasons.-

-
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IX we know how much Work will be involved in determining the exact solution,

me will be able to intelligently decide whe're to cut off our many-slab models.

Also,4the technique we ahall use to solve the problem exactly (separation of

variables) is a general and often used te.chnique that is worth reviewing. qrhe

"Separation of variables" technique of solving partial differential equations Is

also commonly used in determing tfie characteristics of transmissik lines and

*.
waveguides, solving boundary value problems in field theory, and separating the

dependent and distance dependent portions of schroediliger's wave equation

in quantum mechanics.,

We bggin the exact analysis by considering pe,lectrical analogy of
ca.

figure 4 - 8. In figure 4 - 11, we consider a septkcin. of the electrical analogy

and shift our origin so that an "L" shaped seetion rieed only be considered
4»e

,

instead of a "T" section in-writing the'ilo ilations

tON4IPERED,
nA14 r , rIalt

le%)

V(1)

rill. r WHERE L = TNICKNE:SS OP MATS/UAL..

v(x). = voltage at position x

0
i(x) = current at posktIon x 'e

v(x + Ax) = voltage at positibn x + A x

i(x + A x) = current-at position x +A x

Figure It -

1 66
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Writing Ohm's law for the elementary reeletOr;

(14 * 1 t -"tr,CV r aic (70.

;,.

Writing Kirchoff's c'urrent,laW for the nok,

-i(%+41%);(7.) ws A tar%)
t

(2.
av

Note the use of the partial derivative a-- . The partial is indicated because
et

the vciltage v is a funciion of distance and time, but the current into'the.

capacitor at position x + Ax depends only on the time rate of change of vol.:t-

age at that position.

Taking the limit as Am approaches zero (implying the number of slabs approxi-
.

mAing the'material wh13se total thickness is L isapproaching infinity)

equations 1 and 2 become:

jrn. rir(et MO I- 'VW )
AX*0 -

and

illr(11) a -44i. (m)z

_ (4-

a7 4
av
--Notice the term in equation results from the fact that (x + Ax)

t 9t

av(x)
approaches as Ax apprdhches zero.

,

Now that the quantities of interest in equations 3 and 4 are related at

the position x instead of x and x + Ax, we can dispense with the parentheses

denoting loeations. Thus equations 3 and 4 may be rewritten:

and

1.3r r
a ix

4

e

G6

f

Cs

4At..t

A

a
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'To solve thia pair of simultaneous partial differential equations, we
4N.

first eliminate one of the variables by substitu on so thal we have a result-

ing partial differential egAlation of one varlabl We choose tc) eliminatej

and solve for v since if v is known as a function .bis x at any instant of time,
v.\

i can be found from equation 5 by a simple matter of king derivative. To
dip

eliminate i, first take the partial derivative of equation with respect to x.
A

r

Cr

Equation 6 may be substituted into equation 7, eliminating and yielding
ax

- re (83

We attempt to splve equation 8 by a technique known as the separation of

vari4bles. v is known to be a function of both distance x and time t. Tf we

can somehow separate v into a time variable g(t) (independent af x) and a dis-

tance variable f (x) (independent of t) we would have tWo "regular" differential

equations (as opposed to a partial differential equation) which, we know how to

solve. We begin by assuming a product solutibn, i.e., that. v(x,t) = f(x) g(t).

In English, this statement reads, v9ltage which is a function of distance and

time is equal to a function "f" of distance multiplied by anothe,r function "g"
At

of time. We begin with a product solution because of our experience in solving

;similar quations in transmission lines problems. if the product solution

doesn't 3iork, we will try other mathematical operations.such as V(x,t) = f(x) g(t)

or
f(x)/

g(t) Ac. We must take several partial derivatives before we can sub-
.

stitute the product solution into equation 8.

2"si...t? f tta lir(14, = aftgq
210 7 a x.

G

g(t)

(.9
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Substituting into equation 8;-,

a;f0°1 r(2.

Reartanging by algebra;,

447 (10

:Ion equation 10, Veowariables have been separated, that is, the left side of

the equation is a function only of x, and the right side of the equation is a

function only of t. In equation 9, a Oange tp x results in a change in f(X).

Tt does not change g(t) because f(x) and g(t) are assumed independent. In

equation 10,, the onl'y way that a Change in x and f(x) would not chAnge g(t) would
&

2
be if each side of the equation were equal to a constant, K. . Rewriting equation.

10:

0 r

and

143)4fir K 2 = *r.c 2(t)7t

daff40 = 2Kf6c) ciac.

re§libdcgu: Ca
In. equations 11 and 12, since the variables have deparated resulting in two

equations containing one 'variable each; we may use the total derivative symbols .

d 3

dt
and I(rcnsteadofthvpartialderivativesymbols and6-2- .

at. ax

Equations 11 and 12 may now be solved with the aid of a reference on di

1
2
f4

ferential equations (ref 3). K2 must be a reepa nuMber since and
fkx)

are real nuMbers.in a real, physical situation. .Solving equation 12:

r,e 9 0

A e(kalr's)
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The constant K
2

must be nOghtive or zero. If K
2
Were positive, g would approach

infinity as time increased, thus V would also approach infinity as t increased.
,

This is physically ridiculous, therefi6re;

K
2

We now proceed to solve equation 11, knowing that K
2

4 0.
?

d
2

K
2

dx

If. K 0, the Solution is

,f =ax+b

0

where a and peg"&a con'stants to be determined by the initial, final,

conditions of the problem

If K
2

< 0 (K 'purely imaginary), the solution is

(x) a Sin IKIx b cos IKIx

or boundary

(Ar
wilêre again a and b are constanf;s to be determined by initial, final, or boundary

conditions,of the problem. lt is now also obvious why K
2
Nas chosen as the con-

stant-lh equations 11 and 12 instead of K. The value of K-
o
must also be deter-

smine4' from boundary conditions and will in general be found to have many values.

The temperature distribution aceOrding to equation 15 in a real problem may be

expressable as a sum Wsine and cosine waveforms (a Fourier series) giving an
1.

2
infinite nmpber of 'Kis and K s. Each K

12
will give another'solution to

v'(x,t) f(x) g(t) equation 13 multiplied by equation 14 .or 15, and all such

At

Solutiops are valid. Because we hae a linear system (a resistor-capaCitor net-

, -

work that doesn't contain nonlinear-devices like diodes or SCRs), the principle

of,stiperposition As valid, and the total solution may,be composed by summing

all possible individual solutions. Expressed mattematically,

I 69

1
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too 9Nt ( 6)
w 0

This procedure is 1.1,1ustrated in the. following example. The basic dertvation

we have completed is valid for all one dimensional, homogeneous material, heat

flaw-problems. The form of the solution would be different in a cyciindrical

or spherical geometry, but the,method would remain the same,

Example

We wish to find the temperature distribution as a function,

of time in a bar of homogeneous material. Originally the bar is

at 25 C as is the large.heat sink at the right end of the bar.

Figure 4

At time I. Oy the large thermal reservoir ( a large block of

copper for example) is brought in contact with the left end of

the bar. The temperature of the reservoir and heat-sink do not

change significantly with time. If no significant amount

of heat is Lost from the bar due to radiation or convection (in a

real problem, we would,have to estimate these quantities), the heat

fl4 is one dimensional from the reservoir to the heat-sink and

our previous analysis can be used.
/

Stating the initial, final, and boundary conditionS:

initially, T 25 C tirughout the bar; fina ly,

in'steady state ,the temperature is linearly distributed
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17.

Over the length of the bar as shown in fi ure 4 - 1 .

foo
,

Ar.

Figure 4 - 13

This distribution follows as a direct result of the steady-

stable heat flow equatiOn in figure 4 - 1.

H I A 5f, pi. la .0 0%0 4 isAcr)i. arAra
d d% 40. 7" st 4\

.AT IL a 01 Tar WO.
AT 'X si T -ZS °

Next we form the products f(x) g(t)
,r . tN'. i

. A ir('x, t ) = i(4t0 x. -t- b 0 ) A 0 fe
.. + Z A 0 ( a .. airi 1 KI lc + be'cosIK 10 e

lextt
r k 40

For the final steady state, the sum terms disappear because

het' 41(
2
/rw)t.,- terms approach zero (remember K

2
is negative) as t

approaches:infinity. We can now determine the constants of the

first terti (K2 0) of the series using the final conditions.

7-(,1) oo ) = Co 11. ( A 0 a. = co, A b0= do),
75* +goo.

T (x,t) was equal to 250 C throughout the bar. Therefore

alb
25 at If% +No +I. A MI. (aims. 4in Ikl% ble.costkili)e

KasCo
*

o'r, lumping A times a

K2

and .A 'Ulmer; b together, at t - 0
K2 K2ke

(c-,. in UV% cdxs. Cos WIZ )
ockto

I 71
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We use the standard technique of defAming a temperature cyclic

in x and which uses the left side of tle above equation as part

of the cycle. Then the right side of the equatIon'becomes a

Fourier series.. The answer will be valid only over that por-

tion of the cycle that the left side of the equation defines

the temperature.

-75*

VALID
041441.

ANY WAVErom4 ruAr
11 CYCLIC'

41.

IL

Fipre 41- 14

A Note that IK1 =- 0 has already been used. Therefore the wave-

form we choose t define a cycle (L < x 4 L ) must have a zero

average valu4 so that no dc level will appear in the Fourier

series. The waveform chosen has a symmetry such that no sine

tenms appear in its Fourier series. Also, we can now determine

the possible values of K2.

When x = 4L, the first cOside argument is 211.

2n = for the first term
4-7; 2L

and 0
2
K

4L



For the second term of the veries

Ix I twice as much as the first term
w22

K etc.
2

The Fourier series for the waveform shown in figurd it - 15 is

well known.

1/04

zir %

Ira - 42-X (cos lc i cos sx +21#:CO3 5- IL 4 CO3 771+ )ir
Figure It - 15 /

Translating this solltion into t5ems of oUr problem gives

1

/

a4 (cesinJkl% 4- clsii cos) KIT. ) =
/

=Pomp (CO 3 cli )1( # co$ (E) Ito '#.15"." CO3 cm-%
.

/

/444-0043 °4-1-

The values of-K are: /

MI
,.

111.- 1-11111
i1.

/ 1:1140.itre-

We have yet to determine the Lhermal (Aluivalents of ria.
4

)

1 73
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.

is analogous to

o' tto

g'

C
therm

Substituting into the full expression for T (x, t) =

IZ pt ) +MO

VP0CO3 ) ea; t f. (cost& )elirt
4-4 .(cos5)et 4. 4.(cas

'Figure 4 - 16 shows the temperature distribution in the bar at

val4I-Ls times according to the aboVe eqRation.

INCREAS IA1G t

1.iigum 4 - 1

I

It must be remembeted that the solution of the previous example is only

11 exact" in the sense tliat Its.accuracy is limited only by the accuracy of the

Imodel (one directional,heat flaw, no radiarti9n or convection, perfect heat

sOurce and sink) provided a sufficient number of terms of the solution are cOn-
,

siaered. The method of analysis chosen should also depend upon whether or not

the more laborious model will in fact give more accurate anpwers.

1 74
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Transient Thermal Impedance

It is useful to devise another model of the thermal system that is valid

only for a particular power dissipated versus time curve. Such r model has

the advantage of extrdme simplicity. For example, an SCR may be used an a

"static switch" in which a current is turned on for a short period of time.

Assume the current waveform and the power dissipated in the SCR are as shown

in figure 4 - 17a and b. The SCR Junction tepperature ig given as a function

of time in figure IL 17c. The transient thermal impedance "0
e
" is commonly

defined as the ratio of the maximum temperature rise to the power dissipated

or

P = ( T T
c max . ambienJ

Pal 4414 21 Vforwor..4

,

Figue 4 - 17
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4

The transient thermal impedance defined in this way changes as a.

ounction otthe time "T" the pqwer pulse is applied. If T is very short,

0 is small. j As T becomes long, 0
c
approaches the steady-state thermal

,

.resistanoe. Figure 4 18 shows a typical, plot of 0
c
vs T%for a square pulse

of power dissipated in an SCR. Because we still have a linear system, the

change in temperature is proportional to the amplitude of the power applied

in the same time interval so that to a first approximation 0 is not dependent

upon 1),

OCR RATED PORWA RD
CWIRLrAIT #d3OA

4TEADY-STArar 9

0.001 Sffc. LOO
Figure 4 - 18

104ff

Liummary

In this chapter, we have reviewed two basic thermal properties of materials,

namQ1y, thermal conductivity and heat capacity. Thermal resistance was intro-

duced as a convenience in solving heat flow problems related to SCR heat sink-

ing. In addition, on the basis of emrical evidence, it was found that heat

sinks which cool by processes of convection and radiation could also be said

to have 13. thermal resistance.

Thermal capacitance became a useful concept in the consideration of tran-

sient temperature distributions in thermal conduction problems. A material

conducting heat 104s modvled by superimposing the models for steady-state heat

conductivity and thermal capa.:itance ( called a "lumped param*ter model"
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because it was eomposed.of blocks of "ideal" materials). It was then argued

that the accuracy of the transient model increased as the thickness of the

material being modeled decreased. Accordingly, thick materials were subdivided

into larger numbers of thin slabs. The electrical analogy (developed alongside

as an aid to gaining insight into the tharmal behavior of materials) to the

thermal model suggested a standard.mathematical approach in which the thickness

of each slab could be made to approach zero and an exact transient solut,ion to

transient heat conduction problems could be found. An exarle one dimension

,heat flow by conduction problem was prescribed to indicate the amount of effort

involved in calculating an "exact" solution. It was intimated that in a three

dimensional heat flow problem, the difficultles and effort involved would drastic-

ally increase. This required effort gave rise to the notton of transient thermal

impedance, a simple empirical relation between power dissipated in the device

and temperature rise for a specific dissipation waveform.

This chapter has introduced two more kinds of modeling. Modeling by analogy,

as exemplified by the electrical analogues of the thermal properties, and super-

position of modelS of different linear phenomena, as exemplified by the develop-

ment of the lumped parameter model of transient heat flow. It must be reMembered

that superposition is only valid in linear systema (in which output is propor-
.

tional to input). .

177
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gxercises

I. Two blocks of aluminum, A and,B, are thermally-insulated from their

surroundings and each other. Block A weighs'.5 tittle's aft Much as block B.

Block A is at a temperature of 100°C while block B is at atemperature of

20
o
C. If the two blocks are brought together (touch) while they are still

insulated from their surroundings, what will be the steady-state tempera-

9
ture of block A?

2. Two electrical leads (#14 copper wire) extend into a vacuum Dewar (thermos

bottle) as shown in the figure below. The upper ends of the copper wires

are at room temperature. The lower ends of the wire are in liquid nitrogen.

How much liquid nitrogen (in liters of liquid N ) evaporates per miute due

to the presence of the wires?

WIPIE4 30 CM. LONE

Problem I

TE R MI NA L BLOCK

1-/ACULIM BOTTLE

LIQUID NA

In the design of electronic instrumentation for use in the deep ocean1 it

ts frequently necessary to i)rotect the electronics from the high pressures

occurring in the ocean depths (5,000 - 15,000 psi). One exceptionally strong

instrument package for these purposes is a hollow glass sphere. The sphere

Is composed of two hollow hemispheres. The high pressures force the two hemi-

-spheres together, slightly deforming the glass into a perfect seal.

r

glass thickness . inch

sphere diameter (outside

measurement) = 12 inches

4
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If re'electronics package inside the sphere dissipatell 100 watts, and

the outer surface of the sphere is at the ambient temperature of the deep

ocean (0
o
C) what is the temperature at the inside surface of,the sphere?

A

Assume the lleat flow is uniform over the surface of the sphere. What is the

maximum thermal gradient (in °C/cm) in the cilass?

If the thermal gradient in the glass becomeslioo large, the thermal .stresses

caused by the therffial gradient will cause the glass to crack. 'Of course, t4W,

glass can sustain much larger thermal gradients when it is Under pre'ssure,"but

there still is likely to,be some maximum allowable value. Recall- that in tran-
6

$04 ,

sient effects, very,large thefeal gradients can exist before steady state is

established. If,the electronics inside the glass sphere is brought up to 'Anger

slowly, the transint thermal gradients can be minimized. How slowly should)

the electronics in the sphere be brought up 'to full power so as not to put undue
At

thermal stress.on the glasS sphere? (Please ansWer in terms of seconds).

Explain your reasoning!

Thermal conductivity of glass = 0.002-caloriessee through a plate

2.
1 cm thick of area 1 cm with a temperature difference of 1

o

across the plate

Specific heat of. glass - 0.117 calories/gram

Density of glass - 4.0 grams/cm .(rf. Handbook of,,Chem. &.Phys.).

Problem 2

A power transistor (a heat source) is locatdd at the center of an aluminum

disk. The outer edge of the disk,is in intimate ronLaet with a salt-water

cooled surface such that temperature measurements at the edge of'the disk show

a constant tempqrature of 0
o
C (within experimental accuracy of t 1/2°C) for the

ihermal power range under consideration. The transistor is mounted tigiltly on

the 41um1num disk and has an "effective" diameter of 2 cm. That is, the piaLe

se

A
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ft

/Ican be 'said" to bave et uniform temperature ih a.2 am circle directly unaer

the transistor..

14/ATER COOLED
3111torACE

DISK THICKNIMS' '-
1.0CM

tt

rm Amnarolt

As a first try at analyzing the thermal properties of this system, we

shall represent the thermal chal;acteristicdof'the disk by uur familiar resistdr-
A

capacitor analog.,

Knowing that:

',OkNiER

R

EDGE

. 1 *

thermal conduCtivity of aluminuhi.

cal
--- through a plate 1 cm thick WIth'areasl sq. cm for a
sec

temperature differedce of-1 C
= 1.

spedficlieat of aluminum

0.2185 calfgramQC

,density of aluminum grams

and tHat 1 cal 4.186 joules

1) Caiculate.the appopriate'values of.R and C for our analogs

2) Calculate a neW R and C if the thicknees of:the disk'is.Only or.59 cm.

.A
4

(.
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Assuming a-jUnctron-to7ease. thermal impedance for the transistor of 1°C/watt

, ,

.

0
and a case'to.disk impedance'of 0.4

o
C/watt, find the steady-state temperature

of the junction.if the transistor dissipat'es 20 watts.

Find the temperature disteibutiop in the disk to within t1/20C 1 seond

after the transtor is "turned'on."
4

Laboratory Problem 1

We have a number (about a dozen) of 35 amp, 500 volt SCR's mounted on heat-

sinks for student use in the laboratory. Several of these SCR's,have failed

recently for unknown reasons. A cursory inspection of the SCR's shows that they

are not mounted on their heatsiriks in accordance with the manufacturer's spec:

ifications We must dee.ide- whether remounting the SCR's is worth our trouble.

Determine the maximum wtings of the SCR as presently attached to itg heat-sink. .

_

Pl.ease .do not destroy any4more SCRs.

a

Laboratory Problem 2

A 35 amp, 500 volt SCR is to be used in a'single pulse generating Ajrcuit

is shown in the follOwing figure. In order that we can relate the maximum

current T. to the firing angle, determine the transient thermal impedance of tHe

SCR-heat-mink system for
bo

< a< 90
0

44,

Pi%

I'm a APAest
ONE PULSE

oc

CUARONT WAVEi'ORM
,
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1) Robert Murray, Jr,,'Ed.1.0iiicon 99ntrolked 0:3ctifierDesignpy8' Handb
,

Westinghouse Electric Corp., Youngwood, B9." 3.
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This reterence gives a-brief revNw df th; thermal properties materials
and !'cOoling power,,eurveS" for typical heat-sinks for both natural and''
forced air convetion. Thermakimpedande data for stud4ounted rectifiers
,arc also presented.-

)

. .

'F. W. Gutzwiller,'Ed., SCR Manual', Itth Ed,, Oeneral,Electric Corp.,,RyracuSe,
N.Y., 1967:

This refeeence lists,methbdS of mounting SCR's othercthan stud motint-
ing, and s.ontains a, brief seltion on heat-sink-fin. design.

3). DWight, Herbert I4std1, Talesof.8dsan(iprt,vtthei'1;p:teruaticaltaDa,
3rd Edi, ,Macmilelan'Co.l'New Y.ork, 1957.

,

5 /

Ibis teference.is one,of'many excellent tables of,integrals and sql.u-
,tions t( differential equafions.

14

I
t%

The.foliowing articles are available'from the Wakefield Engineering
Lnc.,Company, Wake,filed,-Massachusetts in addit,ion to.the referenced
Joutnals:

,

Wayne Goltimann Introduction'to the Art .of Heat Sinking", Eictronic
Packaging ana Production, July, 1 6..

5) Wayne,G91dman, "9 Ways to Improve Heat Sink Performance", Electronic Products,
Oct., 1.966.

6) Wayne Goldman, "Torque and Thermal Resistance", Elettronics, Sept. 7, 1964.-
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ree-wheeling Diode DC.Motor Drikre
,

"7$1:14t,

/

;

, In this'ch Pter, we consider.a simple but efficient motov controller:.
, .

'

The methods uSe in dsterhfining the steady-state behaviorof the circuitlare-
,

0
the same as' use4 in Chapter.3,.but thailalysip ds slightly more complicated

by the motor an mechanical load properties.: The calculation of a "turn.-on"'

or speed-change Itransient 4 vonsidered'for thla'se of a non-linear load.'

characteristic: The non-linear systemequation6 are sollied by an iteration
.v

.

technique, and the model of "quasi-Bteady-state" in which some system quantitiesgh'.

can be assumed'to be in steady-stAte while other quantities are'Onsidered as

'undergoing.a transient,is 4.ntroduCed.

Flee.wheeling Diode Circmit

The circuit under consideration is shuwn in figure 5-1. This,cir uit is

-frequently referred to as,a "chopper circuit"'because the action of the SCRs

4..

to "chop" the direct voltage into

Of) SCR,
a series of voltage pulses.

SEPARAT LY
irl(CITEED
4FILINT Pi 1.0

Flgure - 1

,

MECNAIOCAL
LOAD,

(PROPSLLER)

e:

..

'-

V.



That portton of the circuit enclosed in'dashed lines can be recognized as the

turn-off circuit for SCR,. The basic Idea of the circuit is that SCR1 acts

as a simple switch. If the switch is closed for a long time, the motor will

reach the maxiMUm steady-state speed determined 'by the battery voltage, the

motor cbaracteristiceand the mechanical load characteristics. If the switch

remains open, tiie motor doesn't turn the propeller. If the switch is alter-

, nately open and closed in a,cyclic, manner, the motor will run at some speed

in between zI.,:ro and maximum.

The circuit is basically an efficient circuit since.except for winding

'resistance and the forward conductirig characteristics of the 3CR and diode,

there are no dissipative elements in the Circuit. The inductgnce La(including

the armature inductance of the motor) Maintains 9461: armature current fhpough

diode D when SCR
1

is not conduct,ing. Thus.the Motor tAque (probortional to
,

the armfttu.re current) is smooth in time rathr than:pulsating, a very deSirable,
-4 to

'feature. This circuit is most often used with Series wound motor rather than

a shunt wound motor. In such a ease, L
a

the series'field inductance is suf-

ficiently large that an additional external inductor'is not usually necessary.

However, the shunt motor is slightly easier to analyze' in the:dircuit', and dd

the series motor problem is left as a home problem at the end4of the chapter.

Modeling the'Circuit #1 - Steady-state
,

I

The ,1CR
1
and its turn-off circuit is modeled as a simple switch as.SHown

in figrr6 5 - 2, in actual problems it May be.necessary to consider Whether

0

or mit the capacitor deliVers significant energy to the motor during the dis-

?"

charge part of its cycle, however, this additional considt!ratidl adds difficulty
, .

without being partiCularly instructive. ITheretore,.fbr the sake of breVity

(the calculation is not all that hard) we shall assume the,turn-ioff circuit.les'

411

jTo significant effect on the operation of the circuit other than't6 turn-off
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8CR1. Likewilse, we naglect the forward conducting voltage drops acroe1k3 the

SCR and diode in all the models of this problem,, ana we assume no rev rse or

blocking leakage current,

ge/e-

If&
-OD La.

Figure 5 - 2

As a first try at analyzing the circuit, we make same assumptions known

to be incorrect, but helpful. Assume La ie so large thatjh can be considered

Ponstant and assume the inductor-vinding resistance and the motor armature

resistance are negligiblY small. These assumptions will be relaxed in succeed-
,.

ing models. Also, if the switch is opened and closed frequently enough, the
.

inertia of 'the motor rotor and.propeller will tend to keep w, the angular fre-

. 1.1tency of'the shaft rotation, constant. The motar armature voltage "E
a
", which

is.equal to-the terminalvoltage vit if the Aush drop and armature winding

resistance are negligiblei, is proportienal to the field flux ,mulltiplied by, the

angular frequency of rotation, i.e.

v
a

k cbw (1)

where k - constant of proportionality. 'Assume

that the flux for the shunt machine is constant, thus neglecting a/. re

'reaction and assitming a constant field Current. We also know the armature

- current is proportional tO the motor t rque multiplied by the flux.

.

where T = gotor torque,
185
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Note that k' is norndcessarily equalio k because in linealqizing the non-

linear motor eharacterisiicsoneglecting.losses, and neglecting armature rea on

(calling 4) constant), we have neglpeted motor cliaracterlstics that are no gli-

gible. Acctordingly, k and 10 are determined by alpest fit" approximation to

empirical motor data. Usually, k and 10 dirfer by. Only a.few percent for common

motors exceeding a few horsepower.

The motor load is indicated a

then expect the .torque requ

the square of the angular velocit

T

'it

opeller. To a. first app*roximation, we

ive the propeller to be ,prkortional tO

Vf.f.hat is,

where a = proportionality constant.

(3)

If the motor is properly "matChed" to the propeller Using a mechanical matching

device (gearbox), the motor will delivt4r its rated torque at the rated motor

speed sC) that

rated .

a 2

w rated.

'Pt

Digression-Common'Motor Loads

The steady-state torque-speed characteristics of many common

motor loads are easily derivable fran the elementary principles of'

mechanics. Provid4d the losses of the road are negligible, it is

usually possible to avoid an analysis of the load mechanism in detail

and'conpider only the b.asic intent of the load device. Such estiMates

are more valid for.large power capability systemp (above 15 hp.) than

for law power capability system (fractional horsepower system)

because at low ppwer levels, 14'1.s uBually not practical to spend the
e

I fi
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extra effort money required t'b manufacture a "low-1 delitce,

A series of el entary examples of torque-speed characteristic

estimating fo lows:

The ele ator
cid, a Aim*. *RAPT roriuAris Nef

LIFTIWIP SLEVATOR AIWOUNTYPC

Power "P"

,

*cotton 0mooucfivitvotatie Wry

1L The element'ary w6rk done in ratsing the

elevator -'74work defivered by motor.

F dx = Tde

= rate of doing work'

dx de
P = F

at
v = T w

v
T = F(-)

44'
a constant.depending on the gear'

ratio and drive winch size.

F, a constant ,

The Ount-exCited. enerator

41MPOUVITIRY
=fraCITIO IrthirLD

$

to

4

4 Generator equiions

E = kOto

k'OI

R =

T = aw, a linear reltItion,

187
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1'1

The propeller or fan

',a....

control volume
of fluid

COnsider a cohtrol volume of fluid

having a negligible velocity-when entering

the propeller and having a high velocity

. "v" when exiting the propeller.

Change in kinetic energy
2

" Ake of control volume = mv

v
2

is proportional to w
2

2
.' dKE C w

The power "P" delivered by the propeller is the.rate of change of

energy wi.th ttme

AKE
P

where At is the time required to ohange the energy
At

of the control volume.

At is inverpely,proportional to w since more control volumes per

unit time pass through the fan as w is increased.

cw2 3
ThUs P = = 0 w

Since P = Tw = a w
3

= p w
2

a quadratic relation.

;

We make our first try at finding the steady-state'speed, cur ent, and

voltage usingAhe same "averaging over the cycle" technique used in-the inverter

circuits, thereby eliminating the inductor in our equations.
,

vb
(=

v
L

+ v
a

1 çtr 1 2w A

o
v
D

de =
2271.

de + f v
a

du.w
o

0



Sincf4 va. I40Proportional to speed (equation

.speed; va is constant.

There4ore,

1
2w
f v

a
de

, and we have assumed a constant

The v
D
term is only slightly mpre difficult to evaluate. Refefring back to

figure 5 - when the switch is closed,.vp =1Flo; when the switch is Open,

I
a

flows through the diode which must-be conducting and v = 0. Define -0
on

.(figure 5 - 3) as the interval the switch is closed, .00rf as the interval

eon
the switch is open, and g as the fraction of the time the switch.

ff on
is closed.

pa ;

VD A

.1.0 A
111111=1111111.

.r.-.-----411.11=11.1.---..---...1111m

111111111111=111M

NP 41111 //'

Figure 5 - 3

1 8 9

,N



Tt is clear from figure
ifr

Ave,

since

1.8Q

5 - 3 that

ma 244 EdG

E eon .

air

firirjoi o de

ecos 4-60, = 2fr
3.410-

)( 71.6 de Xi gris0 On ff
.:lubstituting into equation 5 yields

=I=
= 9Eb

Knowing the armature voltage vai we find the speed using equation 1.

(6)

Knowing wallows us to determine the value of Ta us'iig the motor torque

equation (equation 0 and-the load characteristic

--ris k'I1 = 0102,

ra,

Modeling the Circuit #2 - Steady-state

( ecpilt ion 3).

(8)

6,

As the first "refinyment" of the calculation we choose to.include the

effects of the winding resistance df the inductor and th6 motor armature.

resistance. The motor brush voltage drop and the SCR and diode forward voltage

drops could also be inoluded at this point. We redraw the circult model as

shown in figure 5 4. Note that the motorArMature resistanpe has been included

with the winding resistance in one lumped. "I/6 just'ae the armature inductance was

included in "L".



Figure 5 -

We retain the ass,Umpaons of constant current ja and-constant speedw.

t_

We could rewritesKirchoff's voltage law around the diode-inductor-resistor-,

motor loop and average as,before, arriving at new (and slightly more complicated)

general expressions for v , I and (4 If we were interested in v
a

, w, and I
aa a

for only a few specific values of g, another approach would be-well worth con-
_

sidering.

We have already calculated a first approximation of v. , w, and t

a
using

a

model We could Make a' next approximation by-busing Ta as previously calcu-

lated to d4termine the I R voltage drop (a constant because I
a

is,constant).
a

Subtracting this dilop from the ayerfage value of v yields a new value.pf V.

1-0-f2
The new value of V- (now noted as v

al
) can be used to determie, a new, (4 and

1a

then a new ir Tilese in turn can be used again to recalculate:again new

valuea of v
a
, w, and T . When the variables no longer change significantly,

a

the answer has been found.- Stich-calculations are frequently performed in a

'tabular manner for convenience:

sale

1 9 .1 ,

1
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FROM MODE L. /

4*0

'Kw Vie R

razv Viki4ps T., R

170, R

This method Of calculation ie called an "iterated" calculation and is a

quently used method in digital computer calculations. However, in many plike-

tical.problems, sufficient accuracy may be attained after only one or two

iterations; and if only a few values are required, the iterated calculatin

may be a significant "short cut" even for hand calculations "Oompared to splv-

ing the more complicated problem in Emieral terms.

Modeling the Circuit #3 - Steady-state"

As the next refinement we shall let I a
vary within taie cycle provided I a

,

does not go to zero (although it may approach zero arbitrarily closely). In

this way we avoid having to break the tim interval into more than two "pieces",

borresponding to the switch open and closed. We retain the assumption of con'-

A

Atant speed (tue to the "large" inertia of t e motor-propeller system). We

first queAtion:the validity of our previous a lysis.

Returning to the,circuit models 1 and 2,.since speed is constant, ttle

determination of v
a

(table) has the same validity. Since speed is proportional

to v
a

(equation 1), the,determination of w is also still rlid (equation 7).

HoweVer, the torque relations (equations 2 and 3) are only valid if inertia is

ignored, and we have postplated that w is constant only because of iri.ertia, Ia

/44-

varying. We must re-examine the torque relations.

1 9 2
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.

V '1'

*

Dtfine J moment of.inertia of the armature, gearbox (if any), and
S.

propeller. Lumping the moment of inertia of the armature in with the pro-

peller allows'us to define a motor torque T as applied to the, armatpro by-
r

,
the electromagnetic fieTd interactions

tions become (refer to figure 5 f)).'

T
a

and

111

i n the motor.

as before,

dw 0
J-- + a w .

dt

Thus the torque rela-

Fi,gure 5

eliminate-the toriue T Crom the equations yielding

lc

d w
J

d t.

a ,w

dw
Note that ir we average over wevele, the J--

dt

avert ,ing over d cycle

*fJ's

a dt
0

C4 602* *TO R 41,41

DELIVERED TO
PR OPS LLER

terffi must disappear, since

44, )

and w - 06 must be equal to zero in a steady-statO cyclic.lmwess.

Therefbre-,

0114111. OgV/1 C:8( 416)116

or

1. Ia. &vs
.

k'
which is Very similar to equation 8.

193
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Digression

V
dw

Note that we could nbt Mame argued that J -- is negligible
dt

because w is constant. (0. is constant because J is so large, there-,

d(0.

fore J ma\r be siOifiCant despite Albeing uptita117. Also, if J
,dt dt

wereanegligible, la would be constant' Which contradicts the assumption

of 1
a
vauying. Since' we are usirig this argument to-determine I a

, a,s

d
Ing'J negligible Would4e a contradictory and therefore invalid asimp-u)

dt

'°We have shown that mbdel #1 retains its validity if the average.ypilue of

armature calorent a avg

1 Furthermore, Since

is.substituted for the previously constant value of

T 1 r
T

.1
..i V

R
d t R j I'dt,

1 T a
o

that; I s , . °

R
vg

v
R avg'

aLl_the

arguments or-model 1/2 'are also valid. Thus we begin dodel #3 knowing

4

v , w' , and I
a 4 avg

We must yet find the instantaneous values
a

.

Writing Kirchoffs voltage 1(.4 around the diode-inductor-resistormotor

lbop of figure 5 - 4 yields
d

v
D

R I
a

v .

17,quation 11 is really two equations:

'witch v
D

, 0

d I

and

a
R + v 0

a

where v
a

is known from model #2,

4

(12 )

p.



Switch clotied, yi) ,. Eb
185 .

. d I
a .

d
4- R 1

a
. - (Eb - v_) = 0

t . a (J3). ,

,. .

where F will be larger than v
a

, still kriown from model .

We still alsO have

I
a avg

r number known n'om model #2 for the chosen value of g

04111
(14)

We must findo way to "solvd'equations 1.2 and 13. 'As we f9ll see, equation

will provide a numerical check of the solution of Ia.

The solution of equation 12 is

I
a

+ C e

1 1
where C is a constant yet ty be determined. .

The solution of equation 13 is

fEb
t

a

a + "C' e L

where' C' is another cons4ant yet to be determined.
0

0
ChanginK the variable t into 0 (refer to figure 5 -.3) knowing that

2n

where T := time the switch is open plus the time the, switch is closed, we have:

switch open, 01 < 0 < 2w

e. e
ira, at Iket c e

and

AO.

switch dosed,..0 < 0 <.01

\

(15)

(16)

The inductor prevents 1 from changing instantaneously, therefore 1 is a,
a a

continuous function of time. At 0 when the gwitch opens we mudt have

a
(equation 15)

a
(equation 16) at-A

AlAo, becau . we are in the steady-state of cyclic process,
s

'11

.
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(.0) is (9 *21r)
r

(eis4.9.1,/e)=Li(en2 fr; 41.7n. %...1

Solvi/lg these equatons, we 1'1rst imbstitute.equations 15 and 16.into

(18)

equation 4.7.

Afr C e (Eait-77) ,e -13 GIZ a
2/. L

or, , rearranging the terms by algebra,

#4-itete VIP.
ORM cl--

.Next we subtiLute equations 15 and 16 into equation 18.

E YR/L
* C e 4

or, rearranging the terms,

Equations i9 and 20 can be solved for c and.C1 yielding

110111,

.10.10

and

(elirfe'(/ _ c7R/i)

tot
7

)'
ee" - )

(22)

4 The Values of c and ci may be substituted back into equations 15 and 16. We

have found I

a
as a function or time. For a given time duration of a eyele 't and

a value,of the conduction angle 0 .,-. 01 , we could plot l as a function of
on

0 as in figure 5 6. .The ave'rage value or la as calculated by averaging la

from equations 1.5 and 16 should be compared with the average vatue of 1
a

(equation 1.4) br deternu ned from model #2, checking the cateulation.

1
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en0 *se/
0

Figure 5 - 6

ModeliNi the Circuit

401zir

- Steady-state

G

As the next and final refinement of the steady-staLc model that we shall

consider, we allow the motor angular sp&d w to vary within the switching cycle.

Again, we question the validity of our previous models. ,Returning,to model #1

which neglects all resistances, but-letting (ovary, we see that the average

.voltage across the motor armature is still known,

-v
D

average = v
a

average

Referring to equation 1, that is

v
a

is no longer constant since (ovaries.

However, knowing the average armature voltage allows us to determine the average

luipeed:

Thus

X6) kitr21 1 j d CJ de k#63...rdive:
0

Vri;fr &Ter" I II +.4it
k p

197
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However, In determining the current, we have some difficulty, from equation 9,

that is,

2we see the current depends on w ; if we #ry to average thih relation, we

lir
have IC f I4t. ci 00 k &ye rags,

=.4.5.11rf iIrcati +
0

r s

Thus the average current I
is proportional to the mean-square of the speed to,

There is no way to 'deLermine the rms or the mean squai-e of-w if we only know

the average value or w. The relationship between these quantities depends on

the specific waveform invoived (reeall that for a silie wave, v .707 v
rms

- o; for a fun wave reeti.fied sine wave, v
rms

= .707 vpellok, vaug = .636vpeak).
aug

Because the average eurrent cannot be determined, the methods used in

model .M1 cannot be used. There is no way to "adjust" va and w unless the average

current is kn..)wn. W shaii have to apply the technlques:used.in model #3, namely:

write the system diffei:ential equations, Impose the conditions of continuity,of

current', and/or speed, requive th'e variables to have the S'ame values at the begin-

ond or a steady-.s;Late cyclu,; and then solve the .resulting equations atning and

the appropriate instants oC Lime (or 0).

As a matter of convenience, we rewrite the system equations:

Va,

T= kfor
T im at it) + cX Ct)1

d *

switch open

L Rro. .14t= o
switch .elosed

*R.r..-(4-146) =
1 9 8

t)

(1)

(2)

(9)
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is continuous at awitchinf times_
a

and 8. 0, 2Tr . (23)

.141 bas the same value at 0 0, 6 . 2 m (24)

and/or

w is continuOus at switching times 0 = 01,

and' 0 = 0, 2-4T (25)

w has the sane value 'at 0*--, 0, '0 - 2. (26)

-We choose to solve for IL
a
as a flInction of time.

T in equations 2 and. 9,

Eliminating the torque

dw1041
a

= + a w
2

.

dt

Using equation 1 to eliminate va from equaons 12 and 13 gives:

switch open
d I

L
dt
a+ RI 4 kSw 0, and

a

switch closed

(28)

d

L R I
a

- (Ela 10A0 ) = O. (29)dt

If we now substitute equation 27 intb equations '28 and 29 in order to

eliminate \c.u, we would oome up with a set of fairly complicated non-linear',

(squared terms) differential equations. For example, simultaneous solution

of equations 27 and 28 yields:

R di
4

fairy' kdt -at 1*

(39)
A

Such'complicated'differential equations are frequently solved on an analog

catnputer although a digital computer could als6 be uAed. Obviously equation

29 will yield an eVien more complicated expression. The analog computer can

simulate both'expressions (300and 29 and 27 solved together) with the-appropriate
-

switching-functions. The solution, even using the computer, will be time and

effort consuming. It is worth noting that if we had approached this problem by

199
I
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writing down the system equat,kms and solving as indicated In model #4,-the

OWiatively "easy" solutions of mOdels #1, 2, and 3 would not have been ds

euveryd except by a great expenditure of time and effort, even though those

models may be valid'in the particular physical situation being considered.

The Starting Transient - Cyclic Iteration

Assume the motor is to be started by cyclicly opening and closing the

switch (still representing the SCR cireutt as a switch.as shogn in-figure 5 2).

The starting current transient is'Importarlt because the peak current determines

the peak torque applied to the motor rotor (whose windings cOuld be damaged by

excesSive torque) and because the motor circuit protection equipment (such as

overcurrent tCfays) must be set to accommodate the peak current. Large armature

currents could also damage the motor'commutator or if ofSufficiently long dura-

t1.041, cause damaging local hqating in various circuit elements. Therefore we

chobse to analyze the starting current transient 1 (t).

Experience in starting DC motors tells us that the circuit resistance .

plays a non-negligible role in limiting the starting current. Hence our analysis

must consider the circuit resistance, .the variation of
a

and indirectly, thv

vaniation of w. We mght be tempted to write the system equations and solve

them'starting rrom the initial conditions 1 = 0, w - 0. Recall from Model #4
a

that the resulting differential equation is very complicated and now the problem

is even worse. In model #4, we had only to determine-I
a

during a single steady-

state cycle. In the present transient problem, we must find 1- during each
, n

cycle of a transient lasting possibly many thousands of.swItching cycles. While-

it is possible that sufh a detAilcd calculatix)n is necessary in certain specific

cases, we consider some of the situations in whieh the transient solution can

be simplified.

Suppose w could be considered constant Jhroughout a switching cycle due

to the inertia of the rotor and propeller (as in model #3). Such an assumption

2/-)0
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bevalid in the case that the charier in w during a cycle and from cycle

to cyae is small compa ed to the value' of w. Clearly, such an approximation

is questionable at the starting instant when W= 0, but the accuracy of a

solutinN)ased on such an assumption grows as w increases. Assuming w constant

during a cycle, we rewrite the system equatiohs in differential (instead of

derivative) form.

Equation 27 beclzs

, ACJ

Equation 28 becomeS

4:.
ispen

4 Equation 29 becomes

Figure 5

E k 4) RI4` = 6 1.« closad

shows that

and

t = dt orign + qiebe.41

ra. 4.1. Ard.. 41.54,4

(32)

(33)

11,

Note that in writing equations 31 and 3 we have tacitly assumed that the cir-

cult time constnat1/R is so large that the exponential variation of armature

current with time in a cycle can be approximated by a straight line as shown

in figure 5 ,-. 7. If this is not the case, the differential equations of model

#3 (constant w ) can be solved to give a more accurate Alr and Al
a ooen a closed

2
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At sr rIME Rom oNE avtirreciMNe CYCLE
Figure 5 - 7

The solution to the problem can be approximated by an iterated solution-
.

of equations 33, 32, and 31 as follaws

At t = 0, Ta = 0, w

Solve equation 33 for ATa closed

Next -solve equation 32 for 4a open still using the same Value of

I
a

and w as used in solving equation

Find At
a

= AI
a

closed +, AT
a

open

a negative number

using T
a

=
a
previous cycre (0 for first time) + AT

a
, solve

equation 31 for Aw,'

Define a new w = w previous cycre + Aw for the next cycle and

V
repeat the process until AI

a
and Aw approach zero.

Such a procedure.ig particularly suttable for digital computer calculation.

The iteration procedure must be repeated until steady-state Ta and w are

reached; possibly involving thousands of cycles. Thus assuming w constant

during a cycle has made the problem much easier to solve although still not

tractable for hand calculation.
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The Startine Transient - Quast-nteady-state

In the ease that the time requir(ed for thelwtor to rq*ch steady-state.

/speed is very long compared to L/R and the 'switching time A t ( notel we can't

speak of a. mechar al time constant.becatigerof the nonlinear dependence ofA.7
0

torque on to ), we'can make a further simplification. W assume thtt, the
7

"electrical circuit is at the steady-.state 1?ehavior the eircuat would have foe.,

-.S. particular value of w. The model in which'the steady-7state is considered

to vary slowly in time is s411 to be in a "quasi-steady-state". In the quasi-

.steady-state, we cait again average the voltage across tIlie inductor.

to figure 5

11/".C)

or 4-ri1I,e v
,

ra,

k (1)(0

+.1.4%/i k#CA) .

Averaging, , 4

If
t

.. _i_Br. Vb d 0 - fL fe d 0
sir iiir

ince (0 is "constant",

or

40

A-Ik # d e
or

4v1 g E b R k 41, c.
(V+)

Averagipg the mechanical torqu6-06patiOn,

klora=ltueil-wc.)2 (27)

.*J d G 5e gid? 41if.:(0C C.), de
Since w varies only slowly within a cycle, w is again assumed constant and

kt#4.-Zig. = # °IC') avi.

27r) 3

(35)
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nithough we could take equatiom 34 and 3' \and :3Ave them by an iterative
h

teehni4ue Using one iteration per switching eyele, we lioose a aifferent and

Ca*ter technique. The average for one 'cycle of a steady-state,variable is

the same as the average over two, three, or any number of cycles. Therefore

we define a new time interval 47 long compared to t/R but short compared to

't,1?e time required for the transient to end. fArirtmust also contain an integer

number or switching cycles, but that number .may be hundreds of switching cycles.

.We th(n solve the following equations by-Iteration
, 1

R ,411E1, k #
a.

6,) = g 01-0, *eel Woof. Arr

tot' _:{0.irip e , at. 1: 0

olve 31+ ror.i
a avg

th(qi :olvo'3() Vor Aw

and repeat.

,1

A table p/Iovides a convenient way to carrY out the computation

Pr t AT

AT°

817;

An.

etc..-

4To

AT, AV,

d7;4-011*.tra

40

a.

CO -4p

(34) ,

(36).

kiitsffit ol
leo

It I/

so-
-k#Atot Lut

-_k#CAL0,441.0040,1

OuelT a\system may require only 5 or 10 iterations to achieve the lesired accuracy
Mr.

and is -thus amenable to hand calculation. The current waveform from such a

calculation may have the corm shown in figure 5 - 8,
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"

4

411111

01: AV Ark 111, O's

.Figure 5

The size of the current "'wiggles" could be estimated by taking tfie known average.

values of I and w arid substituting them into equation 32 to estimat AT
a a open

If the physical parameters such .as the size of I, R..J, and a permit such

assumPtions,. we have simplified the transient calculations bY factor-pf.many

theusands.

Summary

In this chapter, we modeled a nonlinear system in a manner siMilar to that

of chapters 1 and 3 in order to find the steskly-State behavi.or. AS the model

was refined step by step the difficulty in solvAng the problem drastically

increased step by step, once again demonstrating the disadvantages of' analyzing

a problem starting 'from thedetailed SYstem equations. If we had begun with a

very refined model (such as model #4) we might never have been ablm to solye
p.

(..,

possibly simple problem. A fairly detailed analySis of the steady-state was
, .

.

.

presented using the basic idea'of a steady-state cyclic process; i:e.,
. .

f(e) . f ( 0 + 271):. Thus we were able to "skip" to the steady-state instead

of following the variables through a starting transient to get to the steady-

state. .

20,5
(
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in considering the turn-on traasient of the,system, while everything

appeared significant at first, we,wereable to use the steady-state mudels

!; a logical framework-wIlich we retfttved to simplify the problem. ,Thus the

steady-state refinements were not,limsted, but, on Che contrary were- extremelY

helpful in determining the methods of simplifying the problom tip addition to

providing the finavalues for ttie variables undergoing a transient.. The

,steady-stAte models and the eylic process idea allawed us to make an easy step

in our considerations to a differant kind of model, the quasi-steady-state model,

of the circuit behavior. In.tvirn, the quasi-steady-state model shortened enor-
f

mously the amOunt of calculations required to solve the nonlinear differential

equations associated with the system. Although in some specific probleMs, the

simplifle/solutions may not be valid and there may be ng,escape from the tedious

nd tfme consuming solution of the detailed system equations, the procedure used

here ( dy-s tate model 'refined steady-state models --)-detai.-1.ed transient model
g

I*s'implified,transient model) is a-powerful eneeal technique useili in solving

transient problems.
..

t

Exercises

(1). A centrifugal water pump is used o dra&n a pit containing water. Determine ,

the steadystate torque-speed characteristic of the 'pump knowing:

(a) H 20 feet
grga

(b) pump efficiency =

(c) the pump aelivers 20 gal of water/min when operated at t800 rpm
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(2) For the problem considered in this chapter, determine the'equattons or

equations to be sc.2.1.deby iterative means yielding la and was functions

of time for the case that L is sd large that Ft limits the current and

speed transient.rather than the system's. mechancial

Problem I

A deep sea submersible is driVen by a divect current. motor (battery power

saipply) directly coupled to the main drive propeller. The battery voltage is

200 volts. The motor is rated at 10,hp, 200 volts, 900 rpm, The motor is shunt
.

field excited by'direct;Avonnection to the battery. The propeller has a torque

speed characteristic such that T.

the prOpeller.

prep
0

aw .where w ts the angular velocity of

An CR system is chosen to reghlate the vopellee s'peed. Clearly, rpsistor

. 4
contvois would be wasteful .of battery energy and submersible cruising time

3

valued around $2,000/hr ( since the batte6/ would -need'more i'requeut charging).

.

The circuit shown below:

1., ARIMATVAle
I MOUCTA PICIE

411411111111110

T
4

$$UNT F MELD

eSCR's are triggered such that SCR, 1.8 "on" for 2 msee, then SCR2 is trig-s

gered and SCR
1

is triggered 1 sisec later (on 2-msee, off 1 msec)4

Calculate the speed of the propeller, Ta,
Ib; Vb' Ym

.

assuming Che Meters

are ordinary D'Arsonval meters. .(thq. read "average")

a

A s a first cut at the- problem,- you may asSume w constant

;2707



Problem 2

V

aeltims- Aiwa>

AP4AVIAll

E = 200 volts

'NOR triggered 1 msec after S0R2

scR triggered 2 msec after SCR
2 1

Motor nameplate 4

200 volts, 10 hp)

1800 rpm efficiency = 85% at rated load

50°C,rise continuous service

During a disasterous rainstorm and flOod, the motor driyes a centrifugal 14.ump

used to drain a leaking cellar. The pwmp will wear out if the w'ater intake

should go to zero. Therefore the pump speed_mu t be matched to the rate that

water teaks into pe cellar. Note, with a cen rifugal pump, this rate of dis-

charge is proportional to the speed. Since the kinetic energy associated with .

1

the Water fluwis proportional, to the discharge velocity squared,

is proportional top)
2

. The Pilmp requires 10 hp at 1800 rpm.

Some meaiured constants offkhe system are:

= 0.20Rseries
fld + arm

= 0.2 henry
Iserieg fld

j = 0.25 kg m
2

(1) In the steady-state, find the average values of I

-and the.speed w (in rpm).'

the torque mr"

, line, armature, di.ode'

II

s tr.
2
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Assum3.ng the acm's said the .Diode can handle the current,,determine la(t)

and w(t) for tAe.starting transient, i.e., at t = 0, to., 0 E = 200 volts,'

and the SCR's switch as before. Outline ydtr method in detail and'carry,

it through.

0

Could the,starting current amplitude be reduced by leaving SCR,, turned on

for 2 mmec instead of only one?

Laboratory Problem 1

There are a nuMber orcompound wound DC motors in the laboratory.

Using the gircuit below as a speed controller, you are to determine:

a} J,he t'orque-spedcharacteristies of the motor for 'ail

posgible c:onstant speed "settings" of the controll(4r.

the.tiMe required for tl-re system to reach steady Mate

under,no-load conditions.

Since the machines,in the laboratory will only be available to you for a

sh4rt time, it'is suggested that you may not have sufficient tithe to construct

the circuit and make tile required measurements directly.

COMPENSATING IELO

Oo[j(t.fr

uovpc rryrt

awe

2(ity'
A

14rn4ATUIE

S.

nil V Dic

rrai.0

i<
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laboratory Problem 2

The.ciercuit below is used to control the speeti of a.shunt-wound DC motor.

The motor is mechanically conneCted to a matehed.mechanical load whose torque

Is proPortional to s.beed. YoUrare required to determine
A

'(a) the .roltageAnd current ratings of the SCR's and diode

(b) the size of C, 1,1'.; and

(c) the basic scheme for a ogic.circult to lrigger the'SCR' 'The

logic circuit does not have to be designed In detail, 'bu the

components'must be specified sufficiently and realistic

enough that the circuit could be designed and built on the basis

,of your specification. The logic circuit should have prov

for starting_the motor prider load.

De LINE

(le
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Appendix .

The following is.a, suggested rough guide for a tam sphedule of presents.--

tion of material, allowing sufficient time for detailed discussion of one

I/ problem" and one laboFatory problee_per chapter In a small class (15-25

students).

Chapter L 3 weeks

2

3

5

3 weeks

2 weeks

2 weeks

3 weeks

In the case or smaller classes, a longer term, or particularly able stu-

dents,_further topics may be-considered. The following are.offered as sug-

t

gestions.

6) The Parallel Capacitor ('ommutated inverter with an inductive Load

Thi'g problem, discussed in some detail in Principles of

Inverter Circuits by licAford and Hort, is particularly suit-

able fbr modeling-Nn an analog.or,hybrid computer.

'7) The problem of producing an apProximate sine wave by summing'Jale

outputs of several square-wave inverters with differing amplitudes

and phases but the same repetition rate is atuseful example of

designing a cirCuit (choosing.the phases and amplitudes) on th4

basis of aLsimplified model of operation. The problem can bre

generalized into designing thp 3 phase,'harmonic neutralized inver-
.

ter. Such problems are most instructive if the third and firth

harffionics are abAent froM.the desired optput sine wave. Again,
4

i.PrinCiples of Inverter Circuits by Bedford and Hort s an excel-

Lent beginning reference for the problem. An additional helpful

z 1 1
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rererence is Kernick, Roof; and Heinrich," Static Inverter with Neutraliza-

tionjof Harmonics'!, MEE kansact1oni3 Pt. II, Vol. 81 (ay, 1962),. pp. 59-
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